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CHAPTER 6 ML TRANSITION METAL CHROMOPHORES : SPECTTAL TIIEORY.

6. 1 INTRODUCTORY REIVIARKS

The low resolution visible absorption spect.ra of transiÈion metal
lr( '']

complexes were early shown to be char-acteristic of the ML' first

coordination sphere (or chromophore). Although the broad spectral

features of the pseudo-octahedral complexes can be qualitatively

explained in Èerms of the nr¡mber and s¡nruretry of Ëhe electronic

transit.ions expected for an On s5rmmetric MLU-core the question arises

as to the level at which the lowered-syrunetry of a chelate complex

becomes manifest in the elecËromagnet.íc properties. The long wavelength

d-d xransitions of transition metals are triply degenerate in On

syÍmetry and any lowering of the ehromophore s)¡rmeËry should result in

at least partial lifting of this degeneracy. ,
Measurement of the CD spectra of chiral complexes suggest.s thaË

the degenerate components of the pseudo-octahedral transitions are

resolved in favourable instances. Therefore assignment of the absolute

configuration of chiral transition meËal complexes from their circular

dichroisur specËra, other Ëhan by an empirical correlaËion of curve

shape, requires a knowledge of the syrrnetry and energy ordering of the

optically active electronic transitions. The accepted interpretaËion

of the "trigonal-splitting" of the ocÈahedrally-based degenerate

ËransiËions in D, chromophores has been questioned and it is worthwhile

at this sËage to review the treaËment adopted in this work.

In section 6.2 the relevant spectral Ëheory of pseudo-ocËahedral
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III IIIMLU chromophores, particularly of Cr and Co is outlined and in

section 6.3 the theoret,ical interpretation of the ORD and CD spectra of

the trigonal-dihedral complexes of these metals is discussed.

6.2 A3SORPTION SPECTRA

6.2.I Octahedral

coordination of six identical ligands, L, to a Ëransition metal

to give an octahedral MLU-core (On symretry) partially lifts the five-fo1d

degeneraey of the d-orbíxaLs of the isolated spherical metal ion;

three orbiËals of trn symetry and two of. en symretry result, the en

orbitals lying at energy L(or 70 Dq) above tlne trn orbirals . The d-d.

sPectra of Ëransition metal complexes result from elecËronic t.ransitions

beËween these splir d orbitals.

octahedral c.III has the ground elecËronic configuraËion
aarnfts;n); applicaËion of group theory predicts2lT rhr"" major

absorpt.ion bands for crrrr in an octahedral environnent due to spin-

allowed electronic transiËions from the non-degenerate ground state.

rn order of increasing energy these ^t" 
4Aro * arz;nft|nnln),

norn * f,rrnrtzrnalJ and norn * lrrnttt nn?¿, 
in" la*er rwo-elec'ron

jump being of low intensity and normally submerged under a sËrong charge

transfer b.rr¿.218 Three low intensity quarteË-doublet (t3,- * t3.' zg zg)

zero-electron jumps are also predicted to occur in the region of the

low energy transiËions and are observed in low resolution specÈra as

band asymetries; they rnri1l not be furËher considered in this discussion

as they can have no allowed rotatory strengËh. The two one-electron
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Èransitions each give rise to a broad band in the visible spectral

region (330-780 nn); the Èransition s)rumetries are deÈermined as the

product of the ground and excit.ed electronic state representations

and are ,rnÍorn * 4rrn) 
anð. Irn¡4Azø * 4rl/ in ord.er of increasing en-

ergy.

The ground state of octahedral CoIII i" ah" totally s;rrunetric

diamagnetí. 1l.rnft6;/, excepr for high spin [CoF6J3- rtich has a

paramagnetic Srrnftfn"?nl ground srare .66'81 Analogous ro rhe case

of CTIII, tr¿o rrrelatively" strong (weak by comparison wit.h charge

Ëransfer bands i .d_d. = 10-200) absorption bands are observed in the

visible region of Ëhe spectrum (13,OOO-3O,OOO 
"*-t); in order of

increasing energy Ëhe one-elecÈron transitions responsible are
torn * lrrntt,rnulnl 

"a'orn * 
lrrn{t,rnu!¿, ot synmerry ,rn ,nu ,r,

respectively. Several much less inËense spin-forbidden singlet-triplet

transitions also occur.

The low extinction coefficienÈs of Ëhe visible absorption bands

ín octahedral transition metal complexes are an example of the Laporte

selectíon rule which predicts zero electric-dipole strength (OU) tor

a transition betr.,reen tr,üo orbitals of the same type wíthin a single

quantum shell.66'2L9 Although the specËra of metal complexes are a

feature of the whole complex, the low resoluËion visible absorption

spectra are largely characteristic of the transition meÊal ion, íts

oxidation sËate and the nature of the first coordination spher 
"r22O

except in cases of chelation by unsaturated ligands (e.g. phen and dipy)

where low lying ligand n-orbitals are of importance. Spectral details
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of some relevant complexes are given in Table 6.1.

TABLE 6.1 d-d VTSTBLE ASSORPTION BANDS OF

(M = Co, Cr; L = 0, N).

CornpLeæ Irn bard.

(trrot)

"ttt"u

T^ band
zg

vle)ma.æ ma.æ

CHROMOPTIORES

a
v

ma.&

22.98

24.9s (so)

22.73 (166)

23.7o (2o4)

23.60 G27)

2e.5s (46)

2e.40 (74)

ca. 25.O

24.ss (60)

24.60 (r5)

23.7o (97)

23.40 (24)

28.2s (34)

28.33 (6s)

28.r9 (48)

Refs.

22r

66,222

L59,223

27,222

L54

66,222

27

224

66,2t7

66,2L7

27,222

27

225

27

L67

224

Co
3+

L
co (H2o) 6-'

a-
Co (Cor) ,-

2-
Co (ox) r'

?-
Co (mal) r-

ar
Co (NHr) 5''
co len) 13+

Co (acac) ,
3+

Cr in o-41 o
2 3

L
u(H2o) 6-'

Cr (ox) r'
2-

Cr (na1) r-
ar

Cr (NHr) 6''
cr (en¡ 

13+

cr {tn¡ ,3+

Cr (acac) ,

in cr-Alr0rb 15.56

16.50

L5.7s

16.60

t6.4s

2r.20

2L.30

16.8

17.80

L7.40

17 .50

L7.40

2L.46

2L.7 4

2L.53

t7.9

b

(40)

( ls4)

(ls3)

(148)

(s6)

(84)

(40)

( 13)

(74)

Go¡

(4 1)

(7 4)

(s5)

a

b

3 -1frequency, x 10 cm

positions of absorption bands vary r¿ith concentration of "impurity"
ion.
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Nonszero Íntensities for Ëïre wisible absorption bands of the ideally

ocËahedral hexaquo- and hexanrnine=crlll ,rrd CoIII complex ions arise

from u-symmetric vÍbrations of the MLU-core, i.e. those vibrations

r,úrich do not reËain the octahedral centre of inversioo;226'227 ttris

víbronic contribution Ëo the electric-dipole strength is conmon to

chromophores of any symme ro.2I9 trIhere the chromophore symetry is

already hemihedric (i.e. in the sËatÍc geometry), as Ín ,rhy1228 tin"

dípole=sËrength of the spÍn-allowed transitions is increa".d219 ""
shown by the extinction coefficíenËs lísted in Table 6.1 or more correctly

by comparison of band areas. It is this loss of inversion centre which

is responsible for the increased dipole-strength of the allot¡ed Ëransitions

of chiral tïis-bidentate comprexes of coIII rrrd ctrll relative to the

hexaquo- and hexarnnine-complexes.

Tris-bidentaËe complexes have ideaLized D3 symmetry (C3 + 3C2

axes perpendicular) a¡rd the pure elecËronic selection rules can be

expected Ëo be dotinarrt.229 llor¡ever, the intensity of the ruby
âr 3+(Cr'' corundum) absorption bands compared with those of Cr(HrO)U

suggests Èhat statj-c tmgenaÅe dístortion of the CrOU core may conËTibute

signÍfieant additional dipole-strength, even without consideration of

the chiral 1-ígand displacement. Comparison of the band inËensitíes

for the fíve- and six-meurbered chelate ring conplexes (e.g. tris(ox)

wit?r tris(nal), trÍs(en) with tris(tn)) índicates generally reduced

d.ipole-strengths for the larger ring ions; in these íons Ëhe MLU-core

conforms most closely Ëo an holohedric geometry (see Chapter 8).

Various explanations of this "ring size effect" (both in absorpËion and
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rot.atory dispersion spectra) have been propo".d25 '60'65 but it should

be realized that the MLU-core of nosÈ D3 complexes is not On

syrmretric and electronic effects due to this static core dist.ortíon

are usually ínseparable from those due to Ëhe geometry of the complex

as a whole.

6.2.2 DistorÈion from t

The excited sËates (") of octahedral corrr 
"rrd crrrr discussed in

section 6.2.1 are triply degenerate and further reducËion, eiËher static

or dynamic, of Ëhe chromophore symtetry should lift this degeneracy

(partially or completely) resulting ín a splitring of the specrral

bands: often the splitting of the excited state is small compared with

the width of Ëhe absorption band envelope and band broadening or

asynnetry only are observed.

Application of group Èheory gíu""229'23o th" following breakdown of

octahedral represenÈations under Ëhe influence of a trigonal distortíon

of the MLU-eore, i.e. elongation or compression along one C, axis of

the parent octahedron. The resultant geouetry has D3d "I*"try and

D
3d

D
3

ot C:

A,
1g

orn

T.1g
ry'29

Lg

2g
+E

o
+Eo

L

2
+E
+E

A

A

A+E
A+E

A

A

A

A

2g
A

A
2

A

A
1g L

ret.ains the ocËahedral centre of inversion; hence the trigonal sËates



renain gerade. D, Beometry is achieved by a twist of one pair of

opposing trigonal faces of the parent octahedron, with or without

concomitanÈ axial elongation. Splitting of absorption bands due

to static trigonal distortion of the MLU-core is usually noË observed in

arnbient temperature soluËion spectra of tris(bidentate) complexes.

This situaËion should be conËrasted wirh Èhat found for chromophores

of the Ëype CoAOB, where splitting of the low energy ?, band is

particularly marked for tine tz,ans-"o.p1"*2I9'23L when A and B are

well separated in the spectrochemical series (e.g. ty,ans-[Co enrFrl+

(ref . 81), bis(aminoacidato)corrr "o*pl"*""232'233), and for electronic

configurations having sËrong Jahn-Teller distortion of the ground

(e.g. cu2*, Mn3+ sa1r")81'234 ot excired sraÈes (e.g. [coF6J3-).81'235

For crrrr trigonal-dihedral (os) complexes norn * 4Trn b""o ""
¿¿¿¿¿4¿4-AZ * -A j. * ^Eo and -Arg * )Trn seLíts into -A2 * -A2 * -EU where th.e

a and b subscripËs of the doubly degenerate E componenËs indicate the

lornrer and higher energy transitions only and have no sytrmetry significance;

analogously for corrr Ëhe low energy transition becomes 'o, * 1A, * 1øo

and the high ener gy 1A1_ . tO, * 

"r. 
For the present work the trigonal

splitting parameter, K, is defined as vU - v, for tt,e I, symtetric
a

lower energy octahedral transition and is negative r¿hen the non-

degenerate á componenË lies higher in energy (i.e. shorter in wavelength)
.r.].

than Eo. l

ls6.

The ?. Èransition should show similar splitting.
ulse*1"r"35'2o7 '228 the trigonal splitËing of the Eo and A

component.frequencies is symbolised as_|Kt/2 since Éhe components
are theoreticálly displaced + v I and 72v t resPecÈively to
opposite sides of the unperturbed frequency: sKt/2 is therefore
equivalent to the K defined here.

11 a)

b)
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The following elecËric-dipole selection rules apply where the

Ëerms "para1le1" and "perpendiculartt define the polarizaÈion of the

transiËion relaËive to the C, axis of the D, synrneËric chromophore:

A. -> A.) A. + A^) A. -> E)t t) forbidden, t ¿) paralLe!, t ) perpendicular.
Ar+Ar) Ar+Ar) 2+E)

For C, symmetry the I + r4. components are elecËric-dipole allowed in the

parallel polarízation and for DrU syrunetry (C3 * 3 parallel mirror planes)

all the trigonal component transitions are vibronically allowed but

dipole forbidden because Ëhe inversion centre renains. Cotton229

argued that the polarized absorpËion spectrum of Cr(o*)g3 (ref. 2O7)

follows the selection rules for D, synmetry, validating consideration

of the whole complex ion rather than jusË the DrU CrO.-core; in so

doing, however, he neglected Ëhe relat.ive twisting of the oxygen

trigonal faces which in itself is sufficient to desËroy the assumed

centric symtretry of CrOU (see ChapÊer 8).

For exact D, symretry the intensity of the high energy IZ

octahedral band should derive entirely from the E, synuretríc trigonal

componerit. In the static crystal field approximation the intensíty of

Ehe T, symneËric Ëransition is partitioned between t}'e A, arrd Eo

components in the ratio 4zL;34'35'228'236 .1r""h 
"r"L92'237 '238 tti,

ratio is incorrecËly quoted as 2zL. Rarelyrthe splitting of the T,

transition has been decided from Gaussian analysis of Ëhe absorpËion

band asyrmetry but the observed dipole sÊrength ratios often show

marked divergence from the Ëheoretical values .34'L92 More usually the

sign of the trigonal splitting is determined by means of plane-
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polarized single crystal absorption spectra .29r35rL73r2O7 1239 The

Ëheory is mosË readily applied219'24o in the case of uniaxial erystals

(trigonal, hexagonal, tetragonal) of knovm structure but the technique

has also been successfully used in studying monoclinic

crysËals173'239'24L'242'243 where the orientation of the pseudo-s)¡mnerry

axes of Ëhe eomplex relative to the erystal optic axes is known.

' 244considering the uniaxial caser--- and more part.icularly trigonal and

hexagonal, t\^ro Ëypes of spectra are measurable;

1) aædaL; rnrhere the direction of propagation of the polarized (or

unpolarized) light is parallel to the unique axis, c,

Ëhe electríc vector vibrating perpendicular to c.

2) orthoan'ial; the incidenË plane-polarízed líght rravels perpen-

dicular to e. Here the electric vector can be parallel

to the unique axis (r spectuwn; E//c, $lc) "r
perpendicular' (o speetz,um; {c, [//c).

T}ire q,æiaL and o specËra should be coincident for an electric dipole
207 -244mechanismr--'' - " the Orr, * Uorb tt^nsitions being excited; Èhe n

spectrum should largely result from the A1, * AZ AZ * Ar) transition

under Ëhe low energy octahedral absorptíon band. NoËe that only for a

trigonal or hexagonal structure will K be trivially deríved as vo- vT.

The differeotiation of E ar.d A syruretric components by the use of

plane-po1arízed light is not applicable to complexes in solution and

it is questionable whether the splitting determined for .Ëhe chromophore

in a specific crystal environment is transferable wirhin the solid staËe

or to solution studies. The trigonal components of Èhe long wavelength
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Tl octahedral band are supposedly distinguishable in the CD

spectrum by virtue of their opposite signs (see section 6.3.1) but

often (e.g. crlen)13+, ref. 27r 60: cr{tr,¡13+, ref. 60, 67,19o:
?-Co(ox)3-, ref.27r 184) one CD componenË only is observed in the

soluËion spectrum and further rrassumptions'r must be made. Oriented

síngle-crystal CD spectra can be used to identify the E syuuneËry

components and by deducËion the / Ërigonal component of the long

wavelength transit.ion. Tew oriented single crystal CD spectra have

been published; for Co(o*)33 and Cr(o*)33 ín a NaMg[Al oxrJ .IHZO

host lattice the polarized crystal 
"p""Ër"207 ^nd 

single crystal CD

27 -L84spectra- ' ' Lv- give a consistent sign for the trigonal splitting

parameter K. However, for Co(.t)33* conflicting assignments have

been made from the tr^ro types of spectra for the complex ion in various

host latti""r192 '193'245-247 and in soluÈion .r92'248

The more recently applied technique of magnetic circular dichroism

. 249-25Lpromlses a means of dis:tinguishing transitions from non-

degenerate ground states to non-degenerate excited sÈates from those Ëo

degenerate upper states; the technique is applicable boËh in solution and

solid staËes. Further discussion of Ëhis technique will not be made

here other than to indicate Ëhat Russell and DouglaslSo'252 h^u"

derived an extremely large trigonal splitting (K = -1500 " 
-7) for

[Co enrJ3* in solution from analysis of Èhe MCD curve, in conËras't to

earlier st,rdies246'249'253 rhi"h suggested only a very small splitting

consisËent with a vibroníc (Jahn-Te1ler) mechanism. This ínability to

make a consistent assignment of the trigonal splitting, or for Ëhat
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matËer to decide whether Ëhe spectral splitting is a consequence of

staËic dÍsËortiorL or l,vtgerade vTbronic coupi-ing, is the major

obstacle to currenË attempts Ëo describe theoretÍcal-ly Ëhe optícal

rotator1r properties of D, transiËion metal complexes; this point is

discussed further in secÈions 6.3.1 and 8.3.3.

Another ínportant question is Ëhe level at which reduced chromophore

synrnetry shor,rs in the spectral properÈÍes. Just as the aqueor¡s sol-ution

spectrum of a D, conpl-ex exhÍbíts the broad bands characteristic of

the ocËahedral chromophore so the polarized absorptíon spectrum of

a trÍs-bidenËate complex distorted frorn D, geometry is close to thaË

expected for the undist.orËed symmetry: often, hornrever, some inËensiËy is

observed r:nder the high energy T, ocxahedral- absorption band in the n

spectrum (i.e. tÎre 1Ar+ 7Aj. {41., * 4lr1 transition ís no longer electric-

dípole forbÍdden for C, or l-orer syrnuretry) which, together with band

asyÍmetÐ/ suggests that a D, representat.ion of the chromophore Ís

inadequaËe or that vibronic and covalency complications are sÍgnificant.

As with ËransÍt,ion dipole strength, so with energy level splitting

it is Ímportant to appreciate the f-inÍting description of the chrorpphore

necessary to ÍnterpreË the phenomenon. Siurple electrostatic crystal-

fÍe1d tïeatmentszLg'254 indÍcate that Ërigonal- elongatLon (or

compressÍon) of the MLU=core along a C, axís of the octahedron is sufficienË

condiËion to split a triplet (I) excí-:ted state into a síng1:et (Ð and a

doublet fEJ. Ilor,rever, the sign of the splitting (K) for a compressed

chromophore (e, the pol-ar angle , Þ 54.740 ; see ChapËer 7) is

ÍnconsîstenËly derived from the various theoretical treatments; the
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point-charge ionic model gives K positiv ]-73'254 but inËroducËion of

significarit o- and ¡-bonding can reverse the predicted energy ordering

of the trigonal component".19l'24L'254'255 As indicaËed above, the

experimenÈal assignments are equally inconsistent.

There are numerous examples of Ëheoretical interpretaËions of

spectral and magnetic properties in terms of 'trigonal distortion of an

ideally octahedral Ml;core; for example, the ground state crossover

from low spin (nrn) to high spir, (5r, 
n) anð, consequent splitting of

the tripler state observed for severtl F"rr complexes ,256'257 "od 
,h.

spliÈting of the octahedral transitions in tris(oxalato) meËal(III)

eomplex íons2o7'258 (buË not th. tutrrr(acac), complexes) and several

tris(diethyldithiocarbamaËo) metal(III) comp1exes241 1ah"""

assignments are further diseussed in section 8.3.3). The polarized

erystal spectra of trivalent ttimpuritytt ions in the distorted C, MOU

environmenÈ of o-A1ro, (corundum) have often been interpreted25g'260

simply in terms of a trigonal compression titt219'22I ot without

consideration of the predicted Jahn-Teller distortion of the excited

26LsËate.

A recent interpret 
^tion262 

of the powder magnetic susceptibility

daËa for [Ti(urea)6]I, in terms of a trigonal Ëwist of the Tio6-core

about an octahedral C, axis raises an imporËant query. An earlier

analysis in terms of 0 had not been entirely saËisfactory and was

questioned r¿hen the crystal structure determination263 "hot.d 
negligible

trigonal compression of the D, chromophore. How valid is it then to

ignore Ëhe trigonal Ëwist of a D, chromophore and interpret Ëhe spectral
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splitting solely in terms of axial elongaËion or compression, especially

when for most t.ris(four-) and t.ris(five-memåered ring) complexes the

former is the larger relative distortion (see the tables of section

8.1) ?

6.3 OPTICAL ACTIVITY

6.3.I Configurational Activity

Tris-bidentate transition metal complexes, M(L - L)3, are the

highest s5rmmetry molecules (Ur) wtrich can exisË in two enantiomeric

foms; the higher the enanËiomer s)mmetry the theoretically less

complex the ORD and CD "p."tr".25
For a molecule to exist as tr,rro non-superimposable mirror image

forms iË must not possess a rotary inversion axis, S, as a symeËry

elementr5S'59 u helix lacks such an axis and it is ínstructive to

consider a D, complex as a short. finite helix. Any two non-inËersecting

skew lines define a helix, a right-handed helix being said to have the

opposite chirality Ëo a left-handed helix. In the now accepËed

nomenclatut"L2T'L28 a left-hand helix is designated Ä and a righË-handed

helix l; Piper264 n^a previously used this synbolism Ëo describe the

chirality of D, complexes relative to the C, axis. The chirality of

a helix perpendicular to Ëhe helix axís is opposite that parallel to

Ëhe axis; thus a D, complex t\ with respect to C, is À relative to the

perpendieuLar Craxes. Alternative symbols (e.g. R(Ca)S(C2),68

M(ca)P (c)2 265) h".r" been proposed to indicate this dual helicity but

since definition of the chirality relaÈive to C, necessarily iurplies

an opposiËe skew about the C, axes Ëhe dual specification is unnecessary.
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The rotaËional strengËh, Rbo, of an optically active transiËion

deËermines the contribution r,¡trich that transition makes to the total

rotatory po\^rer at any frequency. Rbo is'a pseudo-scalar product. of the

electric- and magnetic-dipole moment operaËors for a particular transition

and therefore should exhibit the largest values for those transitions

which are both nagnetic- and electric-dipole allowed. Returning to the

On syumetric MLU-core, it was indicaËed in section 6.2.I that for both

Corlr rnd Ctrrr the lowest energy spin-allor,red one-elecLron transiËion

lnas T. symmeËry while Ëhe next highest has 7.^ symmetry. The nagnetic-tg"zg
dipole operator transforms as T, in On and Ëherefore the low-energy

band is magnetic-dipole allowed whereas tlre T rn symmetric Ëransition is

magnetic-dipole forbidden .25'58'266

This sinpl-ified descriptÍon suggesËs thaË for a o, coIII ot ctIII

complex the major part of the rotatory po\^rer derives from the Èransitions

of Eo ar'd A synmetry under the first octahedral absorption band, Ëhese

transiËions being both electric- and magnetic-dipol. "llored.25 The higher

energy EU transition, however, being magneËic-dípole forbidden, should

have zero rotatíonal strength;t2 that it does not is attribuËed,25'58'268

Ëo a borrowing of nagnetic-dipole strength by this transítion from others

of E synrmetry (e "8, Ea, charge transfer) thus gaining a snall second-order

t2 rt has been argued267 that consideraËion of the syuneËry of the
"parenttt octahedral transition is incorrect and that the synrmeËry of
the trigonal components only is relevant. Since the magnetic-dipole
selecÈion rules ín Da symmetry are idenËical with the electric-dipol-e
selection rules gÍveñ in section 6,2.2 the E^ component should then
have an inherent non-vanishing rotatory streigth.
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roËational strengËh, In the D, formalism Ëhe high energy .4. component

of the T, band is both magnetic- and electric.dipole forbidden and

should have zero rotational strength. The magnetic*dipole rtallowedness"

of the Ërigonal component transitions can be tested in a marurer analogous

to thaÈ used for Ëhe determination of Lhe electric-dipole characteristícs

but with regard to Ëhe plane of polarizatíon of the magnetie vector, S,

of the incident tignt.244 These experiments and the weak rotatory-

sËrength of the E, component in mosË CD spectra of D, compl-exes suggest

Ëhe ntparentrr octahedral formalism is basically correct.

For C, symmeÈry Ëhe ,4 and E components of boËh t}:.e T, and T,

octahedral transitions are nagneËic- and electric-dipole allowed.

ORD and CD are two of the most sensítive techniques (certainly in organic

chemistry) for distinguishing small structural changes in a chiral

chromophore; even so, Ëhe CD speetrr,rm of Ëhe C, synrmetric l1'(+)[Co1+¡pnrl]

íon is virtually identical- with that of the potentially D3 syurnetric

^(+)[Co "orJ3+ 
ion, both spectra showing a single minor positive peak

rmder Ëhe envelope of the high energy 'orn * 
lrrn rottr b"rrd,27'269

In contrast, the D3 syqnetric ACs.)ICo otr]3= anion shot^¡s ttrree

components under this high energy b^rrð,.27 Agaín Ëhere ís the questíon

of the level at which the reduced strucËural synmeËry should become

obseryable in the electromagnetic properties,

The E and A componenË transitions are polarized perpendicular

and parallel to Ëhe Ca axis respectively (U and p being parallel for

each) and to first order should have equal but oppositely signed
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rotarory st,rengths,34'4r i.e. R(Eo) = -R(A), refrecring the opposing

chiralities parallel and perpendicular to the three-fold axis.58'27O

rncomplete cancellation of these oppositely signed components r^ras

considered to be due to a finite trigonal splitting34'LgL (see also

chapter 7) but in some cases one component only is observed in the cD

spectrum. However, although the total rot.atory strength sr:med over

all optically active transiÈions should vanish to 
""to238,246,27L 

,h"

strengt.h of an individual octahedral transitíon may be ,rorr-""ro65 rrrd

more recent theoretical .od.1"41'272 a^k"n to second-order perturbation

predicË a dominant rotational strength for tlne Eo componerit of the long

wavelength I, band in D, coIII rnd crIII eomplexes, in agreement with

the empirical correlations adopted earlier (see Chapter 7).

Partial mutual cancellation of tlrre A, and Eo components is

indicatedLgL'Igz from a semFaríson of the solution and single-crystal

CD spectra for Co(en¡r3+; the solution rotatory strerigth is an order

of magnitude lower. The use of oriented single-crystal CD spectra to

identify the trigonal components was mentioned in sectíon 6.2.2; for

structures in which the C, axes of the tris-bidentate complex molecules

are aligned parallel (or nearly so) Èo the optic axis of a uniaxial

crystalrpassing circularly poLarízed light along the optic axis, i.e.

corresponding to ttre aæiaL polarized light spectrun, excites only the E

symretric components. As with 'Èhe plane-poLarízed spectral assignrnents,

however, there remains the question of the validity of comparing these

solid state CD assignments, often-derived for the complex diluted in a

hosË lattice of uncertain structure, with the solution spectra. No
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ov,thoarLaZ CD spectra have been reported¡ uniaxial crystals are

anisoÈropic perpendicular to the unique axis.

The aqueous solution spectrrutlgz of Á,(+) Co(en)13+ hr" a dominant

posit,ive low energy CD componerit. and a smaller negative component at high-

er energy under the 1A"^.1T"^ oct.ahedral absorption band; there Ís aJg Jg

small positive conporient rmder EIne Trn band envelope, c axis CD spectra

of the complex ion in a tetragoouL2T3 and hexagoo^Lr92'193 l"tti""

sÏrow only th-e tu¡o positîve comporìents, Ëheir rotatory strengths being

approximately ten tl'mes those in aqueous so1ution.191 Ttre Ëhree solution

componeriËs can therefore be assigned as Eo, AZ and EU to increasíng

energy. This interpreËation of the observed CD bands as trigonal-

courponent Ëransitions arising frorn ttsËat,ic" splitËing of the triplet

octahedral synmetry states has been questioned, it being inferred from

singre crystal cn¡vcn249 1253 æLd polarized specËral st,rdies246 '247 '274

that Ëhe small splitting of the octahedral states reflects dynamic Jahn-

Teller disËorËion of the first triplet exciËed state rather than partial

removal of the degeneracy due to a static trÍgonal field. More

recent dÍscussionsl3t4l '275 sug1est that although this vibronic mechanism

227 3+domínates Ëhe electricdipole strength of Co(en), íË makes only a

small contribution Èo the toËal rotatory strengthrlz'25 the dominant

factor here being the chiral naËure of the static rmgerade ligand

field (-see also Ctrapters 7 and 8). The vibronÍc conËribution Eo R- for

o, corrr rod ctrrr complexes is usually considered negli gtbt"276 
'1

but is probably responsible for the non-vanishing rotaËory-strength of

t]ne EU component .L3'268'277 Thorough consÍderation of the role of
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vibronic coupling,277*¿8 wítin urryenad.e víbraËions of the Ml.-corer in

inducing rotat.ory-strength in the transition metal d-d transitions is

of prime importance since if it is a significant contributing factor

there can be no straightforward correlation beËween the absoluËe

eonfiguration of the complex, or the c.hirality of the static MLU-core

disËortion, and the signed roÈatory strength.l-2'276

It is not possible here to give a deËailed discussion of vibronic

effects or to cormrerit on Éhe nodified intensity profíle of degenerate

states resulting from incorporation of spin-orbit coupling,2T9'244

ligand n-bondingIT3'224'254 
",,d, 

covalencyzss'279'280 in the ionic

crysËal-fie1d model. For trís(acac)- and to a lesser extenË tris(ox)-

complexes the ligand n-orbitals overlap the metal trn-orbítals; deloeaLized

ligand-netal n-bonding can reverse the component splitting order, i.e.

change the sign of K, predicted from Ëhe point-charge crystal-field

model and can promote appreciable dipole strengËh in the otherr¿ise

electric-dipole forbidden high ener ey 
4A2 + 4AZ 

"rrð,1A, - 'O,
t,ransitions. A1lor^rance for spin-orbit coupling is important in

evaluating the magneËic parameters of crrrr syste*s2L9'222 but iË has

been argued that it can be neglected in spectral discussions since the

-III _III-Cr--- complexes exhibit specËra closely similar to those of Co--- for

which there is no first-order spin-orbit coupling of the singleÊ

276.28L.282states

In the following chapters the formalism of the staËic crystal-field

model is adopted. This is because, apart from its comparaËive simpliciÊy,

irrespective of the uncertainty as Èo the origin of the ocËahedral band
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spliËting the polarizations of the resultanË components generally

conforrn to that predicted for trigonally split octahedraL T, and T,

one-electron transitions on trigonal distortion of the static charge

approximation of the On s¡nrnet.ric MLU-core.

6.3.2 Vicinal Conformational and EnvironmenÈal Effects

At r¡hat level must a Èransition meËal complex be chiral in order

Èhat the d-d transitions have non-vanishing rotaËory strength? This

question forms the basis of the present study, particularly as it

relaÊes to chiral distortion of the MLU-core as opposed to the config-

uratíonal chirality of a D, complex as a r¿hole and this aspect is

discussed more fully in Chapters 7 and 8. In the present section our

concern is r^rith nechanisms other than configuration by which the

Ëransition meËal íon d-d Ëransitions become optically acËive.

For optical activity to be observable in solution at least a

partial resoluËion of the complex must be achieved (but even this is

not an absolute requirenent, see for example the cormenËs on the Pfeiffer

effect in sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.4); this is noË so in the solid state

where dissynrmetric perturbation of ideally holohedric transition met.al

MLU units by the chiral crystal environment is sufficient condition to

induce finite rotaËory strengËh in the metal d-d transitions. One

example is a-[Ni(HZo)6lso. .6H2o r¿hich crystalli """283'284 ir, th"

enantiomorphous space groups ,+rZrZ/r4t2t2i the NiOU core reurains closely

octahedral in the static approximaÈion and Èhe rotatory power is

attribute d1285'286 to electronic interaction r¿ith the chiral crysÈal
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environment. However, vibronic interactions are considere dL3'287

apprecíab1e in this system although their conËribution to the rotatory

sÈrength is disput"¿.285

Pronounced ehanges in Ëhe CD spectra aËtributed to specific

interaction of a chiral complex with solvent molecules are well

known;165 th. effect is not simply d,r"288 to conformational labiliËy of

the chromophoric group since similar changes have been observed for

conformationally rigid orgrrri"lg'289 
"rrd 

inorganic chiral chromophores

in optically-inactive solveîxs.269'282 This effect is analogous to

the so-called rrgegenion" or "outer-sphere" effects induced by certain

counter-ions in aqueous solution, e.g. the effecÈ of phosphate and

selenite ions on the rotaËory sËrengths of the d-d. Ëransítions of CoIII

.rrd Ctrrl tris(dianines) .60' 190' 248'29o'29I However, it is sti11

uncertain to what extent these latËer changes in component rotatory

strengËh reflecË a change in conformer distríb,rtiorr269'292 r"ther than

enhancemenË of specífic transiÈion dípole strengths, as proposed24S'29I

(see section 8.3.'1 for further corrtrent on this point). A related

solution effect is observed wíth optically acËive counter-ions (the

Pfeiffer effect) ,71'293 the results noÈ always being explicab1e294'295

merely in terms of displacement of the enantiomer equilibrirm.

of greater relevance is a recent solid-state cD 
"t,rdy296 

of

[co(NIIr)U]3* ".y"talirízed as the (+) bromocamphorsulphonaËe; the

microcrystalline KBr disc CD spectrum üras weaker than that, of (+){Co err3l3+

and it seems probable Ëhat the rotaËory strengËh of the metaL d-d

Ëransitions is induced solely by the chiral anion which must lie outside
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the first coordination sphere; of course, the CoN.-core may also be

herníhedric.

The importance of conformat.ional conËributions to Ëhe roÈatory

strength of transition metal complexes has been well demonstrated by

Ëhe variable temperature studies of CoIII diamine complexes in aqueous

solution. Chelated diamines (e.g. en, tn) can adopË relatively low

energy skew forms in which the C-C bond of en or .the CCC plane of tn is

inclined to the ColtrN donor atom plane; there are triro limitíng chiral forms,

À and 6,I27'L28 oÍ the bidentate ligand and they should make oppositely

signed mirror s¡amnetric contribuËions to the overall rotatory strength

Èhroughout the frequency range, provided it is valid to consider each

ring in rrelectromagneËic isolatíont', i.e. provided there is no inter-

ligand coupling on chelation of the second and third ligands. The

confonnaËional contribution Ëo Ëhe rotat.ory strengËh is particularly

important in attempting assigriments of the absolute configuratíons of

polydentate systemr, 165 
".g. complexes of ethylenediamíne-t.eËraacetic

acid and its derivatives.

The presence of an asyrnmetric (chiral) centre in a ligand can induce

finite roËaÈory strength in Ëhe d-d, transitíon".297 Thís tsicinnL

"ffect298 usually occurs r¡ith a concomitant conformaËional contribut íonr299

especially if the asy"nmetric atom is incorporated in the chelate ring,

e.g. conplexes of pn. Horuever, in one noËable example it has been

stared3oo'301 ,h"a the optical activity of the bis-(tridentate) complex

trqns-¡co aienrJ3+ (dien = diethylenetriamine) is induced solely by a

chiral displacemenË of tlr'e tv,ans-(N-H) bonds in Ëhe chelated "linear"
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tridentate ligands; the intra-ligand conformational contributíons were

argued Ëo be self-cancelling but the relative ínter-ligand conformational

chirality and proba¡t"l65 hemihedric disÈortion of the corrr Nu core

T^tere not considered.

The rotatory strength of the corrr .rrd crrrr d-d. transitíons was

long consid"r"d269'3o2 ,o be dominated by the configurational arrange-

ment of chelated ligands abouË the metal ion but in view of the results

of a recent variable ËemperaÈure study292 of [co tnrJ3* ia nor^r seems

that this simplifying assumption is untenable. All Ëhree effects

(configurational, conformational, vicinal) produce noticeable changes

Ëhroughout the visible-charge-transfer region of the cD spectrum.269r303

Douglas and co-wo.k"r"298 '3o4'305 rrrd Mason .t 11306r3o7 hrrr"

demonstraÈed the addiÈivity of the rotatory strengths arising from

these contributions and criteria for making conformaËional assignments

based on Ëhe charge-transfer rot.atory sËrength have been proposed.269r3o2r3o3

From Èhese necessarily brief cormnents it can be appreciated that

noË only is the theoreËica1 treatment somernrhat artífieial with its neglect

of covalency, víbronic effects and spin-orbit coupling but the interpreËation

of the long wavelength components of the CD specËrum as being largely free

of specific solvent effects and conformational and vicinal contribuËions,

i.e. reflecting solely a configurational or Mlr-core distortion effecË,

is equally simplistic.

primary neferenees foy this ehøpter

refs. 25, 66-68, 2I7, 2I9, 229, 308.
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EHAPTER 7 MODELS FOR CORRELATING TIIE SIGNED ROTATORY STRENGT'TIS OF D
3

TRANSITION METAL CHROMOPHORES.

The sign of the Cotton effect of a chiral molecule is opposite for

its Ëwo enanËiomeric forms. This properÈy promised a ready method of

assigning the absoluËe configurations of chiral chromophores and several

models have been proposed for application to transiËion metal complexes

and more particularly trigonal-bidentates of pseudo-D3 symetry. This

work attempts (section 8.3) an empirical assessment of the predictíve

validity of one such model, the trigonal-distorËion model of Píper and

Karipides. It has not been possible to make such a deÈailed examination

of the other rela/ant models in the presenË work; instead they are

briefly reviewed in sectíon 7.1.

7.I ST]MMARY OF REI,EVANT MODELS

(1) a priov¿ prediction of the sign of the CotËon effecË for a

parËicular electronic transition of a chiral transition metal complex

proved uncertain. X-ray crystallographic deÈerminatiorr3o9 of the

absolute configuration of (+) Co("r)13* as .À provided Èhe needed reference

complex: (+) Co(.r)33* had previously been shown to have a dominant

positive CoËton effecË at long wavelength. Oriented single crysËal CD

spectral92'L93'273 of the tris-complex ion in favourable host lattices

suggesËed that Èhe dominant positive eomponenÊ observed in the solution

Spectrum was EO synrmetric and that. the smaller negative component under

the envelope of the 1ow energy octahedral transition had ¿Z symnetry.
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A minor posiËive component at sti1l hígher energy (under Elne Iro
absorption band) r¿as confirmed as E, syrmetríc.

Prior to this structural assignment of absoluËe configuration

several methods had been proposed for correlating the configuraËions

of chemically sirnilar complexes. The nethod of least-soluble diastereo-

isomers applied by trIerner148 's reliable only where precipitaËion of

one enantiomer occurs to the total exclusion of the oËher to give a

crysËalline diastereoisomer isostrucËural with a reference compound

(see secËion 5.1). Incorrect correlaËior,28'2O2 of Ëhe tris(phen)-

and Ëris(dipy)-complexes of Ni(rr), Ru(rr) and Fe(rr) as rhe anrimony

(+) tartrates is a pertinent exarrple of failure to establish isomorphism.

Delepine used the method of active racematesl4s'31o in relating the

absolute eonfigurations of (+) Co(o*)¡3 = (-)rOU Rh(ox)r'- = (-) ïr(ox)13-
_ r49-Jaeger-'- later applied the meËhod to rhe tris(en) couplexes of co(rrr),

Rh(rrr) and cr(rrr) and his assignmenËs have been verified by a more

recent applicaËion147 of the same method. Although trrlerner's and

Delepinefs methods are useful, both suffer from the linitation of

relating only ehemically similar complexes of the same charge and for

reliable results optically pure samples must be used.

Correlation of absolute configurations via synthetic pathways

has been more cormonly applied to organic chromophores than Ëo transition

met.al complexes buË an import.ant recent ,tudy2o4 has been Ëhe conversion,

wiËh reËention of configurarion, of (+) Ru(ph"n)12* to (+) Ru(¿ipy)g2*

(see section 5.3).

It rrras early teaLízed in the synthesis of transition metal complexes
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that linear diamines could adopt puckered conformations on chelation,

Ëhe lowest energy conformer being that in which the substituent.s (be

they hydrogen, methyl or more bulky groups) on the carbon-nitrogen

ligand backbone atoms are maximally staggered, í.e. gauche. llhere

the coordinating ligand is optically active the conformational energy

difference may favour format.ion of one complex ion structural isomer

over an alÈernaÈive form; if the ligand absolute configuration is

known that of the complex may often be assigned. The stereospecifíc
15O,195 ,2I3,3LI

chelation of (+)/(-) pn to Co(IIl) studied by Dwyer and co-r¿orkers

and the theoretical ÈreatmenË by Corey and Bailarrl which predicted
3+that for Co(en)r-' the conformer having all three C-C bonds parallel

to the C. axis has the lowesÈ enthalpy in the vapour state, are well
J

known. Conformational energy calculations are nornr considerably more

sophisticated than those of Corey and Bailar and Èhe use of NMR has

facilitated identification of the various isomers. A recent application

has been in the study of six-membered diamine ring complexesr e.g.

Co(tn)r3* {r"f". 94, 3L2r 313): tris-complexes oÍ. meso- and z,aeemie-

2r4-d,íamínopentane have been prepared and their CD specËra correlated

with the predicted absolute eonfigurations based on the ring conformations

indicated by Ëhe soluËion NMR spectr^3L4 (see seetion 8.3.3). SËereo-

specific coordinaËion studies have been exÈended3'r95'282'315 to

polydenËaËe complexes (e.g. of PDTA) and complexes containing the less

puekered amino acid chelate rings.

Early attenptsT to correlate absolute configurations through the

sign of the measured rotation at a fixed wavelength were unsuccessful
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because the dispersion of optical rotaËion with wavelength was not

appreciated. Comparison of ORD (or CD) curves withouË an und.erstanding

of the electronic transitions involved is similarly unrealisËic except

for electronically identical chromophores. The similar shapes observed

for the oRD curves of /\ (-) co (o*):/ (ural) 33 , Â (+) Cr (o*) ¡/ (mal) 
13

and 1t(+) cr(en) 3lç) cr(tn)13* 
"o*plexes 

have already been discussed

(section 5.3); the absolute configurations of several tris(ox),

tris(en) and Ëris(phen) transition metal couplexes had previously been

related on Ëhe basis of the sign of the first inflexion in Ëhe oRD

curve taken to decreasing wavelengËh (see e.g. refs. 150, L7g). The

inflexion point in Èhe oRD specrrum of 
^(-) 

co(o*)g3 lies ca. 13o nn

to longer wavelength than that of Ä(+) co("r)33*; the oRD curves of

these two ions are qualitatively similar as are their cD spectra

(Figure 5.5). The relatíve wavelength shift in the ORD and CD specËra

of these two eomplex ions correlates well with the displacement of

thelA"-*1T"^ co(rrr) absorpËion band (Table 6.1): since rhis is theJg Jg

magnetic-dipole allowed ?, synmetric transition it should make a

dominant contribution to the optical rotat.ory por,trer at t.he long

wavelength end of the specËrLm. For Ëhese complexes, correlaËing the

shapes of the ORD curves prediets the correct relative absolute

configuraËions regardless of the naËure of the MLU-core or the size of

the chelate rings (see section 5.3). It would be interesting Ëo extend

thís comparison to oËher eomplexes of Co(III) and Cr(III) (e.g.

tris(carbonato), tris(acac), Èris(biguanide)); regretrably the increasing

availability of circular dichrographs and the expectation that CD spectra
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offer greater potential resolution of Ëhe optically active transition

components have resulÈed in a reluctance to publish even qualitative

ORD curves.

(2) The probable resoluÈion of Eo, A and E, component rotatory

sËrengths in the CD spectra of trigonal-dihedral Co(III) and Cr(III)

chromophores stisulated Èhe proposing of several models. At Ëhe same

tíme it became necessary Ëo determine the energy ordering oÍ. tl:,e Eo

and A components of the ?, (0h) synrnetric transition before some of

these models could be tesÈed. More importantly, the possible assignnent

of individual transition roËatory strengËhs promised a means of

deriving the absolute configurations of low symrnetry complexes from that

of a relaÈed D, synrneÈric chromophore.

Observation that the positive long wavelength CD component of

/t(+) co("r)33* was Eo s5rumetric prompted Mason to propos e58'I92'L93

that related chromophores having a positive Eo or Eo-derívatíve

component have a /\ configuration. This model has provided the greatest

stimulus to determination of the absolute configurations of chiral

transition metal complexes. It has been applied to many tris(five-

membered chelate-ring) 
"y"Ë"."70' 

191' 24o 
^,,ð. 

to po1yderrttt."316'317

and bidentate complexes lacking trigonal symeÈry282'3L8'319 rh...

the observed components are interpreÈed as resulËing from further

removal of the degeneracy of the triply-degenerate exciËed ocËahedral

st.ates. Tr¿o imporËant failures of the model are known, namely the

assignment of À configuraËions to (+) Co(at)33* (refs. 36, 96,189' 190)
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and C.*) crCmal)r3= {t.f" . 27, zgt 93).

Several variations of this hasic model- have heen suggested: Ín

sone case s27 'r84 (e. g. (+) co(=)prr3+, (:) co (ox) 33-) r síngle broad

comporienË only is observed under the envelope of tl:.e T, band and is

labelled E ^. in agreement wíth the general hypothesis that thisa

component has the dominant roËaËory strength,58t191 an assunption not

fo11owed67 'Lgo in making the original assignrnent for (*) co(tn)r3+.

Elsewhere it has been proposed that (a) the sign of the longest \^rave-

length component be taken as refereo""67t2o4'320 ot that (b) the

signed neË rotatoïy strength of the low-eneïgy ËransiËioî4L?272 be

considered diagnostíc of the absorute configuraËion '6r'232'233'282'32I'322

proposition (b) follows Ëhe method of comparison of the long wavelength

oRD spect ra.I50 '2L6 No attempt has been made to assígn relative absolute

eonfigurations on the basis of the rotatory sËrength of the EU component

alone (Ëhe rotaËory strengËh of Ëhis component is probably mosÈ sensitive

to vibronic effecËs) although a questionable correlatioo323 of charge-

transfer CD spectra has been published.

Tt.e Eo sign model rel-ates complex ion absoluËe configurations only

and takes no account of vîcÍnal or conformational effects. Ilawkins and

_ 306.324Larsen ' proposed an octanË sign rule (sinilar to that apptie¿18'325

to organic cortrpounds hawing optically-active carbonyl groups) for

correlaËing the sign of Ëhe CoËton effect for identified Ëransitions of

D, and lower s)nnmetry chromophores. In app1ying324 ,f,i" model monodentate

ligands and exocycl-íc substituents on the chelate rings r^Iere considered

Ëo make no conËrîbution but the ligand conformaÈion v¡as explícíËly
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included; any displacernent of the donor atoms from exacÈ orthogonality

was ignored (application of the octanË model, to Ëhe MLU donor aËom

cores considered in section 8.1, Ëhrough program OCTANT (Appendix V)

gave compl-etely random correlations). The model simply sums the

producË Ëerms for Ëhe ligand backbone atoÐs without any consideratíon

of the electrostatic charge distribution.

T[re success of a hexadeca]- secÈor trrl.tt in relaÈing the signs

of the CD componenËs in pseudo:tetragonal Ëransition metal chromophores

has been re-emphasír"d275t306t326'327 in recent studies; the ocËanL
297 ,306

sign rule has been found less satisfacËory for thís cl-ass of chromophore.

At the sane time M""orr306 has proposed a sextanÈ rule applicable to D,

complexes; thÍs rule is el-aboraËed in sectiorr 7.2. For complexes

lack|ng either trigonal oï Ëetragonal symmetry but having a ttregulart'

octahedral Mlu-seae Èhe nodal Properties of Ëhe rotatory Power aTe

represented by the ocËahedral secËor rule, F(Oh) .275'306 This function

t1 The variousi sector rules wÌrich have been proposed are;

ocËanÈ "igrr,3o6 
z(f = y2). N.B. - Ëhis orientation

of the compl-ex with
respecË to the orthogonal
reference axes differs

ñ ô from that of ref. 324-
xYZ(f o Yú).

xyz(Ê =v2)fv2 -zz)(22 =f).
(But see Ëhe alternative forrnulation
of ref. 165.)

F(ca) /".*.rrr.,306 x( 3Y2 - f I .

wlrere X, I, Z are the coordinates of all ligand aËom Perturbers
taken individuallY.

FfD.- ) /hexadecal-:-- 4rI^'
Frc- ) /ocËahedral:- h-'

215 êQ61326
275 ,3A6
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is consid.r"dl65'3o6 to represenË the conformational contribution

of puckered chelate rings to the opËical activity of pseudo-octahedral

Êransition meËa1 chromophores. ElectrostaÈic charge distributions

are not explicitly incorporated in the regional functions which serve

only to define the nodal propertíes of the rotatory po!ìrer; neglect

of the charges associated \,üith the perturber atom sites can lead to

conflicting concluriorr.4l'306 (see secËíon 7.2). Application of

Èhe regional rules t.o a complex of known sÈrucËure requires that the

chromophore be correctly oriented with respect Ëo the Cartesian

reference axes: this was the original purpose of progr¿m OCTANT.

(3) trlhereas the above approaches attempted to relaËe the sign of

the observed Cotton effecË to the chiral distribution of chelating

ligands abouÈ the transition metal atom, Ëhe distortion model developed

by Moff it t25 
^nð, 

others attribuËed the optical rotatory porÀ7er of Ëhe

d-d transitions solely Ëo a statLe ungenade dísxortion of the MLU-core

from On symretry; it is a corollary of this model that tris-bidentate

complexes having Ëhe same chiral disËribution of ligands but opposiËe

senses of distorÈion of the Mlr-core should show enantioueric CoËÈon

effects. The important features of this trigonal-distortion model as

it applies to trigonal-dihedral (Dr) transition metal chromophores are

outlined in section 7.2.

Shinada32S d.lr"loped an ionic model for the Cotton effect, of D,

transition netal complexes in which the ligand chelation effects l^rere

incorporated as effective dipole moments. Ihe ORD and CD curve shapes
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rirere cal-culated for (+) Co(en)3$ *d

splittings (1{) of *100 cn-I and +250

(+) Cr(ox)33- rsirrg trigonal
-l_

cm respecËivel-y; although the

experiurenËal curves rnrere well reproduced in the latter case, the

theoreËícal cunzes for (+) co(en)rÏ 
"h*r"d an inversÍon in enerry

ordering about \^* of the long wavelength absorption band, this
j-nversíon beíng unaltered by a change in the sígn of. K. However,

without knowing the effecËive dipole moment,s the sígned rotatory strengËh

cannot be calculaËed for a given absol-ute configuraËion of a D, cornplex

using this model.

another description developed concurrently with the trigonal-

distorËíon model ís the orbital-nísmatch nodel of LÍehr.65 '329 '330 TlrÍs

model was developed in tlÀlo parts, the first65 applicable Ëo D3 transitÍon

metal corylexes and the 
"""orrd329 

Ëo organic and inorganic compor:nds of

lower sytmetry; the "universalítyil of Liehrrs molecular-orbital treaË-

ment is appealing in that no matter what the synmetry or chenical

nature of the chromophore the optical rotaËory pohTer derives from a

simil-ar source, namely a nismat.ch of the bondíng orbitaLs rather than

chiral displacement of atomic nucleí. However, the requirement for

relaËively cornpleËe wave functions and the complexity of the resultant

íntegrals make application of the rnodel to ËransÍtion ætal complexes

exËremely dífficult. Here r^re are more concerned with the qualitative

aspects of the model as applied to O, complexes.

LÍehrr" rod.165'330 's sinrilar to the trígonal-distortíon mod,el of

Píper and Karipides (secÈíon 7.2) in consideríng the optical roÈatory

porirer of D, complexes to reflect the dissynnretry oÍ the firsË-coordination,
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or dorior-atom, sphere. Although ligand conformational and vicinal

effects are of major importance in digonal-dihedral and lower

symnetry complexes Ëhey are credited329 tith uaking only a minor con-

tribution to Rbo in the D, geometry and cannot alter the sign of the metal

atom activity (c.f. Richardsonrs model, section 7.2). The rotaËory

sËrength derives from a misuaËch of the metal d and donor atom o

orbitals measured as the "angle of cant", oci On syrmeËry of Ëhe MLU-

core does not impose a zero u" and hence, unlike the first order

trigonal-distortion model, the rotatory strengËh for this cenËric

arrangement of donor atom nuclei ís non-vanishing. Note that although

MLU was taken as On symmetric for the detailed derivation relaxation

of this restriction does noË alter the qualitative predicËions, resulting

only in an increase in the electric-dipole strengths due Ëo the

hemihedric field. Zero angLe of canË gives zeto totat.ory poI,rTer but

reversing the sign does not invert Èhe sign of the rotational strength

due Ëo a compensating sign change in the covalency parameters; the

larger the angle of cant, the greaÊer the rotat.ional strength. In

applying Ëhe model to Cu("r)r'* and Cu(ox)14- l,í.tr showed that the

mathematical treatment required for o-bonded and o-,n-bonded complexes

üras essentially identical, a conclusion worÈhy of note ín evaluating

Ëhe experimental data with respect to other models.

331piper and Karrprdes concluded that the experimental electric-

dipole strengths for Cu(en)12+ trrd Co(en)13* t"." more closely represenËed

by Ëhe trigonal-distortion (molecular orbital) model than by Liehrrs

orbital-misma¡ch model; however, in analysing the experimental data they
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invoked a trigonal-bidentate model having ligand angles aË the metal

aËom greater than 9Oo (clearly not the case for either complex ion,

see Table 8.1) and did not apportion the spectral intensity between

the vibronic and sÈatic hemihedric sources. As for the Eo-síEn

model, the negative Eo component obser.r.d36 for Â(-) co(rr)33* is at

variance with the predictions of the orbiÈal=rismatch model since Èhe

sign of the rotatory sËrength of a chiral D, molecule is 
",rppo".d1y329

independenË of the sign of the angle of canÈ for a given absolute

confíguration. The reduced rotational strengÈhs observed for the

tris(six-menbered-ring) complexes (e.g. mal, tn) cornpared rnrith the

five-membered ring complexes (e.g, ox, en) offers some support for Liehrrs

mod.el (since ol" decreases with increasing chain tengttr65) as opposed

Ëo Ëhe second-order trigonal-distortion model developed by

IL1
Richardson-^ (see sectíon 7.2). Both nodels predict oppositely signed

unequal rotational strengths for the / and Eo Èrigonal components of

ttre I, syrmetric octahedral Èransition, the Èheoretical rotatory

strengths25 b"iog twice as large for Co(III) G6) as for cr(III) ø3)

chromophores.

Schåffer276 h^" applied the "angular-over1ap" model to an analysis

of the CD spectra of tris- and cis-bís(bidenËate) coordination complexes

of Co(III) and Cr(III). As in the "Ërigonal-distorËion" and "orbiÈal-mis-

matehrt models, Ëhe chirality of the chromophore is described in terms

of the displacement of the six donor aËoms from regular 0n symneËry.

Evaluation of this model is not attempËed here but it should be noted

Ëhat the positive disËortion parameÈers, e and ô, as defined in Figure
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1 of ref. 276, when extended within the D, framework of a À trís-

bidentate complex correspond to a flattened (ín terms of ß, sections

7.3 and 8.2) trigonal-dihedral Col.-core, an uncourmon distortion in

tris-bidenËaÈe complexes and certainly not the case in tris(en)

cations (table 8.1). The more cornmon distortion in the direction of a

trigonal prism is intimated elsewhere in ref. 276.

(4) Finally, a formalism of particular relevance to the

inËerpretaËion of the optical rotatory specËra of transition meÈal com-

plexes containing unsaturated ligands (e.g. phen, dipy, acac)21-24'r99

is thaË based on Èhe electric-dipole/electric-dipole coupled oscillator
27L.32r.332

mechanism. -' -'

transitions occur in the near ultra-violet region and dominaËe the

spectral absorption aÈ high frequency; the ligand field d-d transitions

in the visible region are parËially obscured by inËense charge transfer

b"rrd".199 Consequently, correlaËion of absolute configurations of

tris(phen) and Èris(dipy) M(II) and M(III) complexes is cormtonly based

on comparison of the rotatory sÈrengths of Èhe long-axis polatízed

ligand transitionr .2L'199'333 For the Co and Cr complexes the metal

d-d transitions are less obscured by the charge-transfer band and the

predictions of ttre Eo-sígn model and the exciton theory can be tested

on Ëhe one eompl ex;24'334'335 there has been no structural determination

of the absolute eonfiguration of Ëhese complexes as yet.

For tris(ß-dit<etone) complexes Ëhe long wavelength absorption and

CD spectra are often treated as typicaL d-d ligand field Ëransitions,
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ignoring the complication of ligand-n-bonding and eovalency effects

and enabling dírect eomparison with the corresponding tris-oxalat.es.

7.2 DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE TRIGONAL-DISTORTION MODEL

(1) The "Èrigonal-distortion'r model for optical activity in D,

syrnmetric transition meËal ehromophores developed by Piper and

Karipides34'35 had as its foundation the erystal-field model originally

proposed ty uoffitt.25 Ar, "rro.25 ir, ah" sign of the angular momentum

maËrix elements for the one-electrori rotatory strength led Moffitt

Ëo predicË a non-vanishing first-order rotatory strength for Ëris-

bidentaËe Ëransition meËal complexes; 5119.rro336 id"ntified the source

of error and proved by symnetry argument that Moffittrs disÊorËion

model could not account for the roËaËory po\^rer of these complexes .2I9 '28L

tutoffitt25 attributed the opËical activity of the 3d elecËronic

spectra of the D, chromophores M(en)13* 
"rrd 

u(ox)r3-, (M = Co(III),

Cr(III)), to a mixing of tt.e 3d anð,4p orbitals of Ëhe coordinated

transition metal and stressed that the small roËational sËrengths of

magnetic-dipole forbidden transitions (cr(rrr) , nOrn * 4Trn, Co(rrr),
'1 7'Ai.g *'rrg) most probably arose from vibronic distortion of the

nuclear framework and spin-orbiË coupling; the acËivity of EU

supposedly34'192 derived from intermixing with Eo in the trigonal

field (section 6.3.1). Although the chiral distribution of the three

bidentaËe ligands around the central metal defines the absolute

configuration of the Èris-eomplex, the ligand backbone r^7as not

explicitly introduced inËo the detailed derivation of the rotatory
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subsidiary trigonal perturbatror.; Ðrri2 "orbiníng angular and radial

fr¡ncËions (polar coordinate description) of the 3d orbi-taLs. MoffiËt

claimed that the sign of the transiËion rotatÍonal strengths derived

from the sign of ug, ot more precisely from that of the angular function.

The angular function reduces to components of the two polar angles 0

and 0; 0 Ís the angle of Íncl-inaËion of the rnetal-lÍgand atom vector

(or the MsL bond when consÍderÍng only Ëhe MLU-core) to the trigonal

axis of Ëhe D, system, i.e. 0 is the polar angle, md $ is an angle

Ín the plane perpendicular to Ëhe C, axis and thus is a measure of the

deviation of the MLU-ca¡s from DrU synmetÐ/; Moffitt ca1ls 0 the

azirruthaL 
"rg1".+3

trüÍthouË details of the relaËive energies of the trigonall-y split

components of the octahedraL d-d transitions, Moffitt25 *a" restricted.

to Ëhe prediction that for Co(en)3þ 
"od 

Cr(en)r'* o, the same

2
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strength. The potentÍal field r¿as taken as octahedral

¡2 = L{y 
3-'3 

(erþi)
3

(eirþ¿)\Rr(rO) refs. 25, 34.

13

'l)
3

t), is tJae tmgenqdp trj-gonal field potenËial where the^-Y-are spherical
hä:monÍcs (after the fornalism of Condon and ShortleyJ-:/) dependent
on the angular coordinates of the chromophoric electron and r^. is the
electron radial coordinate, Ëhe sumation being taken or", 

^ú-perturber atom sites.

v

the term azírm,Lt\t has been r:sed throughouÈ the development of the
trigonaldístortion model; its use to refer to ari angle in the plane
perpendicular to Ëhe C1 axis is confusing since, by ãefinitionr33S i¡
denotes an arc of longÍtude, not l-atitude, e.g:^Fee Piperrs inconsíst-
ent u.sage in reference to both- çhe polar angleJJv and the horizontal
Ër,üÍst aig1g.35 Ì[e haye cTrosen96 to break trrth- tradition and call Ëhe
angle Ín the p1-ane perpendîcular to C3 the tz-ùgonaL ü¡íst øtgLe;
th-is angle Ís given the synbol o Ëo avoid confusion.
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configuration the rotational strengËhs of ttre T, symetric transiËions

should be of Ëhe same sign buË about twice as active65 for the co(rrr)

complex as for Cr(III). Piper264 
"orr"lrrded 

that, despite the error in

Moffitt I s derivation, the sign of the rotation should correlaËe with

the sign of the trigonal potential: further, he proposed that the

necessary urryerade field could be generated by distortion of the MLU

first coordination sphere such Èhat the angle o subtended by the

bidentate ligand at the metal üras no longer 90o, the sign of the

rotational strength depending on the sign of Äcl =90 - q, í.e.

complexes having the same absoluÈe configuratíon would have oppositely

signed R,-^ íf in one La > O and in the oËher Lu < O. However, the" ba.

sign of the observed Èrigonal splitting, Krcould rrot2o7,264 b"

correlated with the sign of Ao..

(2) Srrg"no336 and H¡mer281 .hor"d by syuuretry argument that

3d - ap orbital mixing could make no first-order contribution to Ëhe

net rotatory strength of the d-d. transitions of (+) Co("rr)13*;

Piper t 
"236 

conclusion that gd - 4f mixing could accounË for the observed

rotaËory sËrengËh was shown by Karipid"r34 '236 to result from an error

in the matrix element.s for Ëhe one-electron rotatory strength. The

d-p míxíng gave a better representation of the electric-dipole strengths

of the trigonal components Ëhan did the d-f approximaËion34,264 and it

was concl,rd.d34'275 tin^t the la.Ëter mixing made little contribution to

either the dipole- or rotatory-sËrengths. Ilowever, the Sd - Sd

one-electron transitions were sho¡nm34 ao have finite rotatory strength
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in the d-p treatmenr if the t)rn (i.e. aj) and tlrn {i.e. et) orbitals

had appreciably different radial parameËers, i.e. if trigonal splirting
of the t.^ orbíEals occurred.

ág

A uajor Purpose of this research has been an att.empÈed qualit.ative

evaluation of the predictive worth of the 3d - ap ionic (crystal-

field) model detailed by Piper and Karipid""34 (hereafter variousry

termed the trPK-rnodeltt or Ëhe "trigonal distortíon modelt') for

correlating the signed roËatory strengths of D, syturetric ÈransiÈion

metal complexes with the sËructural distortion of their Ml.-cores; its

relevance to various complexes is discussed in sect.ion 8.3. tr{e are

prinarily concerned with the s)zmmet.ry or nodal feat.ures of this model

since an electrostatic crystal-field representation is inappropriate

for making quantitaËive calculations of the rotatory strength. A

molecular-orbital model developed by Ëhe same autho."35 gave improved

values for the predicted electric-dipole strengËhs of Ëhe Co(en) 3+
3

electronic transitions but the nodal properties are idenËical r^rith those

of the PK-model and joint discussion is r¡arranted.

For the PK-model the D, complex is described by the static dis-

torËion of the Mlu-core from 0n symletry, the six donor atoms each

carrying point charge, a. The difficulty in evaluating the radial

parameters (Uoffittrs model) necessitates Ëheir being treated as

semi-enpirícal constants. The earlíer analysis264 ín Ëerms of the

ligand angle, cx, r^ras not. enËirely satisfactory and these more complete

treatments34'35 are in Ëerms of the polar angles (0rO) introduced by

uoffitt.25 EvaluaËion34 of. xhe ungerad.e trigonal poÈentíaLt 1)rt
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yielded as the constant coefficienË

c : ezrþl (3sr).sÍrr3o.sin3ô (eq. 7.1)

where e Ís the electronic charge

0 is the polar angle subtended at the C, axis by the M-L

bond, and

ô, the so-called azì-rruthaL distortion constant, is defined

positive for a À complex having contraction of the angle cx

wiËhin the chelate ring in projecËion on the plane defined

by the three dihedral axes of the D, complex. In our

nomenclature ô = (60 - u) , 600 being the value of the

trigonal Ëwist angle, o, in the holohedric DrU sVnmetry

(of which On ís a special case, see secËion 7.3).

TFr-e sign of c is deterrnined by ô ar.d z, sinee 0 has values approximating

54.740 (or n - 54.740), the value for an ocËahedron.

In the PK-model Ëhe trigonal splltting, K, and the rotational

strength are respectively detemined by the polar and trigonal trn¡ist

distortions of the donor atom nuclei from on syrmretry.3s'4l Ttre nodal

position in Ëhe angul-ar frmction determi¡ing the rotatoq/'strength is

6 = 0o (u : 600)r tlre trigonal splitting should he zero for 0 : 54.740

(or n - 54.740). As índÍcated in sectíon 6.2.2, on the basís of the

elecÈrosËatic crystal-fiel-d model K should be positive for an axially

compressed (54.740 < e < 125.Zeo) uL'-core buË this certainl-y seems riot

to be the case in the síngle-crystal cD spectruL92'273 oÍ co(en)r+

where K is negative and O > 54.740 (see Table 8.1) nor in the orÍented

single-crystal CD spectr,r*36 of the "supposedlytr axÍally elongated
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co(tn)13* ion r¿here K is positive.

Prediction of the sign of the net rotatory sÈrength of the ?,

syrmetric ocËahedral transiËion rnas considered34'35' 236 rrrrt.liable

since experimentally it is the resulËanË of an almosË complete

cancellation of two trigonal components having much larger, opposítely

signed rotational strengths. ri*irrg41 a residual negative charge on

each ligator, L, gives a positive constant coefficient, c, for a A

complex having 6 > 0o. The discussiorr34 of the signs expecÈed for the

radial parameters determining rhe rotatory strengths of the trigonal

componerits is confusing; Ëhe sign of the rotatory strength derived from

the PK-nodel effectively depends soIely on ôr35 th. ligator aÈom

charge being taken as negative for all ligand typ.".41 The PK'todel

predicts34 that a A complex having õ > Oo (i.e. t¡ < 600, Ërigonal

Ëwist contraction) should shor¡ a negative Cotton effect in the non-

degenerate / component and a positive effect in the Eo component of the

I, transítion but this prediction is based on a polarízed single-

crystal assignmenf245 of. the trigonal components of Co(.t)33* which is

at variance with the single-crystal cD measur.t"rrt"192'273 
"ino*íng 

K

to be negatíve and Rr^to be positive for the /\ configuration. Bot.t255
q

has shown thaË inÈroducÈion of ligand covaleney' fi or o' could

effectively reverse Ëhe energy ordering of 1Eo 
"nd1A, 

for the axially

conpressed MLU-core, without changing the nodal properÈies of the

Ërigonal splitting or Ëhe rotatory strength.

In developing the molecular orbital *od"135 the distortion was

resËricted to an expansion or cont.racËion of the ligand angle' o'
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maintaining interligand plane dihedral angles \ = goo (see sections

7.3 ar.d A.2); the A configuration r¿as agaín Ëreated but Ëhis time r¿ith

trigonal tr¿ist expansion (u > OOo). The non-donor aËoms rn/ere not

considered and n-bonding and spin-orbiÈ coupling effects were neglected.

Because of this inability Èo incorporate n-bonding conËributions the

PK-model was consid"r"d35 inapplicable Ëo tris(phen) and tris(dipy)

complexes and of limited relevance4l ao complexes having coordinated

P-dikeÊones, e.g. acac, as ligands.

The most significant corollary of the PK-mode1, iorri"34 and. molecular-

orbitalr35 i" ËhaË two D, complexes of opposite absolute configuration

should have rotational strengths of the same sign if in one the MLU-

core is Ërigonal-twisË expanded and in Èhe oËher trigonal-twisÈ contracted.

Since the rnodel does not yield a correcÈ a prioz,d calculaËion of the

sign of the optical activity a reference complex is stíll r"q,ri."d.35

(3) Recently Richardson4I'272 has extended the electrosËaËic PK-

model to second-order in the trigonal perturbation and has incorporated

the non-donor atoms in the derived potenËial function. This ttR-model'r

is the most detailed discussion of the crysÉal-field ÉreaËment so far

but sti11 lacks an explicit discussion of vibronic effecËs; these are

presently being included in a further refinement of the *od"l.340 A

surmary of the R-model follor¿s.

Richardsorr4l follows Moffitt25 rrrd Piper and Karipid."34'35 in

treating the tris-bidentate complex as pseudo-ocËahedral; however, the

perturbing trigonal potenÈial is attributed to the chiral arrangement
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of Ëhe three bidentate ligands around Ëhe metal atom rather Ëhan

solely to distortion of the MI.u-core from on syrmetry. To first-
order in the wtgerad.e, trigonal potenËial the one-electron rotatory

strengËh for the d-d. transition manifold vanishes to zetor2To'28I'336

but extension to second-order results in a residual rotaËory

strengËh- 4L'l9L'28r 
The trigonal componenÈs of the low energy octahedral

transition (Tl symmetry) are predi"ted34,27or28l to have equal (to

first-order) but oppositely signed rotatory strengths, the sign being

determined4l r"

".- t N
Rl^= nt#f i q-."io3e rcoslE./n.4 (xhe ungez,ad.e f.unctíon)

a -11 ¿ 
.,?. 

1

(eq. 7.2)

where the surmatíon is taken over all ligand atoms (i. + N)

excluding hydrogens,

e¿ ís the signed ligand atom change,

0-. is the polar angle subtended by the metal-ligand atom,t

vector at the C, axis,

Þ¿ ís the angular disËortion constant in Ëhe plane of the

three c, axes measured from one of the dihedral axes (see

ref. 41) ,

and r-. is Ëhe meËal-ligand atom distance.
1,

The nodal properties of this function are idenËical with those of

Èhe constant c (eq. 7.I), cosSþ. being the equivalent of sinSô.

Richardson concluded4l th"t for the tris(diamine) complexes of co(rrr)

and Cr(III) the non-donor atoms should make a dominant contribution to
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the first-order rotatory strength because of their Larger polar

angles and greater displacement from Ëhe $ nodal planes: íf

7CIAAOW is positive, Rfr is positive for a Â absolute configuraËion
q,

having I'contractedtr ligands. Ilor¿ever, even Ëhough the ligatÍng

nÍtrogen aËoms are closer to the ocÈatredral posítions resultíng in

smeller angular ternìs (especially cosíþ -) , r:nless they ]-ie precisely

on the þ nodal planes (i.e. cosSþU = O) their contribution to E/
a,

may sti1l be appreciabl-e sÍnce

a) Ëhey have smaller radial parameters ¡ Ti, than the backbone

carbon atons, e.B. in Co(.o)3Þ: Co-N o 2 L, ofnn = 0.063:

Co...c o 3 R, oln = o.Ol-2), and

b) ín saturated chelate rings the electrostatic charge localized

on the ligand backbone atoms is usually considered srnall

relative to that on the donor atoms.

The genade potential (polar dÍsËortion) of the R-oodel gives a

finÍte trigonal splitting of the triply degenerate excÍted states; the

sign of this splitting is obËained as

.N
u - -(åre L qr(lcot?r. - 1)/ro3 (eq. 7.3)

'7,

where K = 0 for o. = 54.740. Fot eCARg,N , 0, K is negative for

compression of the chromophore parallel to the C, axÌs, î.e. for

e. > 54.740; K -- v¿ = V,r therefore the non-degenerate A component
1I

lies at hÍgher energy as observed in the Co(en)r-' CD spectra.

Although a non-v¿¡nishing rotatory strength was predÍcted Ín the

PK-node134 drr" Èo the different radÍal- wave funcËÍons of the trigonally
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split components, calculaËion of the sign of the neË-rotatíon was

uncertain. The R-model resulËs in a non-vanishing rotatory strength

for both xhe T, and I, bands of D, syrnnetric Co(III) and Cr(III)

complexes; this rotatory s.trength arises entirely from second-order

. 28r -41contributions--- and the sign is determined'- as

.q .(3cos2o . - L)"irr3e .cos3ó ,./o;3o '41"J' '?' ' J 'J' 'Ì, J

(eq. 7.4)

being the double sumta.tion over all perturber site s (¿'i) of the

producË of the gerade and ungerade functions. Since this second-order

extension of the elecÊrostatic crystal-field model involves product

functions Ëaken over tr^ro perturber siËes at a time a knowledge of the

elecËrostatic charge distribution as well as Ëhe detailed stereo-

chemistry of the couplex is requir 
"d272 

for an evaluation of equaËion

7.4 unless considering eharges of the same sign on1y, as for example

when considering the MLU-core with aII q, negative.

In the derivatior4l of Ëhe net roËaËory strengths of the I, arrd

T, symetric transitions all error has arisen in transferring the d-f þ

mixing terms but Ëhe relation that

Rt,.=
neTry

-1

" NN.*'rZZq
t' .l

Çt

Rtt =q,+bnelnt1
and

Lury*2
=fttt =a+4b

þ;-
b

(eq. 7 .5)

holds good. sínce t:ne a anð, b terms have the same sign, R';- and R"ob nntr,

should have the same sign Íiít:n Rt, being the larger rotatory
D

strength; there is no first-order contríbution to the rotatory strength

Rn
ne
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of the E, componenË. Thére are several instances where this

relaËionship betwe"n Rllù, 
^nd 

Rllnt, seems riot Ëo hold (e.g.

(+) Cr(en)r3* rh"t. the t;å absorpti*oå trn¿" each show a single cD

60component in aqueous solution, ,ü, is large (+) and R'1, sma1-ler (-);
3+sirnilarly for the Co(ptn), complexes and the Ëris(biguanides) of

Co(III) and Cr(IIr) - see Tables 8.15 and 8.16): it should be

remembered, of course, that the rotatory-strength of Ëhe magnetíc-

dipole forbidden high-energy TZ syumeÈric transition is probably most

sensítive to the effects of vibronic coupling.268

(4) A rigorous evaluation of Èhe R-nodel is not possible in this

work because of Ëhe requirement of knowing the electrostatic charge

dístríbution over all perturber sites where these encompass bot.h donor

and backbone atoms of the bidentate ligands. Since both the PK- and

Rroodels derive from the crystal-field approximaËion of a transítion

metal complex it is to be expected that the nodal proPerties of the

firsË-order rotatory strengËh and the trígonal splitting would be

identical when applied to the isolaÈed MLU-eore. The sign of the second-

order rotatory strength derived from the R-model reflects the sense of

both the polar (.0) and twist (0) distortions; the predictions of Èhe

Ëwo models as applied to a D, sYrmnetric MLU-core (qì. 0) are surmtarized

ín Table 7.1. Consideration of only the methylene carbon aËoms of an

ethylenediarnine ligand (q. ,0) yields the following signs for a Â

trigonally-compressed/twist-contracÈed complex (e.g. 
^(+) 

Co(en) 33*),

Ri-G), K(-), R[n _G).a. 1'1
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TABLE 7.L PRNDICTIONS OF TIIE PK- AND R-CRYSTAL FIELD MODELS.

¡, CONFIGURATION: MLU only: etr " 0.

ML.-core distortion
b PK- and R- models R- only

RL
L

a
Rn L

um

'1
K

ne

1 trigonal compression, O > 54.74o

tr¿ist contraction, w< 600

trigonal compression,

twist expansíon, u, > 600

trigonal elongation, e < 54.24o

Ëwist contraction

Êrigonal elongation,

ËwisË expansion

2

3

4

+

+

+

+

++

First-order rotatory sËrengths are orders of nagnitude larger than

the second-order activities; thus Ã,'l_- observed in solution CD spectra
r9L,r9znetr"

is a small residual of the overlap of ' tno strongly rotating trígonal

components of opposite sign and Rfi. is seen to be smaller than Rf, when
DA,

this overlap reducËion is considered. AtËributing the optícal activity

solely to the positively charged carbon atoms of Co(.t)33* gives a

second-order rotatory strength which supplernents Rf but diminishes
a

Rj ; Eo should be the dominant component under the T, band ín agreement
"2

r¿ith the earlier ernpirícal correlatiorr".58'191 However, sixtembered
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clrelate rings are predicted4l to induce larger rotatorl strength

than the corresponding five-membered rings in conËradÍetion of the

observed ring size effect60'182 lb,rt conËrast ref . 272). T'he trigonal

splittÍng should also be larger for the Larger ring complexes but the

opposite seens to hold for four-¡ five- and six=nembered ring derívaËives

(see secÈÍon 8.3). The tris (fef)ta conforrner of Co("r,¡r3+, ..g.

l1.f6ôô.), should show reduced Ërigonal splitting compared with
2J.

tris(ob)-Co(en)r"' , i.e. Â fl,l,L), contrary Ëo enpirÍcal CD

correlatiorr=1269 t341 th. predicted changes in net roËatory strengËh

are more subtl-e l no sign change is predicted.4L'272
tL1

Richardson'- predicËs, on the basis of the R-model, that

subsËíËution of the ligand hydrogen atons will increase the net

rotatory strength without sígn change but examination of DreÍding

models indÍcates that for subsËituents having charges of Ëhe same

sign as the backbone atoms the rotatory strength will he diurinished

if the subsËiËuent group líes outside Ëhe sector spanned by the ligand,

or at polar angles e < 54.740: thís consideration is most relevant for

substítution on the donor atoms rather than on the backbone at,ons sínce

1a Corey and Bailatl ,r""d the abbreviation r'1e1" to refer to Ëhat con-
former of Co(.r)33+ having the three C-C bonds of the en f-igands
parallel to the C3-axis of the complex ion; tris(lel) is an obvíous
extension of this terminology which recognizes the índepe+dence of
the three chelate rings. Ëris(ob) refers to the Co(en)3J- conformer
hawing the three C-Ç,bonds oblique Ëo Ëhe C" axís. Ttre nomenclature
is readíly extended)o to the síx-mernbered rlng complexes, e.B. Co(tn)
for which the orientation of the C-C-C ligand backbone plane ís the
relevant geouretrical parameter.

3+
3
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in the latter case the reciprocal radial vector term is diminishingly

smal1.

Irrespective of component slmretry assignmenÈs the net negative

roËatory strength observed for the tO. 
-. *'r. transitíon ín theJg Jg

solution cD specrr a36'60'r9o,292 of i\(-) co(tn)13* ..rd11L,342

Â(le1)3(-) co((+)cptn)13* 
"orrtradicts Ëhe prímary resulr of Riehardsonrs

second-order perturbation treaËmenË,4L'272 namely that D3-tris(bidentate)

complexes of l, configuration should exhibit a positive net rotaËory

sËrength, Rllnt*, for thís low energy transition regardless of ring

síze, .orrfom"iÍ.on or vicínal effects: r?f, anð. Rfi- should also be

positive. Further, the predictiorr4l ah"aotro or-Íomplexes having

similar, in terms of charge distribution, five- and six-membered chelate

rings should show trigonal splirrings of the same sign if all ligand

backbone atoms have 0 > 54.740 contradicts the more generally observed

dependence on the MLU-core distortion (see sections 6.2, 8.3).

(5) Various sector rules relevant to transiËion metal chromophores

Ìüere mentioned in section 7.I. one of these, the sextant rule, F(c3),

derived by Mason3o6 pr"""ribes Ëhe nodal properties of the

configurational contributíon to the optical activity of trigonally

syrmetric chiral ehromophores. The functíon X(SIZ - X2) has nodes at

nn/S degrees (n = 0r7r2...) in Ëhe plane orthogonal Ëo the C, axis; this

corresponds to the nodal properties of Èhe first-order cryst,al-field

model (eq.. 7.1 and 7.2) but lacks the polar nodal plane at 0 = S4.Z4o

arising from the genade function incorporated in the equation (eq . 7.5)
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for Ëhe second-order rotatory strength of the R-model.

Since sector rules are based sËrictly on group theoreËical

argumenËs they predict only the "relative" signs of the cD conponents

between complexes. Application3O6 of the sextant rule (without

consideration of the distribution of the electrostatic eharge) to Ëhe

^(+) 
Co(en)13+ ana l(-) Co(tn)13+ cations prompred. Mason ro conclude

that the opposiÈe signs for the observed rotatory strengths of. xhe Eq

36.r92.292components--'---'-'- are a consequence of Èhe donor-nitrogen aËoms

occupying different sextants in the two complexes. His conclusion

thaË the configurational effect of the donor NH2 groups dominates that

due to Ëhe methylene CH, functions is at variance with an analysis of

the R-urod"141 b,rt in agreement with the more general assrmrption of

backbone aËom non-involvement made in applying Ëhe PK-model.34'35

The NH, and CH, conËributions to the configurational rotatory strength

\^rere consid"t.d3O6 additive for the five-nembered ring, in support of

a larger rotatíonal strength for tne Eo componenË of Co(.r)r'*. In

applying the sextant rule Ëo Co(ao)¡3* Mason has effectively assumed

that a ligand angle a > 9Oo implies a projected angle u > 600; the

values lisËed in Table 8.2 suggest that this is probably the case for

the tris(chair) conformer but the implicit assumption of ligand plane

orËhogonality in trís(bidentate) complexes is not supported by the

structural daËa (sections 8.1 and 8.2).

(6) On the basis of an earlier treatment326 of pseudo-Ëetragonal

transition metal chromophores, Richardson concluded that the one-electron
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formalism adopted4l in derivíng the rotatory strength of the ligand

field transiËions using the Rroodel was identical in nodal s)¡rmetry

to the more rigorous electric-magnetic coupled oscillator (e-mCO)

description. For conjugated ligands (e.g. p-diketones, dípy, phen)

having intense elecËric-dipole allowed T + fi* transitions in the near

ultra-violet region Ëhe oscillating electric-dipole can couple with

Ëhe magnetic oscillaËor localized on the metal at.om and the e-mco

mechanism r¿ill make a large contributíon to Ëhe lígand-field rotatory

strengt,hs. However, the nodal properties should remain unalËered and

provided tl'e d-d rotaËory strength can be distinguished from that of

the intense intra-ligand transitions (i.e. as in co(rrr) and cr(rrr)

complexes) the R-model should remain qualitatively applieable.

This two-electron contribut.ion to the rotatory strength is

relaËively less significant for the tris (oxalate) complexes and

negligible for the essentially o-bonded tris(diamines).

(7) To surmtarize the electrostatic crystal-field model of optical

activity as embodied in the PK- and R-models:

First-order contributions (eq. 7.L, 7.2) dominate the rotatory

strengths of the Ërigonal components of the ?, symetric magnetie-dipole

allor¿ed transiËion of chiral D, syrmetrie co(rrr) and cr(rrr) pseudo-

octahedral chromophores giving rise, in Èhe Ërigonal-field description,

to an Eo and / component havíng equal but oppositely signed rotatory

strengËhs: the first-order roËatory strength suumed over the complete

manifold of d-d transitions is zero.
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The net rotatory s.trengths of the T, and r, transítions are d.ue

solely to a second-order contribuËion (eq. 7.4, 7.5) not considered.

in the PK-model. As Richardsor2T2 h^" indicated, a strucËure-

rotatory strength correlation based on the signs and relat.ive intensities
of the seParate trigonal components would be preferable to correlation

via the net roraËory strength of tine T, uranifold r¿ith its more

complieaËed second-order dependenee; the diffieulty is, of course, thaË

the spectral component assignnents are often not available or are

ambiguous.

rn evaluating the validity of the pKroodel (section g.3) we are

therefore concerned to apply the MLU-core geometries of relevant

transition metal complexes Èo equations 7.1 (or 7.2) and,7.3, i.e.
examining its success (or otherwise) in relating both the rotaÈory

strength of the Eo trígonal component and the sign of the Ërigonal

splitting paraueter, K, to the precise distortion of the MLu first-
coordinaËion sphere. The evaluation is qualitative only and since the

a priori predictíons of Ëhis model are at best doubtful, we Ëake as

reference the Ërigonally-compressed, Ëwist-contracted l\(+) co("rr)13* io¡
having RE , Rrnt^ 

^nd 
RE. all positive and K = u, - \)Á negaËive:

a' 'J'j -b "a *2
donor atons for all complexes discussed are assumed to bear a residual

negative charge.

For a D, symnetric MLU-core the sígn of Rnn,

derived as -Rfr x K. All three equations (7.2, 7
a.

(eq. 7.4) is
11'7
.3, 7.4) nust be sun¡med

r¡ithin the total complex ion framework for an evaluation of the R-nodel.

Since Ëhe donor and non-donor atoms most probably bear electrostatic
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charges of different magnÍtude and opposite sign, the deËermination of

Ëhe relative sígns of Ri , K 
^nd 

RInt_ is then more coDplex and can no
a' tL

longer be made in a qualitatíve manner.

7.3 TTTE TRTGONAL :DISTORTION PROGRAM : AZIMI]TTI

Program AZIMUTII was wriËten in Fortran IV for use on a cDC 6400

computer. It r^ras developed to facíIítate deternination of the geometric

dÎstorËion parameters of the Ml.-cores of tris-bidenËate complexes,

parËicularly Ëhose angular Parameters of the coordinaËion polyhedron

relevant to an evaluation of the PK-nodel of optícal actiwiËy as applied

to tïigonal-dihedral transiËion-metal chromophores. A copy of the

progï¿rD lisËing and typical príntout follow thís brief ouËline.

For D, syilmetry, the geometric distortion of the six donor atoms

of the Mlu-sejs from regular ocËahedral positions can be fully

specified by tluo angl-es; description in terns of inter-donor atom

disËances is equally satísfactory and has been used elsewhere (see

sectÍon 8.2) but in this work we follow Ëhe more historical- angular

description which Ís imnediaËely applicable to a qualitaÈíve discussion

of the spectral and magnetic properËies of tris-bídentaËe complexes.

There are four eharacteristic angles (defined by Figure 7.L);

specification of any t\^to defines Ëhe others. o¿r the f-igand angle' is

thaË angle subtended by the bidentate ligand (t-L) aË the metal aËom'

o, Ëhe trigonal-.tr^rist angle, is the projection of q on the p1-ane

containing Ëhe three digonal "*.tr96 0, the polar angle, ís the angle

subtended by Èhe M-L bond aË the trigonal axis and ß, Ëhe angle of
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inclination, is the angle at which the ligand plane (defined as the

plane L.M.L' r¿here the donor aÈoms L are of the same bidentate ligand)

is inclined to the plane containing the three digonal axes.

The four angles are related as follows:

sino = cos(s./Z) /eos(u/2) (eq. 7.6)

cosO = sinß. sín(a/Z) (eq. 7.7)

cosp = xan(u/Z) /tan(a/Z) (eq. 7.8)

Ilranß = ËanO .sín(u/Z) (eq. 7.9)

For On sFmetry the angular values are o¿ = g0o, u = 600, 0 = ß = S4o 44.L4l

(approx. 54.740); for trigonal prismaÈic (D¡fr) geomerry u = 0o, B = g0o

and 0 = (r - a) /2. The unrealistic completely flattened georneËry has

o = or B = 0o and 0 = 90o: for the meaningless geometry having s, = 1800,

u ís also 1-BOo (except for Drn when t¡ = Oo) and equations 7.6 and 7.8

are undefined - equatíons 7.7 and 7 .9 gíve the correct equality for

such a case, namely 0 = t¡/2 - B. Analogous equations connecÈing the

angular parâmeters have recently been independently derived by Holn

and. co-rn¡orkers;343 "tt angles have been used previously in discussing

disrortion of Ml.-cores from on s)metry (see e.g. Gerloc',nr257'344

piper, 34 '35 Tomlinsonr 24l K"p" tt42) .

The program input consísËs of the crystallographic unit cell

constants and the positional coordinates of the seven atoms of the

MLU-core; trivial modification r¡ould permit inclusion of the whole D,

complex but such an extension is not r,üarranted for evaluation of the

PK-mode1. Since the majority of tris-bídenËate complex structures

published in Ëhe crystallographíc literature lack Èrigonal symetry
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FIGURE 7.1: MODEL 0F A TRIS-BIDENTATE COMPLEX IN TI1E 
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the most critical feature of any geometrícal analysís such as that

reported in Ëhis work is definitíon of the pseudo-C, axis: the

approach adopted here has been to calculat.e the plane through the

metal atom corresponding to the average of the planes through the tr¿o

opposing sets of three non-linked ligator atoms. This plane is taken

as the plane of reference for the determinaËion of o, 0 and S, the C,

axis being Èaken perpendicular to it and coincident with the metal atom.

other specifications are possible, e.g. the line through the "pseudo-

cenÈroids" of rhe opposing "Ërigonal" faces could be taken as reference

axis but the metal aËom would usually be displaced from such a líne in

cases lacking Ca syrmetry. The average plane Ëreatment seems Èhe most.

suitable without Ëaking cognizance of the positional coordinate

standard. deviations. t5

Program AZIMUTII outputs the individual ctrOro and ß values and the

sum averages of these are listed in sectíon 8.1, exeept where divergence

from the mean is considered worthy of noËe, e.g. 0 for the corundum

structures. This averaging of distortion parameters implies a linear

relationship beËween Ëhem and the dependenÈ electromagnetic properties;

this is unrealisËic as can be seen from equations 7.L-7.4 r¿hich all

involve a trigonometríc function of the distortion paramet.er. Ideally,

+5 A program for orienting pseudo-syrmeÈric comFlexes with ïespect to
a framer¿ork of exacË syrmre[¡g so as to maximize t}re fit is currenËly
being developed elsewhete.--- This program is reported to incor-
Porate the st,andard deviations of the positional parameters of all
atoms of the complex and Èhe approach would be superior to the
nethod of defining the C3 axis used here.
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in evaluating the polar and Èrigonal tr¿ist distortion functions Ëhe

contribution of each donor atom should be individually computed. for

tris-bideritate complexes r¿hich lack exact D3 spmetry.

In addition to o, 0, t¡ and p, programAZIMUTII estimaËes the

degree of elongation (or compression) of the Mlu-core along its pseudo-

c, axis; this parameter is not quoted in the tables of section 8.1 as

it is siurply an extension of the information contained ir, Êf6 (seetions

8.1 and 8.2). Since, in evaluating the PK-nodel üre are concerned only

with the distortion of the MLU-core from on symnetry, the ligand planes

are represenËed as L.M.L, but in discussing the geometry of tris-

bidentate complexes the average ligand planes should be used, preferably

wiËhout inclusion of the coordinated metal atom since often this is

significantly displaced from the ligand plane (see section 8.2). rn

either case distorÈion of the complex, or the MLU-core, toward " o3h

geonetry can be expressed in terms of ß > 54.740 or inter-ligand

dihedral angles y > g0o; the liniting values for y are-Drn, trigonal

prismatic , L200 
-Oh, 

octahedral, ggo- completely f latËen ed, Oo .

For the current data analysis, in cases of special interest where

a preliminary coÐmunication only is in print, an effort has been made to

acquire atomic positional eoordinates from the authors. i{here Ëhis was

16 This measure of axial elongation (i.e. in terms of ß) should not
be confused r^rith changes in the polar angle, 0, e.g. a D? complex
having inter-ligand dihedral angles.(,= 90o (i.e. B = SqlZ¿o) r^ritt
have 0 < 54.740 f.ors,> 90o and0 > 54.74Q f.ora4 90o. Complexes
with o < 90o and 0 > 54.740 can sLill have ß > 54.740 (.see secËion
8.2) and can be described as distorted torarard rrigonal prismatic
geometry. I is simply a Deasure of the degree of parallelisn between
the ligand plane, L.M.L, and the C, axis.
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not possible a seË of orËhogonalized coordinaËes hras calculated from

the literature bond lengths and interatom vectors using program

OCTANT (Appendix V). In its present format program AZIMUTII is

restricted to seven atoms and for complexes having exacË D, syrmretry

several of the calculation steps are unnecessarily repetitive.

Surnnary of the MathematicaL SequeTlce -

1) OrthogonaLízation of the crysËal coord.inates, in E.

2) Calculation of the planes (as fourth-order determinants)74'346'347

Ëhrough the two sets of three non-bonded donor aËoms and averag-

ing of the coefficients to give the plane of reference through

the metal atom.

3) Calculation of the six M-L bond lengths, a.

Calculation of the distances of the seven atoms (Mt

Ëhe reference plane.

Calculation of the ligand bites, i.e. L...L, b.

Calculation of o.

CalculaÈion of a.
z s.7

Calculation of 0 and sin'0. '

4) ) from

+7 Both the polar angle function (sin3O) and the trigonal twist function
(sin3ô) of Píperts constant (eq. 7.L) are computed from the
averaged values of 0 and o:, buË are not quoted in Chapter 8 since
the angular parameters are readily applied Ëo a qualitative
discussion of the nodal properties.

6

s)

6)

7)

8)
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9) Calculation of ß and estimatíon of the per cent axial elongaËion

(or compression) for each ligand in terms of ßi h = bsínß.

10) Determination of average o, o rrrd ,18 calculat,ion of the

inter-trigonal plane dístanee, h, in terms of these three

parameters, nanely

h = 2a(sin2 (u/2) _ 
"o"z 

(o/z)t^n2 (u/z))8,

and estimation of the per cent elongation (compression) from the

orthogonal arrangemenË having y = 9Oo anð. ß = 54.740. 7x

could more easily have been calculated from Ëhe average S

va1ue.

t8 The version of program AZIMUTH listed hereafÈer d.eËermines the
unsigned values of o and ß. For chiral pseudo-ocÈahedral complexes
averaging of the three independent values in those cases lacking
exact C. synmetry ís straighËforward since the positive value is
taken iñ the chiral-sense of the molecule with respeeÈ to the
pseudo-C3 axis, the three vaLues for each parameËer (i.e. o and ß)
having identical signs. However, for pseudo trigonal prisnatic
complexes in which the Ml^-core geometry is not precisely D31, Ëhe
bidentate ligands ofËen tüist in the opposite chiral sense and
Èhe relative signs of the independent values must be eonsidered írao* aoo
determining Ëhe ur and ß averages. This is the case in Ëhe V(dpd).1'''" ''
Re-(dpd)r^35or:51 and Er(thd) 3"352 structures (see noËes on Tabiesr-
8.5 and"8.6 in section 8.1).
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g0llFoRt.AT(tH0rXrrrRlGoNALANGLEol{EGArrA6¡rTorrAórrISrrF9.5rr

IOEGREESI I
gol2 FoRltAl ¡r QEf¡QITIINAIOR ZERo¡)
9ol3 FORt{Al (r Azltlurh ENo'r)
90l4 FORHAT 15X rI0EN=IçF9.5rrDUH=r rF9'5)
óõiS fon¡¡f (Sx r ÕD IFP=r rF 9. 5 r rPARR¡+ r F9.5 t ÕPLANsrr F9. 5 r åPLolrrr r F 9'5 )

9016 FORHAI (lH0tXr.t-tgÀHO ANGLE ÂLPHA{Ir3XrAórrIO{r3XrA6rFg.5rrDEGREESr/
l5I rrSUi4Po rF9.5r IOUHP* r F9'5)

9018 FoRXAI ( I4)
çõic ronr¡ruHorxrr EouArIoN oF PLAñE THRotrGh tlErAL Arot4 ì//xçF9'5r

trITrrFg.5rtYTrrFg.5rrZT{rF9.5 tr=0å,
9020 FORI{AÌ llH0rx¡rcA= r¡F9.5rr c8r rrF9.5rr cc¡ ìiF9.5rr cor reF9o5r
---'lr 

ç¡¡- rçF9.5rc C88: r¡F9.5rë ççç- e¡F9'5rÕ CDD= trF9'5)
90al FORHAT¡H0,xii pOU¡n ANGLE THEIA OF I{ETAL r.A6rì 80NO rtTH C3 AxlS

l./6xrÕ cosl{u=.rFl0.6r{ sINt{u¡ *rFl0.órr AMU8 ìrFl0.6rr IHETA: rr
2F10.ór'OEGREEST)

gOZe FOR|AI (lH0ra2H PIPERS POLAR ANGLE TERH (SIN(fI-IETA) )rr3 ¡rF?0'15)
SðZ¡ fOçX¡f(lH0rr ELEVATION ANGLE BETA OF LIGÂNO PLANE rrAórXrAórr IS o

lrFl0.órr 0EGREES. SINB= rrFl0.ól
9.02{ FOR}TAT (Ir.ROUGIi ESTIMATE OF PER CENT EXPANSION IN TE.RIIS OF BEIA TT

¡F¡0"6'
9oE5 FOR}IAT(X'TROUGTI ESIIMATE OF PER ICENT CONTRACIION IN TERI.IS OF 8E¡A

lrrFl0.6)
9026 FORHAlllHOr. AVERAGE 8Oh0 LENGfH rrFl0.6r. ANGSIRoI{S '/Xr

lr AV€RAGE LI6AND ANGLE rrF9.6rr FADIANST/Ir
2r AVERAGE TRIGONAL ANGLÊ+rF9.6rù RADIANST)

902? FORHAT(tHOTXçT DISTANCE BETTEEN TRIGONAL PLANES FOR AVERAGE MODEL

I 'rFl0.6rr ANGSIROHS+ r/tt{l 
^=' 

rFl0.6 )4 C=çtî l0.6rr D=rrFl0.6rr E:{r
2F10.ót



c
c

c
c

209

9o28FoRt,lAIlll.0ç//rXr+I0EALIzEDTwISTÄNGLEr0t¡IDR=*rFl0.o'+DEGREESÕl
9029 FORHÂl llh0rXr""¡'¡lð¡ì õr-toear-IzÊÛ ocTAhEcRONTLIGAND AÌ',¡GLE ALPHAT

lDoClI=lrFl0.órë ÀÑasiao¡s",/x;â ÃEIGHT oF TRt6oNAL PRISHTLIGAND AN

åãit' Ãf-p¡t,DTpI=èrF 10.ó r+ aNGSIROMS+)

9030 FOR¡Ar(lH0rx.r pEp-èEll EXPANSION oVER IDEALIZED 0cTAHEDR0N= 'r
lFl0.6,

9O3I FORHAT IIHOIXTT PER CENT CONTRACTION FROM IDEALIZED OCIAhEDRON=+T

lFl0.6)
9032FoRt.|AT(lH0lXrõHEIGhToFoH0cTAHEORoNIALPHA900tGREÉSIIS*r

IF9.óT} ANGSTROüS;;/XTÉ HEIGhT OF ÌRIGONA! PRISMTALPhA 90 DEGREEST

ZISrrFg.ór+ ANGSTROMSã)
9033 FORHAT (IHO¡5X'i PIPENS VARIABLE P¡(ODUCT=T'F2O'I8}
9040 FORHAI l2Xr I4)

RAD-57.2 95 7795 I 3 I
REA0 9018r IDAT
PRINT 9040 r IDAT
O0 l(l00 NCYC=l I IDAT
READ 9000rlITLE
PRIilf 9003rIITLE
READ g00ITATBTCTCOSATCOSBTCOSCtNATM'NC3
PR INf 900a ç Â rB rC rCOSA rC0SB r C05C r ¡{ATM r NC3

CALCULAIIOÑ OF TRANSFORMEO COORDS.

SG.SORT ( l.-COSC+COSC )
cR¡ (coSA-cosErc0sc ) /sG
CPr$gP¡ I I .-C0SB'C0S8-CR'CR l
PR If.¡T 90 05
OO I l=l rNATI'l
REA0 9002çATOM ( I ) rX ( I ) rY ( I) rZ ( I )

IT (Il-A.X( J).8ÌCOSCTY (I).CiCoSBàZ (I )

Yl (I r-BrSGlY ( J ) +CãCR{Z ( I )

ZI(lrEC|CP+Z(It
PRINf 900órAfOþ( Il rX (I ) rY (I I tZ(Il rXT(I I rYl(I).ZT ( l)

I CONI I¡¡UE

CALCULAIION 0F PLÁNES THROI,GH ATOtlS 2r3r4 ANO 5r6;7
l!2St¡l=3gN=4

300 cAA..yT ( I )çzl (H).yT (H) eZI (Nl.Yl (N) +ZT ( I )

l-YT (N)rZT (l.t' -yT (H) ÕZt ( I ) -yT ( I ) {ZT (N¡
CBBr-xf (I )rZT lMl-xT (Hl +ZI (N) -xT (N) {ZT ( I,

l.IT(N)rZT (Hl.XT (H)ÌZT ( I ) +XT ( I )rZT (Nl
CCCa.Il ( L ryT ( M) oXT (f,,t ) ryI (t{) .XI (N) +yl ( I )

I-XT (N' TYT (M) -XT (M) ¡YT ( I ) -XI ( I 
' 
TYT (N}

CoD.-tT ( I ) àYT (H) IZT (N¡ -xl (r.t) ÕYT (N) +ZT ( I ) -XT (N) ryT ( I ¡ rZT (H¡
l.xÎ (NrrYï tH) rzl ( I t.xT (M I ryT ( I ) ÐZT (N) +xT ( I ) ryl (Nt *ZI f Ht

CNORM=CA Arr2.CBBlr2 +CCC{1r2
CNORl,l=SCRT (CNoRM)
CAATCAA/CNORH t CBBsCBB/CñoFH $ CCC=CCC./CNORM $ CDD¡Coo.zCNOR!{
IF (I.E0.2r404r405

404 CA¡CAÀ t CB=CBB 3 CC=CCC 5 CDsCDD
t:gt|lrggfr¡=f
00 I0 300

CALCULAIIOh 0F AVERAGE PLANE IhRoUGH l,lETAL AIOr{
405 PRINI 9020 TCATCBTCCTCDTCAA TCBBTCCCTCOD

CA3(C^.CAA, /2. S CBr(CB+CBB, /?. S CC.(CC.CCC),/A.
CtrOR¡CArr2 +CBrrZ. CCrr?
CNORTSpRT (CNOR)
CArQ¡7ç¡O* S CB=C8ICNOR 5 CC=CC.zCNOR
c0c-(cA.Xf (l ).c8IyT (l t rccfzl (l I )
PRIITT 90 ¡9 rCArCBrCCrC0

ETAL LI6ANO BOND DISTANCES ELEN (I.{}
0l D0 l0 H=?r7

ELEI{ (il) sSoRT ( lxT ( ¡ ) -xT (M t ) }rZ+ (yT ( I ) -yT (Ml ) {r}Zì (ZT ( t }-Zl ( ii) ) rr?)
PRINT 9008rATOla (14) 

'8LEN 
(H)

c
c

c
CH

3



2IO,

I O CONT INUE
c
C DISTANCE OF ALL AIOMS FROH AVERAGE. PLAT'JE PDIST(I'

DEN=SORT ( CA+CA ¡C8ìC[i+CCTCC )

303 DO ?0 l=l¡7
ãii oun=c¡'xT(I) +cBcYl (I)'cc+zT {I}'cD

POISI ( I ¡ =485 (OUM/DtN )

PiìIhl 9009rAT0I(Il TPDIST(I)
PRINf 90l4rDENrDUM

20 CoNrlhuE
c
C IÑTRALIGAÑO DISTANCES SETIEEN ATOMS ON OPPOSIIE f RTGOI'¿AL FACES OISTL (}'I'

OO 30 I:2r4
l,l= I .3
olslL (M t =soRT ( (xT I I ) -XT (M) t è+2. ( YI ( I ) -YI (l' ¡ ) à+2r (zT ( I I -ZT (H I t ri2l
PRINl gOIOTATOI,t(I¡) rATOH(I) TDISIL(M,

30 CONÍINUE
c
ð fn¡eO¡¡¡t- ANCLE OHEGA SUBTENDEO ON AVETiAGE PLAI\E PERPE¡¡DICtrLAlì TO C3

C A¡IS 8Y LIGAND.
-307 D0 56 l=5 r 7

xsI-3
PLÁN-S0RT (8LEN ( I ) ÕIZ-PDIST ( I ) Õ{2,
PARR=SoFT (8LEN (È'' ) ùÕz-PD l5f (H I'r2,
DIFP=P.OISl ( l, TP0ISI (M)
PLON=SOFT (DISTL ( I ) 5c2-D IFPttì2)

500 oUM-PApprrlrplANrr2-PL0N'¡2
0ENs2rPA RRÕPLAN
lf tDEN.EO.0) 100r48

48 CoSlsDuti/oEN
ANG=AC0S ICOSI)
OHEGA(l'll¡ANô
ANG¡ANGI RAD
PRINf 90ll ;AfOr¡(Il rATOla (H) rAtrG
PR INI 90 l5 I D I FP; PARR r PLAtr I PL0i¡
PRINT 90l4rDENrDUH

56 CoNrlhuE
c
C CILC OF LIGAND ANGLE ALPhA

320 00 50 I:2r4
HtI.3
SUIIP-BLEN ( I ) TtZTBLEN ( l,{ ) r+2-Dl STL ( H ¡ +rz
oUHP=ZI8LEN ( I ) ÌELEN (t{ )
YANGsSUIP/DUHP
0ANG-AC0S (YANGI
ALPHA(I)=DANG
ALPHD-DANGoRA0
PR¡NT 90 l6 r AÌ01{ (H t rATOM ( I ) r ALPHDT SUMPTDUMP

50 CONTTNUE
c
C CALC OF POLIR ANGLES SUETENDED AT CA AXIS BY BONDS ThETA

eOl O0 2Q4 lo?¡7
COSXU ( I ) -FDIST ( I ) /BLEN ( I ¡

AHU ( I r=AC0S (C0Sl.lU ( I ) I
Bl{U(llrAHU(I}rRÂD
SlNl{U ( I ) ¡ (SlN ( AHU ( I ) } } r'r3

204 CONIINUE
0O 205 l.2r?
PRINI 9021 rAfO¡{ ( I t TCOSMU ( I t TSINMU ( I t rÁMU ( I I tBHU ( I I

205 CONI¡NUE

CALC OF AVEFAGE VALUES, (SIÑ(IHEIA) ¡Õr3
AYSIN=ISINMU(¿t+SIN¡,IU(3).SINHU(4).SINHU(5)'5INI,IU(óI'SINI,IUITI'/6.0
PRINI 9022rAVSIN

c
C CALC OF ELEVATION ANGLES OF LIGANO PLAi.¡ES FROÞ TRIGONAL PLAÍ\E. 8EÏA

c
c
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D0 210 I=2'4
l{- I .3
COSBA ( I t =TAlr¡ (OMEGA lll /? 'O ' 

'/TAN ( ALPI'tA ll' /2'01
¿lET ( I)=ACOS (cosBA ( I ) )
BETA(l)=8ET(I)rRAD
StNB ( I ) =SIN (8EI I I I )

PRINT 9023, ¡rõu i i ),aTo't (M I rBET¡ ( I )'SINB ( I )

3 ,O'0" EVALU¡TION OF EXPANSIO¡¡'/CONTIIACI ION IN IERMS OF SIN(6ETA)

IF (SINB ( I I'GE'0'81651 2l l'212
et t ãxpÀrrs ( I ) = (sINB ( I ) -0'81ó51 +l 00/0' 1835

PRIÑT 9024rEXPANS(Il
GO rO 210

2l¿ CO¡¡fn ( I i = (0.8165-5Iò¿B ( I )' Õ100/0'81ó5
PRINT g0Z5TCONTR(Il

2IO CONT INUE
c
CCALCOFOIS1AI{CEBETiEENTRIGONALPLAI\ESFORÂVERAGEÍ{OOEL

slrHsBLEN rz I'elÈH t i ¡'eu¡À (4 )'8LE¡¡ (5 I f BLEN (ó t'8LEN ( 7 )

AVB=SUH/6.0
AVAr (aLFHA 12 ¡ +¡¡errA ( 3 ) +ÄLPl-rA 14l' /3'Q
OAVO- l0l¡EGA (2) +OMEGA (3)'oFEGA (4) ) /3'0
PRTNT g026rAVBrAVArDAVO
A' (S¡h l^vA/?.0r r1+2
cr(cos(Ava/z.0) )nÕ2
Ds(TAN(DAVC/Z.01 )rÕ2
EsS0RT ( A-ClD )

DIR I G=?' AVB'E
PRINf 902?r DTRIGTATCTDTE

c
õ cruc or IoEALIzED tRIGoNAL ÂñGLE. oIHEDRAL ANGLES 90 DEGREES aND

õ u¡õÀHo ANGLE AvERAGE(ÂLPHAt. AvERAGE BoND LENGfh'
OD.TAlr IAV^/2.01
OD¡0.57?4100
Oll I0r2rÁ TAN ( OD )

Oí I0R=01. lorRAO
PRTNT 9028rOHl0R

G
õ CllC OF HEIGHT OF IDEALIZED oCIAHEDRoÀ¡. DIHEDRAL ANGLES 90 DEGREES'

G LI6ANO ÁNGLE AVERAGE(ALPHA). AVERAGE EOND LËNGTh'
DrlÂN ( 0x lD/2.01,I?
DE:SORT (A-Cro)
þQçf ¡-¿r¡Ygr96

c
C CALC OF HETGHT OF TRIGO¡¡AL PRISH OF LIGAND AT]GLE ALPHA

DIPI¡2rÊVBTSORT ( A I

PRtlrl 9029r00Cf 1 rDTPI
C
C CILC OF PER CENT EXPANSION/COITTRACTIO¡{ FtrO¡{

¡F (DfRlG.GE.D0CT ll ??0 ç221
?20 PCE[-(0IRlG-ooCT I ) / (DTP l-DoCTl )

PCEx'l00rPCEx
PRINT 9030rPCEX
GO tO ?22

??l PCCON= (COCII-DrRlG' /DOCI I
PCCON:l 00rPCC0N
PRI¡¡I 9031 TPCCON

'?2? coNl l¡¡uE
c
C CALC 07 t{ElC-HT OF oH oCTAhEDRO¡r

IDEALIZEO OCTAHEDRON ALONG C3

C BOIiD LENGIH AVBTALPiIA 90 OEGr0lhE0RAL ANGLE 90 OEG

00H!1.¡54órAvB

CALC OF ITEIGHT OF TRIGONAL PRISHTALPI{A 90 DEG

DlPrl.4l42rAVB
PRIr{T 903?rDOHçoTP

c
c
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I (Slf,¡ (Tl'ETA) t Ìr3) + (SIN l3' (óO-OHEGAt , I
c
C CALC OF PTPERS VARI!8LE TERI1.

CoNSI-60 .0/RAD
OELT A=CC NST.DA VO

0DTA-3rCELT A

PIPER=AvSINTSIN ( ODf A )

PRINT 9033rPIPER
G0 ro 1000

100 PTIINT 9012
IOOO CONIINUE
l0l PR¡r'¡f 9013

ENO
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f INAL LS PARAS Rl=0.062 EUTLER 1972K.CA. (+l589. (CO(fHIOX,3) '4H20

ABC
12.3810 12.7910 ll.80l0

CA- .12850 C3= '.97672 CC=
CBB= -.97?98 CCC=

EOUATION OF PLANE THROUGH I,IETAL

. t3644XT -.97743Y1

EOND LENGTH ATO!.I I TO

BONO LENGTH AIOM I 1O

BOND LENGTH AÌOH I ¡O

BOND LENGIH ATOI,I I TO

BONO LE}¡GIH ATOM I TO

BONO LENGIH AIOI,I I TO

cosA c0s8 cosc
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

Ãï Yr
.95793 -. I 7626

-.45932 -1.52309
2.69647 -I.lll46
1.20857 -1.77003
.6et26 I .38757

2.3ó530 I.22895
-.65533 .75141

-.17177 C0= -1.18800 CAA=

-.150?4 CDD= 1.39360
ATOM

. I 0238-0

2.24969 Al{GSTROl.l

¿.25ó3I ANGSTROM

?.??967 ANGSTROM

2.?5943 ANGSTROM

¿.?3671 AÍYGST}ìoM

2.230I I ANGSTROM

O.OOOOO ANGSTROM

I.30254 ANGSTROM

I.32?5I AN6STROH

I.3438I ANGSTROH

¡.30547 ANGSTROil

I.34ó53 ANGSTROM

I .32504 ANGSTRO|.I

¡ 3. ló887ANGSTR0M

= 3.1?25óANGSIROM

' 3.1508óANGSIROM

IS 58.59490 DÊGREES
l.844l3PLOlr= l.É{0001

NA TI{
7

NC3
I

ATOH
co
st
s5
S4
s3
só
s2

x
.0i737

-.03710
.?ll7e
.0 e76 I
.05583
. l9l 04

-. 05293

Y

-.01378
-. I le08
-.08ó89
-. I 383E

.10848

.09608

.05875

-¿

.2130ú

.11870

. I2c 4l

.3434 I

.0 7Ê,67

.?9973

.31? l4

zt
2.5136?
1.40073
t.4?102
4.05262

.90478
3.5 3714
3.7 4255

. I 4436

-.l6l27Zl

sl ls

s5 IS

s4 ts

s3 Is

s6 ls

s2 Is

OISTANCE OF AIOH CO FROI{ PLANE
DEN-, 1.00000DUi{= 0.00000

DISTANCE OF AÏOII SI FROH PLANE
0EN. 1.000000UM= 1.30254

OISTANCE OF ATOM 55 FROH PLANE
OENs 1.000000UÈa= 1.32?51

OISTANCE OF ATOH 54 FROH PLANE
DENr 1.000000UH= 1.34381

DISTANCE OF ATOH 53 FROItt PLANE
DEN¡ 1.000000Uil= -l .30547

OISTA}iCE OF ATOH 56 FROI.I PLANE
OEN: l.00000DUll= -1.34ó53

D¡STANCE OF ATOI S¿ FROH PLANÊ
[lEN' l.0000oour,t= -1.3?504

INTRALIGAND OISTANCE 53 IO SI

INTRALIGANO OISÌANCE 56 TO 55

INTRALIGANO DISTANCE S2 TO S4

TRIGONAL ANGLE OHEGÁ 53 TO SI
DIFP: 2.60800P4RR= l.83425PLANr
DENf ó.765190UH= 3.52524

ÎR¡GONAL ANGLE OMEGA 56 IO S5 IS 56.428II OEGÍ.EES
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2.ó7404P4;lR= l.82a45PLAtr= t'78598PLOt'¡=

6.516880UM= 3.ó0372

"å1PË:'- å:::8.3l:il="¡'"nlf il*'
óÊH' ó.38307Du¡'l= 3'57812

L ¡GANoPANGLT tliiBü"'
LIGAND ¡¡6¡E ¡¡PHA

SUI{P .02865DLrMt)

LIGAND ANGLE ALPhA
SUMP .OIó9?DUMP

POLAR ANGLE THEÍA OF MEîAL SI 
-BOND 

þ,IIH C3 AÁIS

cosxu= 'szaö!s''iirriu=' 's+ádiz-ÅúJ= 'e533r3 TttETA= tftåÊll3t

POLAR ANGLE ÏHEÏA oF METAL Ss -PoND 
fIrH c3 Axls

cosuu= .saeïLz"!iÑiul- 'szaäõz^ÂúÜ= 's4t7?r rhErA= t¿¿å????t

POLAR ANGLE THETA OF METAL 54 
-BONTI 

HITH C3 AXIS

cosuu= .oozä'çs"iiiliu=. 'soäiis'Ã¡'u= 'sz3e2? ThEIA= tå*tt?Ëi

POLAR ANGLE ThETA OF METAL 53 
-8ONO 

T¡ITH C3 A¡IS

cosuu= .sìti'eq õii'iuu=- 'suäiir"Â"u=-- 'es478s rhETA= tftål?å3t

POLAR ANGLE THETA OF METAL Só -8ONU 
IIIIH C3 AXIS

c0Srlu= ."ozõi¡"iiÑiu=- 'soð'iõs"Ånu--- 'ózcttt rhETA= tß¡3åEÊl'

POLAR ÅNGLE IHETA OF }4ETAL 52 
-8OND 

TITFI C3 AXIS

cosxu= .snoîsr'iin¡t'll- 'szõiõs-Ånu=-- "l¡"szs 
rhETA= tii?itr?i

PIPERS POLAR ANGLE IERM (5IN(THETA)){1I3 = '5253394489554ó8

ELEVAIION ANGLE BETA OF LIGAI\D PLANÊ SI 53 IS 55'387384 DEGREES

ROuGn EsTIT.IATE oF PER cENT ExPANsI0r'¿ IÑ-r¿nxs oF EETA 17ála+óá SlNE= '8230I1

ELEVATION ANGLE 8Ef A OF LIGAI\D PLAITE 55 Só IS 57.44993? I)E6REES

ROUGI{ €STIMATE 0F pER cE.NT ExPANSI0N tÑ-rrirms oF BÈTA lã'fseeço SIhB= '84292?

ELEVATIoN ÂNcLE 8EïA oF LIGAND PLANÉ s4 s? Is 5?'889657 OEGREES.84?0aó

ROUGH ESTII,IATE OF PEN CIHT EXPANSION II'I TERMS OF IJ['TA Ió'ó354 I3 SIITB=

AVERAGÉ BOND LENGI¡'t ?'243654 Al'¡GSIR0HS

lúÈn¡ge LIGAND ANGLE 1.5ó5203 RA0IANS

¡VÈNIOE I'{IGCNAL ANGLE .9944?0 RADIA¡¡S

DISÎANCE 8EI}JEEI\ TRIGONAL PLANES FOR AVERAGE I'IOOEL

A¡ .49720q C= .50279ó 0= .294507 E= '590869

DIFP=
DEN¡

ts 5s.90sl I
I .79379PLON:

1.70?23

DEGREES
l.ó748ó

53 TO

10.16ó03

só ro
10.09341

s2 rc
9.94483

89.83735DEGREE S

89.9 025 ODEGREE S

sl 89.298780EGRE[S

s5

s4

2.65141? ANGSIROMS

IDEALIZED IWIST aNGLETOI'IIDR= 59.1?7 lZ7 DEGREES

HEIGHT OF TDEALTZED OCTAHEDROTTTLIGAI'¡D ANGLE ALPhAç DOCTI¡

rrÈiõùr OF TRTGONAL PPISMILIGAND AN6LE 'ILPhA,DTPII 3'Ió4I20
2.583382 ANcsrRolrs
ANGSIROHS

PER CENI EXPANSION OVER IOEALIZED OCTAhEDRON= II'714405

HEIGHI OF Oh OCTAHEDRONIALPhA 9O DEGRÊESIIS 2'59Q522 ANGSIIIOI'tS

¡eioxr oF TR¡coNAL PRIsHTALPhA 90 DEGREEST 1s 3.172975 AtiGsllì0Ms

PIPERS vARIÂBLE PRooUCT8 .0828319ò9?E40?50?l
AZIXUÌH END
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CHAPTER 8 ANALYSIS OF ML -CORE GEOMETRY OF D COMPLEXES.

8. 1 TTIE STRUCTI]RAL DATA

The distort.ion parameters derived from the crystal coordinates

using program AZIMUTH are tabulated aË the beginníng of this chapter,

the complexes being subdivided accordíng to the naËure of the donor

atoms (i.e. N or O, S) and the size of the chelate ríngs (four;

five- or si:rmembered rings). Some miscellaneous structures, e.g.

the corundums and bis-tridentate complexes, are tabulaËed separately.

The geomeËries are discussed ín sections 8.2 and 8.3.

The complex characterízed by the distortion parameters is listed

first (for:ural charge given) follor¿ed by the remaining molecular or

ionic groups conprising the structure: [A] means Ëhe complex molecule

(ion) as writËen first and is included in the structure formula only

where there is more than one unit of Ëhe complex per structural unit.

The lengths M-L (= a), L-L (-= b) and the angles o, 0, t¡: and S have

been defined in section 7.3; h, the intertrigonal plane distance is

also calculated by program AZIMUTH but is not tabulated since it is

readily estimated as bsinß. No attempË has been made to compute Ëhe

errors in Ëhe tabulated parameters from the estimaËed standard

deviations of Ëhe atomic positional coordinaÈes but where available

the sËandard deviations of M-L and o have been abstracted from the

literaËure and are given in parentheses: t.hese esdts are the average

of those quoted for the individual bond lengths and angles, not the

estimaËed standard deviation of the mean. These errors give a more
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meariÍngful Índication of Ëhe accuracy of the strucËure refinemenË

from whj.ch Ëhe positional coordinaËes l¡Iere taken than does the leasË-

squares resídual , Rj.. Eyen so, such an indication of the success of

a refinemenË is clearly' límited: a more rigorous assessmenË would

require comparÍson of the chemically equÍvalenË bond parameters, Ëhe

tlrennal parameters, the degree of sophísËication of the model (e.g.

anisotropic ËIremal parameters, inclusion of the hydrogen atoms,

adjustment of the scaËËering factor curves for anomalous dispersÍon

effects) and deËails of the nurnber and tyPe of reflecËion daËa (e.g.

counËer, film, visual, absorption corrected) included in the least-

squares refínement cycles. It is impossÍble to include Ëhís informaËÍon

here for each- strucËure: wlren it is required reference should be made

Ëo Ëhe prinary source as indicated in the final colunn of each table.

Some of Ëhe structure refinements are of such 1or¿ accuracy as to

w'arrafiË exclusíon but in several cases these are the very comPlexes

whÍch served as a basis for the devel-opment of the elecËrostatic

crystal=fÍeld model in Ëris(bidentaËe) complexes and ít ís of interest

to compare their dístortÍon parameters wiËh those of the more accuraËely

refined structures. In most cases the number of digits included in the

tabulated 1-engths and angles exceeds Èhat justÍfied by the accuracy of

the refinement; the most accurate refinements referenced here suPport

three post-decÍmal dÍ.giËs in M-L and trn¡o in c, Particularly for

complexes having Ëhe metal aËon fixed at a crystallographic special

posÍtÍon. For consistency, and to allo\Àt for truncation effects, a1-1

înteratom vectors have therefore been lÍsËed to three decimal places
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and all distortion angles to two places.

Some points of additional interest are included in Ëhe

supplemenÈary noËes collected at the end of Ëhese tables.



TABLE 8.1 TRIS-BIDENTATE COMPLÐGS, CHELÆIION TIIRoUGII NITRoGEN:. IIVE-MEMRERED RINGS.

Corn¡tLeæ : stv,uctu.ve u-L (R) L-L (R>

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

6H20

7H20

2.609

2.756

2.768

2.725

2.723

2.744

2.788

2.790

2.83L

2.790

3.O32

59.93

57 .34

57.88

57. 13

56,L4

57.28

57 .39

55.45

56.08

57 .67

63.31

Ref.

353

3s4

35s

356

357

358

t32
359

360

ctj..2

111

361

97

92

92

362

363

364

365

366

l. (+)

2. (+)

3.

4. (-)
5.

6.

7.

8.

Co (en)

Co (en)

Co (en)

Co (en)

Co (en)

Co (en)

Co (en)

Co (en)

cl3. H2O

Brr.HrO

c13.3n20

?l^l.cL6.
CurClr. C1

2IAl. (sro

4H20

NaCl.6IlrO

2
2H20

3.9H2O
.2H2O

o

o

L .e7 4 (7)

2.006

2.OOL

r.996
L.e69 (r2)
1.e63(4)

1. e68 (10)

L.e72(6)

2 . ooo (3o)

u Geg. )

85 .43 (30)

87.L7

90.31

87.51

84 .02 (so)

8s. 98 (20)

84 .63 (40)

8s.63 (20)

86.52(1.s)

0 (deg. )

55. 88

56 .01

s4.42

53.87

s6. s6

s5.49

56. 35

55. 19

s3.89)
s6. 18)

54.9r

s4.63

54.37

s6.64

57.O1

56.20

56.44

57.L9

s6.44

s6.75

s1. 17)
60 .7 4)

57.32

u (deg. I
54.89

58.2t

59.77

53. 14

54.t2
54.84

s4.67

53.39

54.6L

47 .99

s4.r4

53.48

50.35

51.63

50.93

50.24

52.72

52.97

49.O3

39.63

51.91

B øes. )

55.77

54.18

55.14

58.50

ss.44

56. 18

55.39

57.L3

56.73

3+

3+

3+

3+

3+

3+

3+

3+

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
3+

ál

2.678

2,765

2.837

2.760

2.635

2.677

2.650

2.680

2.7 4L9 (-) co(-)pn,

: Cr(CN)rNo

: 2[A] . cdc16. cL2.2H2o

: Pr3

3+ : (+) cr (ma1) 3-
3

3H2O N)
H
@

(-)
(-)
(-)

Co (+) cptn3

Co (-)pn, 1 . e64 (10)

2.oo4(2o)

2.ot2(24)
2.081(9)

2 .o7 6(7)
2.o75 (8>

2.L24 (6)

2.r2o (L3)

2.L2s (r4)
2.rso(¿)
2,433)
2.4L3)

2 . r_10 (L8)

83.24 (81)

86. Be (87)

86.e2(e3)

81. 81 (37)

81. es (29)

82.79(3r>

82.o4(20>

82.29 (1.0)

83. s5

80.91 (10)

77.47

15. As for 14, complex íon 2.

3+2L. Ru(en) cl¡ 2.758 81.64(68) 55.70 367

(contd. )

3



TABLE 8.1 (contd.)

ConrpLeæ : stnueture M-L tEr

L.972

L.972

L.973

r.973
2.01o(21)

2.3ls)
2.o89)

2.s86)
2.o84)

r-n (R)

2.732

2.720

2.7 32

2.720

2.778

2.89I

q, (deg.)

87 .67

87.2L

87.63

87. l_3

87.39(1.s)
8l_.87

e (des. ) ø (des.1

56.20

56. 18

56. 13

55.94

54.75

47.16

I Ues. )

56.22

55.92

56.24

56.06

57. 1-8

59.79

54. 85

55 .16

s4 .86

55. 13

s4.54

s1.61)
s9.31)

49.57)
71. L0)

Ref.

109

109

109

109

368

369

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Co (en),
Co (en),
Co(pn),
Co(pn),
Co (en)

Zn(en)
3

3

(1e1),
(ob) g

(le1),
(ob) g
: Fe(CN)

,-: sror-

3-
6

2H203+

2+ N)
tsro

2+28. Cd(en) : SSeO
3

2- 2.764 7t.65 43.21 56.72 369
3



TABLE 8.2

1.

2

TABLE

TRIS-BIDENTATE COMPLEXES, CI-IELATION THROUGH NITROGEN: SIX-MEMBERED RINGS.

ConrpLeæ : styuctttye M-L t8l L-L (R) oú (deg,J e (deg,l w øeg.)

(-) co(tr)33* , trr;ïro
(*)r+U Co(R,R-pttr)S : Clr.HrO

(lel-skew), I.984
(chair) 3 1.998

(ob-sker¿) ^ 2.003Jr-
: Ni(rn) ,(nro¡i'.ctnnro 2.I45(6)

2.OOO(30) 2.937 94.49 (1.0) 52.59 62.49

1.988 2.767 8B.21 (1.3) s4.4O 5s .94

ß øes.)

55. B7

s6.77

Ref.

120

370,
37t
372

372

372

t2L

87

373

374

3

4

5

6

Co (tn), :

Co(tn), :

Co (tn) . :

Ni (Ën);2+

2.768

2.9L6

2.786

2.964

88.45

93.73

88.11_

87 .42(Lo)

s4 .51

53.86

54.60

s4.67

56.20

59.02

57 .49

56.68

64.3r

56. 30

55.24

45.89

53.05

48.L9

56 .35

53.91

s6.43

56,82

58.79

53. 36

57 .34

TRIS 1, IO-PHENANTHROLINE AND 212 |-DTPYRIDYL COMPLEXEST W6

(+) Niqptren) 12+ : K.co(o*):3 .2H2o

N)
N)o8.3

1.

2.

3.

V(dípy) 
"

Ni(pheni32+ : [Mn(co)r-],

2.ro4Go>
2. 1oo (30)

2 .o90 (s)

2.71O

2.694

2.669

80. 14 (1 .4)

7e.82(1.s)

7e.37 (3o)



TABLE 8.4 TRIS-BIDENTATE COMPLEXES, CHELATIoN THROUGH SIILPHUR: FOUR-MEMBERID RINGS.

Co (exan),

Co (dtc),
Fe (exan),

In(dtpa),
v(etp),
Ni (bdtc),
Fe (btxan)

M-L (8)

2.276(4)

2.258(3)

2.375 (20)

2.603(6>

2.45o(2o)
2.26L

2.2e6(3)

2.406(10)

2.3t2(e)
2.322(3>

2. 393 (3)

2.3e8(4)
2.3e8(4)

2 .424 (3>

2.454 (6)

2.260(3>

¿-¿ (8)

2 .805

2.786

2.930

2.93s

3. r.84

2.794

2.80L

2.gTL

2.8L9

3. 108

2.888

2.890

2.89L

3. 195

3.208

2.806

u (deg.)

76.10(15)

7 6.r9 (L2>

7 6.t3 (7o)

68.64(2o)

81.07

76.32

7s.17 (8)

7 4 .44 (30)

7s. 13 (30)

84 .03 ( 10)

74.22(B>

74. 11 (10)

74.ls(10)
82 .43 ( 10)

81. 6s (23)

76.72(LL)

a (deg.)

57.90

57.98

56.46

60.37

54.36

58.45

58. 19

57.25

s7 .75

ür (deg. ) g

43.24

43.68

38.33

36. 11

4L.49

45.37

42.30

37.38

40.67

see nofes

40.70

42.OL

42.L3

46.84

4L.74

43.99

(des. )

59.58

59.2s

63.65

6L.39

63.7r

57 .89

59.81

63 .53

6t.L4

60.64

59.4t
59.31

60.36

63.81

59.31

ConrpLeæ : stz,ucture

58,27

58.76

58.79

55.O7

54.O9

57.75

Ref.

L37

135

37s

376

377

378

379

380

380

138

381

139

139

382

383

136

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

L2.

13.

L4.

15.

t6.

:Br+

3
Fe (pdtc),

Fe (mdtc),

Co (mtp) ,
Cr (exan),

Co(xan)r, complex 1

As for 12, complex 2

Cr (etp),
V (eup) ,
co (dtc) 

3

NJ
N)
ts



TA3LE 8.5 TRIS-BIDENTATE COMPLEXES, CHELATION THROUGH OXYGEN OR SULPHUR: FIVE-MEMBERXD RINGS.

ConrpLeæ : structtae

Fe (trop),
Cr(ox)r' : Kr.3HrO

v (dpd) g
Re (dpd),

M-L (R) L-L (8)

r.e22(30)
L.965

2.244(4)

2.O20

1.784(3)

2.oo8 (3)

1. 896

2 .338 (4)

2.325(Lo)

2.4et(2)
t.999

2 .580

2.59L

3.L64

2.678

2.493

2.522

2.407

3.059

3.O32

3.3L5

2.447

u (deg.)

84 .27 (1 . s)

82.36

89 . 6B (1_s)

83.03

88.67 (13)

77.80(ls)
78.89

81. 71 (13)

81. 40 (37)

83.42 (10)

75.45

o (des. )

56.36

56.30

53.79

57.36

54.O9

55 .55

58.92

49.30

49.40

48.29

55. 60

u (deg.)

54.08

50.34

56. 98

s4,46

55.95

38.62

51. 11

see

see

o.o
3L.46

3 øeg,)

55.65

57.50

56 .91

54.45

57.08

64.26

54.29

notes

notes

90.0

68.29

Ref .

87

384

ch.3

385

386

387

388

348

3so

389

390

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

2H20

N)
N)
N)

Mo (tfs)
Fe (nph)

3

3



TABLE 8.6 TRIS-BIDENTATE COMPLEXES, CHELATION TIIROUGH OXYGEN OR SULPHUR: SIX-MEI{BERED RINGS.

conpleæ : strueture M-¿ (8) ¿-¿ (8) a øeg.) o (d.eg.) u (deg.) B (deg.) ae¡

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

(+) Cr (ma1) 
13-

o-V(acac),

ß-V (aeac),

Fe (acac),

Cr (acac),

Cr (acac),

Mn (acac)

Ni (acac)

Cu(hf ac)

(-) co(-)p"3* .3H2o 91. el (68)

87. e8 (60)

87.38 (60)

87.06(32>

er.. 10 (60)

89 .60

97.o4(60)

90.37 (g.o)

87 .63(4c)
84 . 66 (30)

91.e6(10)

87.e6(10)

86.21(10)

88 .40 ( 10)

92.98

Ag, (Nor)

ct4"t9Nz

ct4"tgNz

4
'Hzo

+

2.808

2.749

2.745

2.744

2.792

2.674

2 .805

2.899

2.863

2.77L

2.83L

2.894

2.8T5

2.879

3.269

53.47

54.40

s4.68

54 .33

54.48

55.30

53.03

55.34

55.35

55.77

54.s3

55.17

55.56

55.11

52.35

60.19

55.50

55 .19

53.57

61.50

60.67

68. OO

62.O2

57.30

53. 18

62.70

57 .54

55.42

58. 14

59,L2

55.9r

56.96

s6.83

57 .87

s4.29

53.90

53.39

53.22

55.19

56.66

53.83

c}j..2

391

391

392

tL2

393,
394

86

395 N)
l\)

3e6 P

396

LL4,
1ls

397

397

397

398,
399

400,
40L

L.872(8>

2,o43(60)

2.067 (9)

2 .os8 (9)

1.968(10)

2.o84(3)

2.060(2)

2.065 (2)

2.2s4(s)

1.es3(7)

1. e79 (8)

1.e87(8)

L.9e2(6)

t.e56(7)
1. 898

7.

B.

9.

10.

11.

3

3

+

3
Mg (hfac) r-

(+) Cr(+)atc
3

L2.

13.

L4.

15.

co (oMPA),

Mg(OMPA),

cu(OMPA),

55 .33

5s .86

55. 14

57.38

2+

2+

2+

3

(c10

(c10

(c10

)2

)2

)2

4

4

4

L6.

Fe (sacsac)

t-
Pr (55) 3' )(lun 2H20 2.390(7) 3.447 92.33(30) s3.09 60.o4 56.304 2

(contd. )



TABLE 8.6 (contd.)

ConrpLeæ : struettLre

L7. Co(aeac),

18.

19.

A1 (acac),

Rh ( sacsac)

M-L (R) L-L (R) cl (deg. )

97.32 (18)

91.82 (11)

e7.33(10)

73. 86 (33)

o (des. )

52.80

53.79

52.4L

53. 19

48.86
61.38

47 .70
63.08

46.36
64.42

51.56
60.94

49.L3
59.84

u (deg. )

67 .94

60.85

67.rO

see

B øes. ) ae¡.

53.64 852 x t.923(3)
4 x 1.885(8)

1.8e2 (8)

2.32L(3)

2.849

2.7L8

3.486
3

55.33

54.32

notes

85

398,
402

35220 Er (thd)

TABLE

2.223(LL) 2.67L

8.7

3

THE CORUNDIIM-TYPE STRUCT1IRES: M(III)O

2.OL3
r.963

- CHROMOPHORES.
b

2.735 86.92

2 .622 86.39

2.756 85.77

2.802 86.30

2.go^t 88.62

N)
N)
5

zog

o3

Tí203

1. Cr

2. cx-41 o
2 3

Fe
2 3

V o
2 3

L.97L
1. 858

56.10 55.79 403

s6.10 55.42 403

55.28 55.68 403

57 .63 54.07 403

57 .35 5s.93 403

4

5

2.O87
L.960

2.O84
2.OL3

2.1,27
2.O24



TABLE 8.8A MIS CELLANEOUS STRUCTT]RES .

CorrpLeæ : stzwcttu,e M-L (8) L-L c8l

1. (Ð 
s,rø .o 1t*t) z3l : rr. 3llro

2. Ni(TRr)(H2O)ZNO3 : NO3/NiN3O' core

1 . 923 (10)

2.o9s (10)
2.oze (Lo)

L.966

L.97L

2 .068 (1)
L.e64(r)
L.984
1. 886

L.e25(24)
1.8e7(le)
2.310 (3)
2 . 1es (3)

1.910(20)

r.943(20)
1. e01 (20)

2.063(6)
1. e71 (s)

2.067 (6)
1. es8 (s)

2 .014 (s)

2.OO7

2.o3s(10)

1. 983 (20)

1 .93s (10)

2.7tL
2.97L

2.728

2.795

2.640

oú (deg. )

89 .61 (s0)

92.L7

87.88

90.30

8t_.77(10)

95 .81
95.66

86.s6(1.1)
93. s6 (82)

74.s4(ro>
87. ee (10)

83.33 (eo)

8s.s7(1.0)
e5 .79 (1.0)

83 .06 (30)
82.75(20)

82.22(Lo)
83. 02 (20)

86.40 (30)

78.29

87.76(so)

85.24(1.0)

87 .77 (2o)

e (deg.)

52.2L

51. 41
s3. L8

s4.7r
54.53

59 .01
56.77

53. 13
s2,42

56.s4
52.99

s6.L4
50.40

57 .66

55.05
52.64

56.22
56.50

55.99
58 .08

55.08

56.13

54.4r
55.26

53.46

u (deg.)

52.26

57 .53

56.18

60.00

s3. 61

58.46
61.88

33.23
4L.97

55.66

52.9L
64,96

51 .51
51. 73

49.28
56. 18

54.48

4L.78

55.L7

52.86

52.47

B øes.)

60.40

58.09

Ref.

33

404

3

4

5

Co (tame)

Co (tame)
2

2

: .U\

:ÂÀ

N,
o,

N,
o,

N,
o,

N,
o,

56.37

54.94

s4.29

53. 93
55.37

53.54
55.69

66.9r
66.60

53.61

57.48
54.87

56.99
56.6L

58.29
52.92

55.O7

62.Or

57 .O9

57 .30

59. 18

372

372

113

L22,
405

ch.1

407

89

263

409

4LO

4rr
4tL

Cr(gly)3 t H2o

6. (-) Co(acac)(tn) 2+ : (¿,s (+) -
tarËrate)

8H

2

N,
o,

N,

/\o 0'
N,
o,

dtc,
tfd,

20
+

2

enrJ

2.944
2.796

2.639
2.7 64

2.798
3,O49

2.540

2.640
2.82L

2.736
2.605

2.7I8
2.595

2.758

2.534

2.82L

2.686

2.682

.L6

.2L
66
64

406

7

B

408

408

(*)S+O Co(mal)ren : Na.2HrO

Fe (drc), (tta¡

9. Co[Co(OH)ren

10. (+) Co (mal),

11. Cr(ox) 2en z [Cr(ox)"rrJ*,zHZo

L2. Cr(ox)enr+ lCr (ox) 2enl- .2H2o

3+13. [Ti(urea)U] : r3/Tio6-core

6+

N)
N)
('¡r

2 3
: (SroU)r.

)(No(-) t Coen:
2

17. As for no. 16 (at gOoK)



TABLE 8.88

1.

2.

(+) Co(-)chxno
1¡J(+) Co("r)g-

MISCELLANEOUS STRUCI]T]RES .

ConrpLeæ : stwrctu?e
3+ : c13.H2O

(No3) 
3

M-L (E>

1. e82 (4)

L.967 (7,)

2.4so (8)

2.L33(7)

l_.888 (1)

L-L (R)

2.658

2.667

2.908

2.675

2.487

a (deg, )

84.le(14)
8s.33 (31)

72.79 (2o)

77.4e(30)

82.43(6)

e (deg.)

55. 16

5s.69

59.03

s9.76

55.62

u Øeg.)

50 .59

54.L9

40.L6

50.88

48.50

ß (des.)

58.46

56.28

60.24

53.52

59.01

Ref.

412

4t3
234

4t4

4L5

3 Ifn(dtc),
cu (dipy) ,
A1 (trop) ,

4.

5

2+ (c10 )4 2

N)
N)
Or
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Supplenentary Not,es on Tables 8.1-8.8

TA3LE 8.1

a) Crystallographie point symetry of the complex.

D3 3' 10' L6'L7 
'Lg r22r23

c3 4'g'2o'2Lr24r25,27 r29

cz 7,2rLLrL3

ct 5-9,r2,14,L5,L9,26

b) Absolute configuration of 91rc gomplex.

^ 
L12,rL,Lz

^. 
4rgrLo

c) Ligand confomations.

le1, L-4r6,8-L2 rL6-22 r24,26-28

ob3 13r23,25

(1e1)rob 15

lel(ob) 2 5,7,L4

d) Complexes 22-25 energy minimized by p.F. Crossing95'109 using a

nôdification of Boydts proced.u="1416 extended by M.R. Srror.417

Energies at convergence 10.39, 10.97, 11.94 , L2.59 kcal rol-1

respectively; energy differences only are meaningful, not the

absolute values.
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ÎABLE 8.2

a) Crystallographic point s)¡metry of the complex.

D 3r5

4

L12r6

c

c

3

3

1

b) Complex ions nos. 1 and 2 have a /I absoluËe configuration.

c) Ligand conformat,ions.

tris(chair) L,4,6

tris (ob-ske¡¿) 2 15

tris(lel-skew) 3

d) Complexes 3-5 energy minimized by R.J. Geue 194'372 as for Èhe

Co(en), complexes of Table 8.1. Energies at corivergence 28.2L,

28.98 and 34.04 kcal *ol--1 respectively.

313e) For structure D.o . Lrz'o should be 0.4393 rather Ëhan 0.4293 as

L20quoted in Ëhe original structure report.

f) The crystal structure of (-)ICo tn3lC13.HrO has recently been

. determin"¿;418 ít is isomorphous ¡¿ith the monoclinic tríbromide salt

(no. 1). Structural paraneËers and coordinates have not yet been

publisheds 0 = gL.z Q)o, o ca. 620.
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TABLE 8.2 (contd.)

g) Complex ion no. 6 has C, site s)metry in the lattice. However, the

published coordinaËes do not correspond to the published bond lengths

and angles and a set of orthogonalized coordínates hras calculated -
thís was not entirely satisfactory.

h) The structure of (-) [Cr bgHrl d-lO-camphorsulphonic acid trihydrate

has been 
"o1*r.d323 

buÈ the refinement is incomplete and structural

parârpeters aïe not avaikbl".419

TABLE 8.3

a) Crystallographie point symnetry of the cornplex.

Dg2

c¡1
ct3

b) Conplex ion no. t has a Â absolute configuration.

c) Structure no. 2 was 
"o1r.d373 

by projecËion methods and is of low

accuracy: the Tio and Cro compl-exes rüere quoted as being isostructural.

The structures of [Ni dipyg] So4.7HZo 42o 
^nð, [Cu dipyr]cLZ.7H2o 421

r¿ere both quoted by Piper173 b,ra the full structure reports are

unavailable. Accurate deterninations of several tris(dipy) and

trís(phen) sËrucËures are required.
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TABLE 8.3 (contd.)

d) The structure of (+) [Fe phenr] (antímony-(+)-tarrrare)r.8HrO has

been refin d26 to convergence at R, = O.O7O but the structural

coordinates have not been published. Holm and. co-work"r"343 quoËe

q. = 83o and o = 560 for the cation in this strucËure; they also list

o¿ = 8oo, o = 5oo for rhe 
"^xíon422 ín [Ni phenrJ[s2p(oCH3)Z]2.

TABLE 8.4

a) Crystallographic point s)metry of the complex.

D3 5'6

c: 1,3,11

cz 2,LO,14-16

ct 4,7-g,L2rL3

b) All complexes listed in this table are zero-charged, aparÈ from complex

ion no. 6. The chelaËed meÈal has a formal +3 oxidation state except

for Ni(IV) in no. 6. Note that complex ion 6 has ß = 57.890 which

is the closesË of any of these tris(complexes) Êo the orthogonal

geometry having interligand plane dihedral angles of g0o and ß = 54.740.

c) StrucÈure no. 5 is a preliminary report of no. 15. ln general,

reference to a preliminary conrmunicaËion of a structure which has

subsequently been published in full is noÈ made in these tables.
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TABLE 8.4 (contd.)

d) The coordinates lisËed for atom S, of structure no. 10 are in error;

the calculated bond lengths and angles involving this atom do not

correspond to the published values. The average values of M-L, L-L

and a have been absËracËed from the structure reporË. Furt.hermore,

the value given for Ëhe unit cell ß angle is 98.810 in the abstract

but 97.810 in Ëhe text; this does noÈ account for the discrepancy in

bond values involving atom Sr.

e) The following angular parameters are given in the preliminary

structure comrunications -

Fe(bdtc)3 M-L= 2.4L8R,2= 2.87R, u= 72.80, o = 32o,

(ref. 423) z

Fe(exan) 3 M-L = 2.317 R, h = 2.48 8,, a: 75.50, o = 4Lo,

(ref. 424) .

TABLE 8.5

a) Crystallographic point symetry of the somFlex.

o3tt 10

D36

c3 1

C

c 213r4rg r1r

5,7 ,82

1
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TABLE 8.5 (contd. )

b) Complex ions 1 and 3 have the .ô. absolute configuration.

425c) van Niekerk and Schoening also solved the structure of Rbr[Cr oxrJ.3Hr(

and found it to be isostructural with the tri-potassir:m salt (no. 7)t

the angular disËortion parameters for the former strucËure are not

included in this table.

d) The neuÈral dithiolate complexes nos.8 and 9 are pseudo trigonal-

prismaËic. Ilowever, both lack exacÈ C, synrmetry and one chelate

ring twists in the opposite chiral sense to the other two relative

to Êhe pseudo-C, axis. The o and ß values for the three chelate

rings are -

Structure no . 8, Cr-synrmetric,

for the Èwo ligands skewed in the s¡me direction u = 7.2Oo,

ß = 85.8202 for the third ligand o = -8.520 and B = 85.070

but in the opposite chiral sense.

Structure no. 9, no s)mmetry,

for two ligands t¡ = 5.50o, 8.400 and ß = 86.820, 85.110: the

third ligand has o = -3.7Oo and ß= 87.82o, again in Ëhe opposite

sense.

e) Although the MoSeU core in complex 10 has Drn symrearr3S9 the complex

"as a r¿hole" has only arn r"*"try since the SerC, ligand plane is

inclined at a dihedral angle of 18.6 (5)o to the MoSe, plane: the plane
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TABLE 8.5 (contd.)

defined by the ethylene and trifluoromethyl carbons deviates 60 from

the SerC, plane but in the opposite sense.

f) The following parameters are given in the preliminary structure reports -
Mo(nnr) 32- , [rrrORs+J, M-L = 2.3g5 (5) 8, L-L = 3.13 (1) 8,

h = 3.oo 8, a = 82 (1.0)o,

u = 27o , (ref. 426) z

r"Io(dte) 3 lt-L = 2.33 Q) R, L-L = 3.1 8,

o = 82.50, 0 = oo, (ref. 427).

In the latter conplex the dihedral angle between Ëhe MoS, plane and

Ëine SrC, ligand plane = 18o; as for Mo(rfs), the core s)rumetry is

Drn but the r¿hole complex confor¡rs only to Crn s5r¡¡rmeËry.

TABLE 8.6

a) Crystallographic point slzmmetry of the complex.

m20

D¡ L,r2-L4

c2 15

ct 2-II,t6-Lg

b) Complexes 1 and 11 have a /\ absolute configuration.
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TABI^E 8.6 (conËd.)

c) For structure no. 6 the coordinates rirere taken from ref. 393 and the

unit cell parameËers from ref. 394. There is gross disparity between

the bond angles quoted in the literature and those calculated from

the published coordinates: the bond lengths are in agreement. The

bond lengths and angles calculated from the coordínaËes of an earlier

struct,ure so1ution428 of Cr(acac). show even greater divergence from

the published values.

429d) Structure no. 7 is reported to be that of Ëhe Co(III) rather than

Ëhe Mn(III) derivaÈive. It is surprising thaË

apparent Ëetragonal elongation, expecËed for a

Iln(rrr) acac3 
"o*p1"*430'431 

but noË predicted

the available data on Ëris(acac) structures is

complex 17 shor¿s an

Jahn-Te1ler distorted

for Co(III). Much of

collated in ref. 432.

e) The structure of Rh(III)acac, has been solved by J.C. Morrow (L964)

see ref. LI2 - but does not seem to have been published.

400f) For structure no. 16 the published crystallographic ß angle of

the monoclinic unit cell was 92.74o. However, the published bond

lengths and angles correspond to 3 = 87.260 and. from the internal

agreement ít 
"."*"4or'433 Ëhat the st.ructure refinement has been

carried through with I acute. The complex ion has a tris(chair)

conformation.
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'TABLE S"6 (contd.)

g) Complex no. 20 is mÍrror synrnetrÍc with one chelate ring coincidenË

w-ith the mirror p1*".352 The complex l-acks exact C, synrnetry and

Ëhe other tl^¡o chelate ríngs (i.e. those related by the nirror) have

opposite chiral tr¿'isË senses relaËive to the pseudo-C, axis. For the

mÍrror relaËed ligands u = *7.92o, ß = *84.61o; the average t¡ and I

oyer the three ligands are 0o and 90o respectively for a mirror

syrmetric couplex.

TABLE S.7

a) All M(III)OU nolVhedra are C, syrmetric: the crystal lattice conforms

to ËTre centric space grouP R-".

h) The posÍtional coordinates of the meËal and oxide ions are identícal

in refs. 403 arrd 434 but the lattice constants are marginal-ly different.

Ihose from ref. 403 have been r¡.sed in compuËing the disÈortion

paraneters tabulaËed here.

c) Ttrc netal atou is signifieantly displaced along the crystallographíc e

axîs away from the shared trÍgonal face of the oxÍde ion interstice:

hence the Ëwo values for M-L and 0. The larger M=L value corresponds

to the smaller 0.

d) Naturally cr., g and o do not correspond to hidentaËe chelate rings but

they are stÎll- ÍndicaËÍve of the precise MO.=core dístortÍon.
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TAsLE 8.8A

a) Crystallographic point symetry of the eomplex.

s

D

c

6

3

2

4

3,13, I5-L7

Srl-rrr2

L12r5-T rgrLorr4ct

b) Absolute configuration of the complex.

/\ L,L4 (ref . 4O9, 435)

A 617 rLo

c) Complexes nos. L-4 are bis(tridentates). or o and g do not correspond

to a bidentaËe ligand but sti1l give informaÈion about the distortion
of Ëhe MLU-core; for structures 1-3 they are Ëaken in the chiral sense

of the rridenËate ligand.

d) complexes 3 and 4 energy oinimízed by R.J. G".r.372 -ÂÀ, ehinaL, and ÂÄ,

meso' respectively; the eomputed energies at convergence r¿ere 25.1 and

26.8 kcal *o1-1.

e) Courplex ion no. 6 is in the bis(chair) conformaÈion.

Complex ion no. 9 comprises a cenÈral Co(III) aËom coordinated through

six bridging hydroxyl groups to thr

central CoO.-core thus comprises t

f)
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TABLE 8.84 (contd.)

g) In complex no. 16 the Fe atom is chelated to three hydroxamate

residues in Ëhe branched ligand chain forming three five-rnembered

chelate rings bidentate Èhrough oxygen.

h) For complexes other than Ëris(bidentates) listed in this table

¡x, ß and o naturally do not correspond Ëo a bidenËate ligand. The o, to

distorËion parameters for complexes 5 and 9 were plotted in Figure

8.34 and the average cx, ¡¡ values for couplex 6 on Figure 8.38. No

other values from this table were plotted.

TASLE 8.88

a) The published sËructure reports of these Èris(bidentate) complexes

were located too late to permit theír inclusion on Fígure 8.34.

Structure no. 4 shows appreciable divergence frou the theoretical

(¡) . vs q line: Ëhe cation extribits a significanÈ static Jahn-Teller
m1,n

teÈragonal elongatiorr. 414

b) Crystallographic point symetry of the eomplex.

cz 1,5

ct 2,314

c) BoËh complexes 1 and 2 have the i\ absolute configuration.

d) Complex no. t has the ob, conformation and no. 2 xtre 1e1, conformaËion.
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8.2 GEOMETRY OF TRIS-BIDENTATE COMPLEXES

The lowest energy geometry of tris-bidentate Èransition metal

complexes is often implicitly considered to be that in which the three

chelate rings are positioned orÈhogonally, i.e. a pseudo-octahedral436r437

or Ërigonal anti-prismatic conformation of the MLU-core. DeviaËion

from this arrangement was fo,rrrd348-351'389'427 Í.o, certain zero-

charged tris-dithiolene Ëype complexes which adopt a closely trigonal

prismatic (Dgfr) geometry, the five-membered chelate rings lying

approximately parallel to the Ca axis. This distortion from an orthogonal

geometry was raËionalízed in terms of specific inter-ring S...S attractions

beËween the three sulphur donor atoms of each "non-bonded" trigonal

face.348'349'438 However, electrically neuÈral tris(complexes) containing

four-membered chelate rings bidentate through sulphur were less distorted

toward . O3h geometry (table 8.4) and more generally resembled the

eharged species containing five- and six-membered chelaËe rings.

A possible mechanism for the intra-molecular raeemization of

optícally-active tris(bidentate) transition metal complexes is a

tttrigonal-twisÈ'r of one triangular face about the C, axis relaËive to

the opposing face '436'439'44o passing Ëhrough a supposedly higher energy

pseudo-trigonal prismatic transition state, the antiprísm absolute

configuraÈion inverts fron -/i, to Â. On a simplistic analysis this mechanism

could be considered most probable for those complexes which already shor,r

significant disËortion towards trigonal-prísmaÈic genmetry in the ground

state, although the existence of such static disËortion implies nothing

abouË the favourability of possible bond rupture nro"""""".441
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Stiefel and Bror¡m442 h^u" recently analysed the geometric disËortion

of the MLU donor atom polyhedra in several tris-bidentate complexes and

concluded that complexes containing ligands of small bite are less likely

to racemize vía a trigonal-twist uechanisrn than are those containing

large-bite ligands. This conclusion is contrarJ¡ to Ëhat which would

be dra¡¡n from a comparison of the ß values -tabulated in section 8.1. In

section 8.2.L SLiefel and Brownrs data are re\,üorked and are shown to be

consistent rrith a distortion of all the complexes toward trigonal-prismatic

geometry.

Having illustraÈed the reality of this distortion the quesËion

remains as to why the majority of tris-bidentate complexes listed in

section 8.1 should distort in this way. An analysis in terms of a repulsive

electrostatíc poËential is given in section 8.2.2; comparison is made

wíth an almost identical treatment developed independently by K"p.rt.42

Again, contrary to the conclusions of Stiefel and Brown 1442 tin. smaller

the ligand bite the more energetically favourable a distortion from

antiprismaËic toward trigonal-prismatic geometry.

8.2.I Critique of Stiefel and Brownrs Analysis

In discussing the distortion of a tris(bidentate) conplex tor¿ards

Drn geometry it is important to define the Ml.r-core consistent with the

coordination positions spanned by the ligands; the rnetal aËom and the

Ëwo donor aËoms of a given ligand are Èhus taken to define the average

plane through the metal and the chelate ring. Ïhis definition is

unsaÊisfacËory r¿here the metal atom is displaced from the :nean ligand plane
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and in such cases the planes Èhrough the ligands only should be considered.

The conmon characterisËic of trigonal-prismatic tris-bidentate

complexes of ideal D3h syrnmetry, irrespective of the size of the ligand

biÈe, is the parallelism of the ligand backbone to the C, axis; the

int,erplanar dihedral angles, y, are ideally 1-2Oo but it is possible for

Ëhe Ëhree ligands to remain parallel to a pseudo-C, axis r¿ithout this

axis being exacË, provided Ëhe horizontal mirror is maintained. The

deviation of the ligand plane from the parallel position is indicaËed by

ß in Ëhe tables of section 8.1, being g0o Íor an ideally parallel ligand

and,54.740 f.or an orthogonal disposiËion of the three chelate rings. For

DrO syrmretry the opposing trigonal faces are eclipsed and the trigonal

twisË angle, o, ís zero; since cos$ = tan(u/2)ltan(u/Z) -(eq. 7.8),

eiËher o or g can be quoted as an indicator of the extenÈ of distortion

Ëowards Drn Beometry (see section 8.2.2).

SËief el and Brornrn ' "442 
use of the ratio s/h (where s = length of Ëhe

side of Èhe equilateral triangular non-bonded donor aËom face, h =

distance between the opposing parallel triangular faces) is unfortunate.

Although it is directly related to the polar angle (0 = arctanlb/h)2//31)

this ratio does not indicate Èhe exËent of the trigonal-prismatic

distortion withouË the specificaËion of an additional parameËer; for this

oËher parameter Stíefel and Brornm chose the trigonal Ëwist angle which

we have given the symbol trl. From equation 7.9 the relationship between

0, p and u ís 1/tanß = tanO .sín(u/ZL. The relaËionships between

I,hra,a(u-1,) and b(r.-L) given by SÈiefel and Brown are
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(a/s) s2 sin2 (r/z) + h2 = b2

and "2¡s 
* h2¡+ = o2.

As limiting geometry they took a trigonal prisn of square face (s/h =

^ .¡.I
L.00, , = Oo);l' for on geometxy s/h = 1-.22 and o = 600.

All the complexes listed (table 8.9) have u < 600 buË fall into

thro groups with respecË to s/h = 1-.22, næely (i) those with s/h < L.22

and (ii) those wittr s/h > L.22. SËiefel and Brown suggest that group

(ii) comprises those couplexes where the ligand bite, b, is too short

Èo span an octahedron and thaË they are more compressed than a regular

ocËahedron; however, Mo(mnt)r2- which has s/h = 1.09 and a g"o 
"try426

inËernediate beËween trigonal prismatic (fp) and trigonal anti-

prismatic (TAP), also has a small ligand bi-te, b/a, = 1.31, corresponding

to 0 = 820. The analysis of s/h ín terms of ligand bite (or more

readily, a) is inconsisËent; it is shown in section 8.2.2 thaË the

inconsistency results from use of the ratio s/h rather than from comparison

11 In this geometïy the bidentate ligand subtends an angle of B7.B0o at
the netal atom (calculated as q = 2 arcsin (b/zd). Stiefel and

on the basis of valence-bond
tris-dithiolenes which have
r.7o, v(dpd) 3,348'349 g2.5,
ttrhether or not such an idealized

g geometry for-comParison of
is doubtf,t1.4r) The adoPtion

of D36 geometry by these four complexes is not,solely a steric
adjuãËrnent (see secËion 8.2.2) and it is questionable to what extenË
thã precise geonetry of the trigonal prismaÈic Ml6-cores reflect
Ëhe apparently unusual eleeËronic ProPerties of these complexes.

More generallyr42'4r5'444 t:^" dimensions of the chelate ring
are taken to be invariant in discussing antiprismatic (D3¿) + trigonal
prismaËic (Dfn) interconversion; applyíng the resËriction that the
trigonal priõni have sqgare faces makes this possible only for chelate
rings having u = 81.80". See also ref.. 445 where the surprising
restriction Ëhat 0 = 54.740 is proposed, independent of the value of o'
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of q, values.

Using Ëhe values tabulated by Stiefel and Brown, analysis in terms

ef ß r the angle of inclination of the metal-donor atom plane to the

plarre orthogonal- to the pseudo-C, axis (i.e. g0o-g is the tilt of the

L.M.L plane frorn the C, axis) reveals a distortion similar Ëo that

indicaËed by Ëhe data tahulated in section 8.1, namely the complexes

are significantly distorted toward a Ërigonal prismatic geomeËry of the

MLU:core. Furtlrernore, apart from the seerningl-y special case of the

Ëris (diËhÌolenes) , the distortion tou¡ards Drn Beonetry is greaËer

Ëhe smaller the ligand angle, o. The reworked data are PresenËed in

Table 8.9: o and sþ were abstracted from ref . 442r o val-ues \^¡ere

Ëaken from the primary references and ß r¡as calculated as aresin hþ).

Complexes are listed in the order in which they appear in Table 1 of

ref. 442.

Sone minor Ëruncation effecËs are notÍceabler ê.g. o for Re(dpd),

is 30 but ?t = b = 3.03 R resulting ín g = 90o for whích o must equal

zero. In a¡r orthogonal arrangemenË of three bídenËate ligands ß = 54.?40 i

for ß > 54.740 ttre distorËíon of the MLU=core is toward D3h synmettT. The

last lnro enÈries in Tabl-e 8.9 have ß < 54.740 a¡ð. meriË some commenË.

The compl-ex Y(.b zac)r.þO is seven coordinate'446 although the molecular

syÐmeËry is closely C' one tríangular oxygen face is signÍficantly

disËorted by Ëhe waËer molecule which coordinates along the Pseudo-C,

axis causíng a flattenÍng of the three bidentate ligands, as indicated

by 6 = 49.20. It is included Ín Table 8.9 only for completeness.



TABT,E 8.9

CompLeæ

A.e(dpd),

Mo (drs)
3

a

tr{apa),

Mo (tfs),
,-

Mo (nnt) r'
Fe (exan) 

a

Co (exan),

tti (bdte) 
r+

?-
Cr (ox) r-
Fe (acac),

V (acac),
,-

Si (cat) r'
Y(bzac) 

Z.HZO

ß (des.)

90

90

85 .4

90

74.L

62.3

59.5

6L.4

57 .3

57.5

56.8

54.2

49.2

Ref.

350,351

427

348,349

389

426

424

t37

378

384

392

391

386

446

243

STIEFEL AND BROI{N'S DATA RET{ORKED.

s/h a(deg.) uøeg.)
1. 01 81.4 3

1.00 82.5 0

1.01 81.7 3

o.97

1.09

L.43

1. 38

1.36

1.30

L.2L

L.2T

r.26

L.62

83.4

82

75.5

76.L

7 6.4

85

87.L

87 .7

88.7

74.7

o

28

4T

43

45

50

s4

56

59

53

see footnote t8, section 7.3, and suppl-emenËary notes to Table 8.5.
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The complex ion si(cat)12- .onÈ"ins three catechol ligands bidentate

throrìgh oxygen to give five-membered chelare rings; 386 the relevant

geomeËric parameters derived using program AZIMUTH are given in Table

8.5. The complex ion has C, site syrmetry and although the ligand

angles range 86.40-89.80 the Ëwo independent p angles agree more

closely being 57.3o and. 57.00 (Average = 57.10). Average values for

a, b, h and u obËained frorn AZIMUTIT are L.784 R, 2.4% 8, 2.og3I and

55.95o respectively; the corresponding values given by Stiefel and

Brown are 1.7g R, 2.49 R, 2.o2 R and 59o. The conflicting values of g

obtained for this ion are symptomaËic of the uncertainty which can arise

where crystallographic C, syrmetry ís lacking; the differences result,

from the alternative nethods used to determine the distance, 2, between

Ëhe triangular faces in cases rnrhere.these are no longer para1le1. For

this reason the values listed in Table 8.8A' for those Ërigonal-bídentate

complexes containing three non-identical ligands should be interpreted

with particular caution.

Finally, Stiefel and. Broum442 íntí^ te thaÈ the complex

lfe(n¿tc)2(tfd)] falls into the highly compressed class and rhaË

attainment of a trigonal-prismatie transition state is improbable,

contrary Ëo Ëhe conclusion based on NMR averaging patterns.447 Using

progråm AZIMUTII, the distortion parameters for the related complex

[Fe(dtc)2(tfd) ] 406 are as given in Table 8.84: the disËance beËr,¡een

the trigonal sulphur faces was taken as 2.655 I and the g values were

66.90 and 66.60 respectively for the four (2 rimes) and five'rembered
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chelate rings. On the Ê criterion this complex is significantly

distorted toward trigonal-prismaËic geometry and the attainmenÈ of a

trigonal-prismatie transition state maíntaining Ëhe same dimensions of

the chelaËe rings seems highly probable.

This somewhat unexpecËed tendency of .tris-Þidentate complexes to

distorË tor¿ards a trigonal-prismatic geometry in which the lígand planes

are more nearly parallel t'o the pseudo-C, axis Ëhan is the case for octahed-

ral s¡rnrmetry, or more correcËly for the MLU-core Ëo distort toward Drn

s)@etry, is analysed more fully in section 8.2.2.

8.2.2 Re lsive PotenËial of the Itr -Core

(1) The majority of complexes for which distortion parameters are

tabulaËed in section 8.1 are noË of irmediate relevance to an evaluaËion

of the currenË models for CD-absolute configuraÈion correlations of

trigonal-dihedral transition meËal complexes. Many, however, correspond

to strucËures for r¿hich the single-crysËal polarized absorption sPectra

have been detemined. Since the distortion of the MLU-core is usually

íncompletely specified for tris(bidentaËe) complexes a comprehensive

ÈabulaËion of the relevant parameters for those sËructures for which

posiËional coordinaËes are available seerned desirable: more structures

have been published recently and Èhe tables of section 8.1 are no longer

complete. Several other sÈructures, at present available only as

preliminary cormunications, should shortly appear as full Papers. However,

ühe daËa which are presented in section 8.1 are sufficienÈly comprehensive
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to permit a discussion of the MLU-core disËortion in tris-bidentate

D, complexes.

The expectation436'437 ín^t tris-bidentate complexes should

exhibit geomeËries elosely octahedral is founded on a 1-/r, repulsive

electrostatic pot.ential function. The surmaÈion, L 7/t,, over Ëhe

fifteen interaction vectors of the Mlr-core is smaller for an On

geomet.ry than for " D3h arrangement, maintaining fixed chelate ring

d.imensions b = a/2, i.e. cr, = g7o. Ilowever, most bidentate ligands

subtend angles other than g0o at the metal atom and the MLU polyhedron

cannot attain on slmnerry in such cases; a geometry in which the three

chelate rings remain muËually or.thogonal is still possible and is

implicit in several theoretical models.

ß = 54.74o for a D, complex having three muÈually orËhogonal chelate

rings; Ëhe data listed in Tables 8.1-8.9 indicaÈe Èhat this geometry

rarely obtains and that in general ß increases with decreasing o. In

this discussion of the distortion of the MLU-core of a D, tris(bidenËate)

complex from the muÈually orthogonal arrangemenË of ligands (ORTII)

towards Drn trigonal-prismatic geornetry (TP), the dimensions of the

chelate ring are considered invariant. Three reference geometries are

imporËant; Ëhey are characterízed as follor¿s -

(i) TP, u = 0o, g = 9oo, y=7200 (interligand. plane dihedral angle),

h = b: (urarb).

(ii) oRIII, B = 54.740, \ = goo, h = bftñ : (u,a,b¡.

(iii) TAP (= Èrigonal antiprismatic MLU-core, OrU ""*"tríc),
u = 600 : (s,rarb).
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A fourth trÍvial- geometÐz is the completely flattened arrangement having

the three ligands coplanar -

Civ) 0 -- 0¡ B : oo, \ : 0o, h, = 0 : (ararb),

W.hen a : 90o Èhe ORTII and TAP arrangements are Ídentical and the

MLU=core has On syilmetÐr. DistorËion of M(L=f), from an On MLU

arrangement to Drn is facilÍtated Íf ari attractive potential operates

heËween Ëhe ligators of the same trigonal face and a repulsive potential

beËt,reen the donor atoms, of adjacent ligands, on opposing faces.

DÍscrÍninaËion of this form Ís theoretical-ly possible w-Íth a Morse=

shaped potential- fr:nction of the type used to represent non-bonded

van der tfaals (ydI{) interactions, but eval-uation for an idealized CoNU

core (a = 2.0 R, s, = 90o) shor,'¡ed the intra-trigonal face N...N
*2

interacÈions' Ëo be dominant and strongl-y repul-sÍye in a Drn geometry.'

AlÈhough the donor atoms ín transítion metal complexes are usual-ly as-

signed on1-y quite small residual charges the interatom vecÈors are such that

elecËrostaËÍc interactÎons are worthy of consideratÍon; these coulonbic

¡2 B.ased on the N...N non=õonded potentÍal function of A.M. Líquori,
A. Daniani and G. Elefante, J. Mo1. BÍo1.r-33,439 (l-968), quoted
in ref. 4L7, Ëhe D3¡ arrangement was destabiLízed by ca. 9 kcal mole
r,rith respect to the Oh geometry. Ir_rclusion of the repulsÍve N...N
non-bonded interactions reportedly4ll ]nas l-íttle effect on the
final mÍnimized geometries of pseudo-octahedral polyarnine species
w-here Èhe angular distortÍon abouË the central Co atom is dominated
by an N=Co=N angle-.bending function minimizing at o -- 90o; tt.ey
were incl-uded in the tris (en/pn) calcul-ations (parameters listed in
Tahle 8.1, nos. 22^25) buÈ r¿ere omitted from the analysÍs of the
six-nemhered ring Co(tn)3 complex (Tab1-e 8.2, nos. 3:5) and the
bis(tridentaËe) Co(_tame)2 (Tab1-e 8.84, nos. 3 and 4).

-1
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interactions were not explicitly included in the energy ninimization
+3

calculatíons of the Co(diarnine)3 *d Co(tríamine), compl-exes.'

FurËhernore, the essentially crystal field tppto""h2l9 adopted in

interpreting many electromagnetic properties of pseudo-octahedral

tra¡rsition metal complexes makes an atËempted descripËion of the

geometric disÈorËíon of trÍs-bídenÈate complexes in term^s of a charged

MLU-core a worthwhile exercise. IndependenËly, K"p"rt4z has recently

correlated the magnitude of the Ërigonal twist in tris-bidentate

couplexes with the síze of the lígand bite on the basís of a siurple

electrostatie repulsive potential operative between the six donor atons

of the MLU-core; his treatment Ís entirely anal-ogous to that surmnarized

here. ïtre values for the Ml.-distortíon parameËers calculated by Kepert4z

correspond exactly wiËh those derived in this work using program AZIMUTII.

Other límited corupilations of distortion parameters characterizÍng Ëhe

MLU-core geoneËry have been published, for exauple by Piper and

c^r!ín,237 Tomlins on24L and Holm and co-workers ;44L tn" 1aËter group

13 As Dr. M.R. Snow has pointed out,429 ful-1 energy nínimizatíon of the
tris-dianine complexes closely reproduces Ëhe distortíons observed in
Èhe solíd-state, parËícuIaxLy for the fíve-rnembered ring compLexes.
In these calculations, however, a "cut-off" was applied to exclude
contributions from the large number of non-bonded inËeractíons at
distances greater than 1. L6 o, where o ís the sum of the releva¡rt
vdlü radii; inclusion of Ëhese weakly attractive vectors may alter
the complex ion geometry at the energy ninímum but the direction of
further disËortiori carinoË be decided wÍÈhout making courprehensive
mÍnÍurization calculations .
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have also studied Ml.u-core distortion in trigonally slmrmetric

hexadentate comple*"r.343 All derived. parameters 1isËed in these

works are in substantial agreement.

(2) Vector Ana 1S.

Given a chelaÈe ring of fixed dimensions, a D, synuretric

tris(bidentate) complex has one independently variable parnmeËer;
L,Kepert'- used the rrhalf angle of Èr^rist" (i.e. u/z). tr{e had previously

chosen t¡ r¿hich resulted in mathematical expressions somer¿haË more

curnbersome than those deríved by Kepert; however, sinee the prograrn

used to calculaËe the elecÈrostaüic potential was conÈinually modífied

to enable elucidation of all features of the Ëheoretical curves, a

rePresentative listing is not possible and the formulae for the inter-

donor atom vectors are given instead.

using the nomenclature of Figure 8.1 and the angle and lengËh para-

meters defined previously (sections 7.3 and 8.1) the following

relationships are obtained -

Dinenstons of the eheLate z,ing: M-41, = a, LI...A,4= b, j A1M4 =

s, = 2 arcsin (b/z;a).

Program VECTOR was written Ëo incremenÈ sinß in the range 0 + 7:

and

h = bsínß

u = 2 arcËan (cosß.tar.(a/2)) = 1 - ftz - lr2)/z¿2

d. = (a2 - lr2/¿14 is rhe projecrion of tvIA, on rhe planewhere

orthogonal to Ëhe C, axis. The three intra-ligand bites of fixed length
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b were excluded from the potent-ial sum. Ihere are six vecÊors betr¿een

donor atoms related by the C, operation, e.g.4t...A,2, of length

vg = /s'd'

The six inLeracËion vectors between donors on opposing trigonal faces

divide into two groups,

(i) atoms related by a C, operaÈionr e.g. 41...46,

v2= h2 + 2d2 - zd2cosftzo - r))4,

and (ii) atoms related by a C, + C3 operation, e.g. 41...45,

v,z= (.h2 + zdz - zd2cos(lzo + 
^))4.

The total repulsive potential was calculated as

L= 6/Vr+ S/Vr+ 3/Vg2

for the sinS range 0 + I at various fixed values of q: the sinß value

correspondíng to the minímum X for a particular o was deËermined to four

decimal places and t¡ and ß computed. No attempt has been uade to

t'weigh.t down" tt,e V, vector contribution in pseudo-octahedral geometries

where it corresponds Ëo a "through:meÈa1" interaction, i.e. the dielectric

constant hras assumed iden,tical for all vecÈors. The model then is of a

central metal atom, bearing zero elecÈrostaËic "h.tg"t4 and having no

1+ The meËal atom is more usually considered to carry a small residual
charge opposite in sign to that,on the donor atoms. The
approximation of zeto "effective" charge is necessary to permit
inclusion of. 3/V- at full weight; if the meËa1 were credited l^lith
an oppositely sifiied charge to Ëhat on the-donor atoms, sensible
analysis would be difficult since the degree to r¿hich this repulsive
component would be reduced could.be expected to vary with ì A1MA5,
being leasË for On sylmetry where A1-M-45 is linear.
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directíonal bonding preference, coordinaËed .to six identically charged

donor atoms linked togeËher in pairs and free to move within the

rest.riction of D, syumetry in response to a 1/r repulsive potential.

Suurnary of Analysis.

At Oh symretry VS = V2 and Vr, = zai for DrO syrîmetry VZ = VAZ.

Further discussion of the trends in the inclividual vecËors as

a function of o and ß (or o) is not r¿arrant.ed here.

(ii) For fixed a tt,e repulsive potential X increases with increasing

q for a fixed value of ß'.

(iii) xTp = tonru at o = ?7.ooi xrp = xTAp at o = 7g.2oi xonnt = xTAp

at cx = 9Oo at which value the MLU-core is 0n symretric.

Xfep i. a minimr¡n at o : 76.90. Both X* and XOnnt inerease

r¿ith increasing cr, but below s, = 7L.00 the TP geometry is favoured

relative to ORIII, the position of maximum relative favourability

oceurringato,= 50.00.

(iv) For a < ca. 5B.go, X* is lower than the repulsive potential of

any other D, arrangement. For a > 5B.go, D3 geomeËries having

g < goo and o > Oo are of lower Potential, the posiËion of the

minimum moving to deereasing p (and increasing trl) with increasing

o. As derived by Kepettr42 for q, = g0o a regular octahedral

MLU-core has minimum energy.

The changes in X r^rith changing o are surmarized graphically in Figure 8.2:

IP, TAP and ORTII have their previously defined meanings and MINM signifies

(3)

(i)
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the minimum repulsive energy, as in point (iv) above, at a particular

value of a.

(4) Discussion.

a) tris-bidentate complexes:

trühen cr = 9Oo the minimum potential correspond.s to On syumetry

irrespect.ive of Èhe exponential order of the repulsion. However, the

values quoËed in parË (3) above for non-octahedral geometry are sensitive

to the order of the repulsive law; e.g. for arLT-6 potential (distance

dependence of dipole-dipole and London dispersion poÈentials) discussed

by Kepert rO' ,n = I'RTH at o = 66.50 and TP is most favoured relative

to ORIII at a = 460.

Because of the interdependence of the distortion parameters

characterízírrg Ëhe MLU-core there are several valíd ways of presenting the

experimental data. A fully angular deseríption seemed preferablei umin,

ËwisË angle at the minimum poËential, versus cr. is approximately linear

in the range spanned by the experimenËal daËa (a ca. 65-1000) and

corresponds to Kepert's Figure 3 in which the bíte b is really the ratio

b/a = 2sín(a/2) 
^nd 

A^r:n = ^^¿r/2. ^*¿, ^nd ß*¿n "rL"ulated 
at 50

intervals in ct over the range 600-1050 are listed in Table 8.10. The

experímenËal data lísted in Tables 8.1-8.8 are plotËed agains-t the theoret-

ical o . vs o curve for Ëhe L/n reprt]-sive potential; tris(bidentate)
m1,n

complexes only are ploËted, with the exclusion of the pseudo-trigonal

prismaËie structures. In Figure B.3A tho.se daËa for which the standard
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deviation of a is given are represented as horizonÈal error bars

extending one o either side of the eomputed o value. Those structures

for which no esd in a r¿as given are plotted as díscrete points in Figure

8.38. Some overlap of points hras unavoidable.

TABLE 8.10

o øeg.)

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

100

105

ML,-CORE: ß..-. AND t¡----.- AT FIXED a VALIIES FOR A L/r POTENTIAL.6 'm1,n m1.n

ß^¿n Geø. ) u*On (deg. )

8r.975 9.220

7L.750 22.565

66.283 3L.466

62.375 39.L7L

59.342 46.333

56.855 53.222

54.736 60.000

52.883 66.734

5L.233 73.462

49.72L 80.232

The experimental distortion of Ëhe Ml,r-core in most tris-bidentate

complexes is well represented by this limited theoretical model. lhe

extrene distortion of the tris(dithíolene) complexes V(dpd)3, Re(dpd)S

and l{o(tfs), has been interpreted elsernrhere as indicatíve of doninant

inter-donor atom bonding between the sulphur aËoms of the same trigonal

face,348'351'389'438 '. . Èhe contríbution 6/V, ís attracÈive in these

cases; that the geornetries of the tris-difhiolates containing four-membered
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chelate rings bidentate through sulphur and of the anionic Ëris(five-

membered ring) eomplexes426'448 and co(thiox)r3- .r. more closely

orËhogonal suggests that in these compLexes the elecÈrosÈatic charge on

Èhe donor atoms dominaËes the potential field.389'436

Failure during the present work of attempÈs to synthesize tris-

complexes of Co(III) and Cr(III) comprising seven-nembered chelate

rings (e.g. with succinic acid and tr4-diarninobutane) by Ëhe methods

successfully applied to the synÈhesis of the analogous tris(sixqembered

ring) chelaËes offers some supporË to'the concept of directional bonding

preference in complexes of transition metals;2 alternative ratíonalizations

of this failure are possible, e.g. on the grounds of increased ligand

bulk or exËreme solubility. Despite the paucity of tris-complexes

having cr significantly greater Xhan 9Oo the linited electrostaËic repulsion

model faithfully represents the MLU-core distortion over a wide c, range

without any weighËing for the octahedral MLU Beometry favoured for hexaco-

ordinaËe transiËion metal complexes on the basis of ligand-field Ëheory

(but see refs. 343, 445 for calculations of the relaËive ligand field

stabíLízation energies for octahedral, trigonal prismatic and tr¿ist

distorted MLU geometries) .

Non-involvement of rhe 4f-orbíxals in the bondíng scheme of lanthanide

metal complexes is consid...d81'449'45O to resulË ín essentially ionic

metal-donor atom bonds uninfluenced by the directional preferences postulated

for transition metal complexes. The geometry of discreËe complexes should

result primarily from the minimization of ligand-ligand repulsions in
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Ëhe coordination sphere, taking cognizance of the fixed parameËers in

polydentate sysÈems. It is therefore disturbing that the only six-

coordinate tris-bidentate lanthanoid(III) complex for which the

structure has so far been published rtt' ,t(thd)r, adopts a distorted

trigonal-prismatic geometry in the solid staËe, whereas ttre 1/2, repulsion

model predicts ß ca. 63o, (D ca. 38o for u = 74o. By c.ontrast, this

monorner is considered Ëo have a pseudo-octahedral geometry in the vapour

phase, although Ëhe Er-O bond lengÈhs reporÈedly differ from those ín

Ëhe solid "t^t".449
The pseudo-O3h geometry of Er(thd), raises the question of the

conËribution of non-donor ligand atoms to the distorËion of the MLU-core

ín tris-bidentate complexes. For a D, complex, the smaller s the greater

the distortion toward IP geome.Ëry. Since the ligand backbone aËoms,

taken in Ëheir Ër¿o-fold relaËed pairs, subtend angles at the metal

smaller Ëhan the ligand angle, inclusion of these atoms in the present

repulsion model wiËh charges of the same sign as the donor aËoms should

result in a larger disËorËion towards TP geometry Êhan is predicted solely

on Ëhe basis of the repulsion forces operative within the MLU-corer i.e.

Figure 8.3 should show a preponderance of experimenËal data lying to the

1o¡¿ r¡ side of the theoreÈical 
^min 

u" o curve. The scaËter of experimental

poinrs either side of the Ëheoretical line indicates that any contribuËion

from Ëhe ligand backbone atoms to the electrostatie potential is small and

random (but see part (b) of :this discussion for fur-Ëher coment) .

Since many of the vecÈors involving ligand backbone atoms, particularly
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between donor atoms and backborie aÈoms, are of similar length Èo the

inter-donor aËom vecËors, the most realistic interpretation of their

lack of influence on'the MLU-core distortion (r.¡ithin the electrostatic

represeritation) is that the backbone atoms carry a vaníshingly small

residual charge (ør) such that hrø,)/r is effectively zero for vectors

involving non-donor atoms. However, in Er(thd), the essenÈíally ionic

bondíng between metal and ligand necessitaÈes the deloca1-ízaxíon of ca.

le over the atoms of each ß-diketone ring; in calculating the latËice

energies of the relaÈed di-ueric lan.Èhanide chelaÈes Boeyens449'45L :nas

distributed this uni-negative charge as -O.4e on the two oxygen donor

atoms and -0.2e on the central carbon atom (N.8. this leaves a +3

charge on the metal and in -terms of footnote t4, Chapter 8, effectively

negates the current treatment). Ignoring the charge on the metal ion,

Ëhe charge distribution of the Er(thd), comPlex can be allowed for in a

pseudo-Ml, calculaËion analogous to thaË outlined in part (b) of this

discussíon for tris-tridentates. Using the nomenclature of 8.2.2(b)

Ëhe repulsion potential is calculated as

L= 6/Vr+ s/Vz+ s/Vg|+ 3/v4+ 3/vs

the vecËors Vn and V, involving the ring carbon atom which bears a

charge half thaÈ localized on Ëhe donor atoms. In-putting cr. = 73.860,

q, = 2.2n R and f = 3.716I lrn"r.ge values over the three chelate rings

calculated from the crystallographic coordinaÈes) the minimr:m poËential

occuïs at ß--,-., : 67.57o, u*On = 32.OLo. Thís resultant geometry is more'mLn mLn

distorted toward TP than thaÈ calculated for the MLU model, but is still
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far removed from a D situation.3h

Distortion of d-transition metal tris(Ê-aiketonates) is well
represented by the MLu electrostatic model and this suggests thaË

atterpted explanation of the Er(trra¡3 geonetry simply in terms of a

delocalization of charge over the chela.te ring is naive. Admittedly for
the more covalent transiËion metal complexes Ëhe ring charge should

more closely approact' zeto, but the same delocarízatíon pattern
4s2applr-es and the ratio of the charge on the ring carbons to that on

the o>rygen donors wíll be simirar. Apart from Èhe difference in o,, the

most noËab1e dífference between Er(thd), and the tris(acac) complexes

of the first rohr transition metals is the replacement. of the methyl

groups of each chelate ring by tertiary butyl groups. rt has been

suggested449 tn* Er(thd), is forced into a ïp geometry by the steric
repulsion beËween these bulky substiÈuents. Ful1 energy mininizatíon
procedures are required Ëo tesË this hypothesis since in Ëhe present

analysis it is not possible to realistically represent the tertiary
butyl groups, but some preliminary observarions can be made.

The larger the distance of a ligand atom from the central metal the

smaller its contribution Ëo the potenËial sum; tþs quaternary carbon of the

t-buËyl group ís ca. 4.6 R from Er as opposed to an average Er-o bond

length of 2.2n R- Furthermore, the repulsive electrostatic potentíal

operative between the charged donor oxygens is here considered to vary as

r-7 *h"t"as the non-bonded Buckingham-type potential , Enb= /e><p FBd) - c/d6,
is dominated by the weakly attract íue ed.-6 dispersion term at the dístances
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separating the quaternary butyl carbons of adjacent chelate rings in

Er(thd)r. The two-fold related quaternary carbon atoms subtend an angle

of 68.30 at the metal atom; for this geomet,ry a TP arrangement is more

favourable than an ORIII geomeËry in the raËio 1.O3/1.O, arguíng on Ëhe

-Ubasis of an n " attractiue poËential applied only .to Èhese six carbon

atoms, buË this aÈËraction is surely negligible alongside the dominant

electrosÉaËic repulsion Èerms. In vier^¡ of Ëhe above remarks and the

postulated vapour phase geome-try, Lhe solid state geometry of Er(thd)3

seems inexplicable: íntermolecular con.tacts in the crystal structure

r^rere not. tabulated352 
^nd 

unfortunately we have overlooked the calculation

of these from the crystal coordinates.

b) D, SymreËríc tris (tridentate) eomp lexes :

Despite the example of Er(thd)3, .tary lanthanide complexes do

adopt the regular arrangements expected on the basis of minimr¡m repulsion

between Èhe donor atoms of the ML -core.453-455 The strucÈures ofx

the tris-complexes of lanÈhanoid(IIl) ions with planar Èridentate ligands,

sËudied by Albertsson,456-46L are particularly relevant to the present

discussion of the electrostatic repulsion model. The idealized Mlr-cores

in these complex ions have the favoured tricapped trigonal-prismatic
455 - 462geometryr-r4av' each planar tridentate ligand spanning a diagonal of one

rect.angular face, six oxygen donors sited at the prism corners and the

Ëhree cenËral o)<ygen (or nitrogen) donors coplanar with the meÈa1 atom and

sited on two-fold synmetry positions above the midpoinËs of the rectangular
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faces. the chiral ligand arrangement resenbles that in a pseudo-

ocËahedral tris(biclentate) complex and the ionic repulsion model

developed above can be easily modified to describe the Mlr-core

geometry of these tris-tridenÈates.

If all nine donor atoms are assumed Èo bear identical charges the

tridenËaËe ligands can be described as fixed bite bidenËates pivoting

about the cenËral lvf-L bond. Intra-ligand ínteractions were omitted as

were the invariant vecËors betr¿een the three central donor atoms

coplanar with M. Two additional vectors are introduced to the t.ris-

bidentate description: in.Ëenns of figure 8.1, if 81 is the central donor

atom of what is nor,¡ Ëhe planar Èridentate ligand A1B1A4, where M-8, = f,

then for the tris-rridentate there are six vectors
9'L

V¿= (fo + qo - Zf.d.cos(i.20 -,n/2))"

of type Bt...AZ, Bl...AU and another six

vs= (f * o2 - zf.d.cos(l2l + u/z))4

of type 81...43, Bt...AS; r,l is still the projection of a, i.e. angle

A1-M-44. The repulsion potential becomes

r. - 6/v3 * s/vZ + 3/v32 + 6/vn + 6/vt-

IÈ was mentioned in part (a) of this discussion that inclusion of

backbone atom coritributions in the repulsion model should result in

greater distorËíon tor¿ard TP geometry than is predicËed on Ëhe basis of

the donor atoms alone (see also part (c)). This is effectively the case

ín Ëhe present treatment of a tris(tridentate) complex where f is uruch

shorter than a normally observed metal non-donor aËom distance. tl and B
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corresPonding to the minimum repulsive potential for a fixed cl value

were calculated with the approximat.ion that a = fi these values,

given in Table 8.11, should be compared with the corresponding values

for an Mlu-core listed in Table 8.10. The effect of changes ín f/a,
and in the relative charge distribution over the tr4ro types of donor

atom síte, on Ëhe position of the minimr:m potential has noË been

investigated.

TABLE 8.11 ML^-CORX: ß.---.-- AND t¡*-.-- AT FI)GD a VALIIES FOR A L/2, POTENTIAL.9 '-m1,n - --m1,n

a (deg.) ß^¿, (deg.) ,*On (deø.)

60

90

75

105

120

90

80.L67

63.667

56.550

52.L33

49.283

o

t4.936

47 .849

7T.393

93.513

LLs .L7 4135

However, since the equality of a and f is only approximate it is

preferable Ëo calculaËe 
^*¿n ^nd ß*¿n pr".isely using the average bond

lengths (o,f) and inËra-ring angles (o) for the individual complexes.

The results of these computations are sumlarized in Table 8.124:

drerß and al were calculated from the crystal coordinates using program

AZD{UTII and f was abstracted from the structure report. Literature sources,

symmetry infomation and L...L (b) anð,0 charaeÈeristic of an MLU-core

are given in Table 8.128.



TABLE 8.12A DrsroRTroN PARAMETERS oF TRrS-TRTDENTATE coMpLEXES:. t"Io, AND t4o6N3

ConrpLeæ : stz,uctuye u (des.) a (R) f t8l

L29.62

r30.46

t30.42

r24.94

t25.63

L26.34

L28.92

L29.L3

L27.38

2.4o6(to)

2 .335 (2o>

2,365(L5)

2.49s(r5)

2,428(6)

2.37s(2o)

2 .33e (6)

2.3L4(2o)

2 .406 ( 10)

2.43

2.38

2.5t

2.58

2.523

2.52

2.43r

2.46

2.49

B øes. )

50.90

50.26

50.o2

53.22

5L.29

51.30

50.09

51.63

50.80

ß- m'?.n

50,t2

49.93

49.80

50.93

50.77

50.55

50.14

5o.02

50.45

-coR_ES.

u (.deg. )

LO6.57

108. 36

108 .55

97 .83

10L.21

102.05

106.65

105.08

103 .93

(r)
mLn

107.58

108.73

108.83

100.83

101 .84

IO2.95

106.59

to6.99

LO4.34

1. Yb(pyd)33- , Nar.NaClO 4.IOH2O
2-

2. Yb (pyd) g-
2-

3. Yb(pyd)¡-
?-4. Nd(pyd)r"
â-

5. Nd(oxd)r'
2-

6. Nd(oxd)r'
a-

7. Yb(oxd)r-
a-

8. Yb (oxd) r-
?-9. cd(oxd)r"

.L4H2O

.13H20

.15H2O

.2NaClOO .6H2O

.2NaC1OO .6H2O

.2NaC1OO .6H2O

.2NaC1OO .6H2O

.2Nac1oo.6\0

:Na

:Na
3

3

Nr3

Nt3

N"3

N"3

Nt3

N"3

t\)
o\5
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TABLE 8.128 SUPPLEMENTARY DATA ON IR.IS.TR.IDENTATE STRUCTURES OF

Structtrce

TASIJ 8.12A.

Spaee grory

D-
bzc

Pnna

CompLeæ ron b (8) o øeg.)
Sdte Sgnrnetry

4.3s4

4.240

4.295

4.42s

4.320

4.239

4.222

4.180

4.3t3

45.39

45.7L

45.88

44.73

46.O4

4s.86

46.20

44.92

46.OO

Ref-

46r

458

4s6

457

4s9

460

459

460

460

lt

n

il

tt

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

D

c

3

2

ct

ft'2r/c
Pl

Rgz

cI

3
D

ll

il

il

It

Apart from complex ion no. 4, t.he exçerímental geometries are

well represented by the theoretical model. Structure solutions nos. 5

and 7 are redetemínations of sËructures 6 and 8 respecËively and are

based on diffractometer data; all seven other structures rrere determined

using tr{eissenberg equi-inclinaËion fil-m data. The computed esdrs in the

twist angles of structures 5 arLð.7 are * O.3o; for the strucÈures solved

using filn data Ëhe bond length and angle errors are typically two Ëo

three times larger.

Although Ëhe experimental ß and o values lie r¿ithin 3o of the

theoretical miníma the tendency for the theoretical model to slightly
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underesËímate the exÈent of the distortion toward rp geometry (i.e.

ß^¿r< ß, ,^¿r, ^) in all cases except strucËure 7 is worthy of note.

This is precisely the trend Ëo be expected if the non-donor atoms,

excluded from Ëhe t.heoretical model, contribute to the st.ructural

distortion of the real complex ion. However, the effecË is so small in

these relatively "highly charged" pseudo-ionic lanthanide complexes

that it can probably be safely ignored in discussion of tlne d-transition

metal complexes (but see part (c)), partieularly when the total eharge

on the complex is small or the metal-ligand bonding is more closely

covalent.

In conclusion, it should be pointed ouÈ that the assignrnent of equal

charge density to the two types of ligand donor aÈoms may be a source of

error in Ëhese tris-tridentaËe calculaËions.

c) CRMALTCOPN and CADCOTHIOX:

Having elucidated the general principles of the first

coordination sphere electrosËatic repulsion model and applied it with

some success to both D, symneËric tris(bidentate) and tris(tridenËate)

eouplexes, it is perhaps pertinent at this sËage to make special mention

of the geomeËries of the tris-complex ions in the CRMALTCOPN (Chapter 2)

and CADCOTHIOX (Chapter 3) structures.

BoËh the Cr(mal)r3- 
"nd Co(thiox)r3- iorrc have cx, angles close to g0o

(91.910 and 89.680 respectively). Although the observed trend in ß

(55.91o, 56.91o) and o (60.19o, 56.98o) is as expecred from rhe relarive
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magnitudes of o, on Èhe basis of the MLU-core repulsion model ß should

be less t,han 54.740 for the former complex ion and almost exactly 54.740

3-for Co(thiox) It is difficult to evaluate the effective direcËion of
3

furËher distortion due to non-bonded contacts and the extensive hydrogen

bonding in Ëhe CADCOilIIOX lattíce but the trigonal synmetry of the

CRMALTCOPN structure permit.s a more rigorous evaluation. Strong

hydrogen bonding is indicated beËween the Co(pn)13* 
"od 

Cr(rnal)13- ioo,

sharing a corrnon three-fold axis (Table 2.7 and Figure 2.3); its

inplications in Ëerms of the CD spectrum of the microcrystalline

diastereoisomer have been discussed in section 5.3. SËructurally this

hydrogen bonding scheme promotes distortion of both complex ions

further toward trigonal prismatic geometry (by twist conÈraction) than

is theoreËically predicËed by the MLU-core repulsion model. The ß value

for the (-) Co(-)pr:3* cation in this structure is 59.930 (a = 83.24o,

u = 47.99o), the highest observed for any tris(five-menbered ring)

complex of Co(III) or Cr(III) - (see Table 8.1); Ëheoretical values

calculated for the z,-1 potenÈial for cr = 83.240 are ß ca. 57.70, o ca.

51.00. It is unsaËisfactory in many cases merely to discuss the dístortion

of tris(bidentate) complex ions in terms of the limited ML6 repulsion

model withouÈ some apprecíation of possible subsidiary effecËs due Ëo

close contacËs in the particular crysËal lattice.

Finally, it was intímated in parts (a) and (b) that the ligand

backbone atoms, except in chelate ríngs having pronounced charge

delocalization, should not greatly influence Ëhe MLU-core distortion.
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trIhile the larger than predicted S angles of the Co(thiox)r3-,

cr(ma1)13- 
"rrd 

co(pn)33* n6-"ores can be explained by incorporating

varying degrees of backbone atorn contríbution, as for Er(thd), in
parË (a), Èhese backbone atom repulsions have most effect on the

inter-ligand plane dihedral angles. As mentioned in section 7.3, it
is more correcË to discuss the distortion of tris(bidentate) complex

ions in terms of ligand planes rather than the MLU-core since in many

cases (even for supposedly planar chelate rings sueh as ox, thiox) Ëhe

coordinated metal atom is displaced from the mean ligand plane. once

-?-?-again cr(ural)r- and co(thiox)r' can be used to illustrate Ëhe argument.
?-

For cr(nal)r" in cRlvfALTCoPN rhe dihedral angle betr¿een three-fold

related o.cr.o planes is 91 .7 (L.o)o whereas that betrnreen the c.cr.c

planes, where C are the carboxyl carbon atoms, is 96.9 (1.0)o - qTrbl"

2.5); for Co(thiox)r3- th" S.Co.S planes are inclined ar 93.0 (6)0 while

the average dihedral angle between the six-atom ligand planes ís 97.7o .

In both cases the larger second angle indicates thaË Èhe ligand is more

closely parallel to Èhe C, axis than is Ëhe L.M.L donor aËom plane.

d) Further structural anomalies:

As ment.ioned previously in this section, the observed geometries

of tris(díarnine)Co(III) complexes are well reproduced by the more

conventional energy minímizaËion approach without explicit consideration

of the electrostatic charge distribution. The disËortion of the CoNU-

core in the five-membered ring complexes is found to be largely
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independenË of the ring conformation (see Table g.1): for Ëhe

six-rnembered ring complexes the core geometry is more sensitive to

chelaËe ring conformation, although the variation is not embarrassingly

large in tenns of the ionic repulsion model formulated here. A lack of

suitable potential functions, part.icularly as regards the steric

influence of oxygen and sulphur lone-pair electrons, has prevented a

more extensive application of the energy minimizat.ion procedure.

The closeness r¿ith which Ëhe experimental distortion of the MLr-

core in Ëris-bidentates is represented by the z,-1 electrostatic repulsion

model is somewhat embarr"""ir,gt5 in vier¿ of the great.er sophistication

of the ful1 energy nininizatíor. procedures. However, it is difficult

Ëo conceive of how elecËrostatic forces operaËive only ín the first

coordination sphere could tvrisË the Ml6-core of a bis(tridentate), e.g.

co(TRI) 13+ ar.d Co(tane) rt*, ,to ideal D3d "]*"try although axial

distortion, o + 54.740, due to the ligand backbone remains possible.

For co(TRï)13* irra".ligand dispersion interactions betrnreen adjacent

aromaËic rings of the two ligands may be import"rrt33,463 
^nd. 

the twist

in the energy minimized À1\-co(tame)13* r"r,rlts from non-bonded repulsion

of the amine hydrogen atoms attached to the opposing trigonal nitrogen

faces.

A more striking example is the structure263 of hexakis(urea)-

titaniuur(rrr) iodide, ITi(0c(NII2) z)6fT3, (and irs ismorphous v(rrr)

f5 Perhaps the agreernenÈ is no.t so "e-barrassing" when it is realized
thaË quanÈtmt mechanical theory hor¿s83 that ihe force on any nucleus
in a syst.em of nuclei and electrons is exactly the crassical
electrostatic interaction.
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_ 411.analogue---), in which the cation has D, sYrmetry; although the

Tio.-eore shows only a very sma1l axial compression (0 = 55.1o)

Èhere is an appreciable tr¿ist (ca. 5.50) of Ëhe two equilateral triangular

faces from the maxímally sËaggered D3d symetry. The magnetic

susceptibility and the splitting in the polarized crystal "p..ttrr*464
of [Ti(urea)U1I, have been interpreted both in terms of an assumed

axial compression and, more recently, the observed trigonal twist .262'4Ll

Exasrinatíon of Ëhe non-bonded interactions in the crystal lattice263

indicates thaË the observed twist distortion is probably favoured by

a maximizing of strong hydrogen bonds beÈween Ëhe iodide ions and the

amine nitrogen atoms, although Fíggís .t 
"1410 

invoke an intra-

molecular vdtr{ inËeractíon between the urea lígands as the probable

cause. However, it is not possible Ëo say to what exËent thís

structural distortion is due to the Jahn-Teller effect r¿hich complicates

the low temperaËure polarízed absorption specËrum.244'464

A final relevanÈ example of a distorted geometry r¡hich cannot be

predicted solely from a consideraËion of electrostatic repulsions

within Ëhe MLU-core is the eorundr:m lattice. a-AlrOr' eorundum, can

be regard eð,465 as a slightly disËorted hexagonal close-packed array

3+ 3+
of spherical oxide ions wíth the smaller A1 ions (these A1 10ns

can be substituted to varying degrees by other M3+ iorr" withouË

disruption of the lattícer e.g. Cr3+ in ruby) occupying 213 of. t:ne

octahedral interstices. The metal ions stack in pairs along the c axis

of the lattice (space group R5") sharíng a cournon Ërigonal face of a
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2L7distorted MOU octahedron. The metal ions are not positioned at

the cenËres of the intersËices, as would be predicted from a

sinplified [6 point charge model, but are displaced. along c in the

direction of the adjacenË unoccupied interstice. The shared trigonal

face is relatively cont.racted and corresponds to Ëhe larger M-0 and

smaller 0 values listed for these structures in Table g.7. The

perpendicular distances of the trívalenË metal ions from this shared

face are (wittr distance Ëo the opposite face in parentheses): A1ro,

I.326 (o.84o), CtZo3 1.324 (o.94o), Fe2o3 L.44L (o.847), Ti2o3 L.Zg5

(0.978) , Y203 1.391 (1.017) 8.

Elser.rhere t.he axíal displacement of the trivalenË metal ions from

the cenËres of Ëhe 'toctahedralr' holes has been discussed466-468 'n

Ëerms of coulombic repulsion beËr¿een metal ions sharing a common

interstitial face. However, this axial interact.ion can promote polar

distortion only and the Mou lolvhedron should retain cr.,, s)mnetry. All

five structures exhibiË significant twistíng of the trigonal oxide ion

faces from a DrU (or Cr.r) arrangement having u = 600. (N.8. - in

Table 8.7 o is gíven as less xhan 600 corïesponding to a < g0o: this

implies nothing abouË Ëhe chiral sense of Èhe trigonal twist since the

lattice is centric.) The reason for the twist distortion is readily

seen from an exanination of the corundurn lat.tice: Ëhe M3+ iorrs occupy

three-fold syrmetry sites and are surrounded in Ëhe basal plane (i.e.

approximaÈely constarLt z coordinate) by three nearesË neighbour metal
. 2I7 -468ionsr--'' ' -- each of which shares the shorter 0...O edge of the adjacent
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occupied octahedral interstice. IÈ is this O...O vector (Z-tr in

Table 8.7) which corresponds to u < goo, u < 600.

Thus, in applying the poinË-charge description to the corundum

sËrucËures it is necessary to take account of the charge on the met.al

ions, both the axial and trigonal twisr distortions being undersËandable

in terms of repulsion between metal ions occupying adjacent octahedral

interstices having either an ocËahedral face or edge in cormnon. The

successful representation of rnany of the spectral and magnetic feaËures

observed for doped a-Alro, by models incorporating coup Líng469-47L

between metal ions occupying adjacent interstic""2IT'468 srggests that

sueh considerations are also necessary for realistic analysis of

the polarized crystal spectra.

It is, of course, not possible to explain the trigonal prismaËic

coordinaË íon465'472 of Ëhe metal in MoS, and irIS, simply on the basis

of a point charge model of an isolated MSU core.

e) Trigonal twist inversion:

The trigonal tr¿ist inversion was early proposed as a facile

intra-molecular mechanism for the racetnízation of chiral tris(bidentate)

ËransiËíon metal complexes and has been invoked in soluËion44I'447 '473

and solid state474-478 "t,rdi"". Duríng the inversion process the

pseudo-ocËahedral MLU-eore passes through a "supposedly" higher energy

trigonal-prismaÈic transiËion state in r¿hich the chelate rings are

parallel to the C, axis. This and oËher intraflolecular twist models
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can be considere d444 ^" special cases of the general Bailar non-bond

rupËure mechanism .439'44o

There are trnro ways of viewing Èhe trigonal-twist mechanism which

are only equivalent when considering tris-bidentate complexes exhibiting

ideal D, symmetry. The description most co 'nonly used is of a twisting

of one trigonal donor atom face about Ëhe C, axis relaËive to the

opposing parallel face;447'473 the twist angle changes from +t¡ through

Oo at Orn ""rot"try to -t¡ for Ëhe enanËiomeric configuration. An

alternatir.'e description is possible in Ëerms of a pivoting of the

individual bidentaÈe ligands about the Ëwo-fold axes of the D, complex,

the tilt angle changing from +p through g0o to -8. (lüe here modífy

our definition of positive o and B given in fooËnote f8 to section 7.3

in order to emphasize the inversion of configuration.)

Both descripËions have some merit. The ur description is

i¡unediately applicable Èo the intra-molecular racemízation of linked

sexadenËate complexes approximating C, sïuuretry445'473 ^nd 
of mono-

and bis-complexes containing cyclic tridenËate ligands, e.8. Co(TRI)23+,

whereas the ß descrípËion in terms of tilted ligand planes is only an

imaginary concept in the latter case. However, the tr description has

often prompted inËerpret atíon44L'444 of the trigonal twist mechanism as

involving distortion of the complex from an ideally Ërigonal antiprismatic

geometry in which the two triangular donor atom faces are maximally

sÈaggered, i.e. u = 6O0. For mono- and bis(cyclic-trídenËate) complexes

TAP is the sensible reference geometry, but for tris-bidentates the
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ORTII arrangeqent having $ = 54.740 Cy = 9Oo) Ís a more realístic reference

sËate from which to consÍder the degree of MLU dÍstorËion, since for

a chelate rÍng of fíxed dímensLon" XOR'H Ís always less than Xr*

(see Figure 8.2). TurÈhemore, trigonal:antiprismatic geometry is

r:naËtainable for hypothetical- (i.e. none knotrm so far) tris=conplexes
f) l)

having a < 60- whereas the full ß range 0=90- remains valid.

Perhaps the most cogent argumenÈ for describing the tTigonal-tu¡ist

ne.chanism in tris-bÍdentates in terms of a change in ß is that in such

complexes Ëhe donor atoms of a Èrigonal face are not linked together

and each bidentate 1-igand can be considered to move independenËl-y; since

rotation of one chelaËe ring about the C, axís will affect the other

tr¡¿o the motion is more ItconcerÈedrt than "independent". Thís alternaËíve

description of Ëhe trigonal- tr^r-ist ínversion mechanism assumes an

increased Ímportance Ín tris-bÍdentates containíng non-identical

trÍgands :447 ¡o these cases the inversîon of the ctriral moleeule is

seldom realistÍca1-ly described by an average angle of twist of the tr,ro

opposÍng pseudo-trÍgona1- faces. Further, applícaËion of the "average-

Èwístrr fomalism to the trÍgonal--prísmatic eomplexes Re(dpd)r, V(ded),

and Er(thd)3, rvhere the chelate rings exhibit opposíng chiral senses

relatÍve to the pseudo-C, axÍs of the complex, rnroul-d not result ín

ideal- Drn synmetry.

trIhichever way Ëhe trigonal-Ëw-íst inversÍon is yi-sualÍzed, Ëhe

precedirg e.l-ectrosËatÍc anal-y.sis of Ml.rcore geometry in Da trÍs(bidentate)

complexes has shqnrn that the racemizatÍon process should not be regarded
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simply as disÈortion from either an idealized TAP or ORTII geometry

to a TP transition staÈe, but rather as distortion from a precise

minimum energy geometry characËeristic of the chelate ring dimensíons.

-tIf the r * potential is as faithful a representation of the MLU-core

potenËial as comparison with experimental data suggests (figures 8.34

and 8.38), then the activation energies for the intra-molecular

trigonal-twist racæ.ízation of tris(bidentate) complexes should

correlate directly with the calculated potential difference between

the minímr¡m energy geometry and the DrO arrangement, provided the

elecÈrostaËic charge distribution over the complex can be adequaËely

represented and the assumpËion of fixed chelaËe ring dimensions during

the inversíon process is valid.

The trends in the distortion geometry of the MLU-core have been

indicated previously in this section. In Figure 8.2 the relative

repulsion potentials for the three reference geometries ORTII, TAP and

TP were plotted as functions of o; the fourth curve, MINM, is a plot

of the minimum potential. All potenËial sr:ms (XML6) r^rere compuÈed \ntith

q = L.00 anð. varying c, and hence the ligand bite b aLso varies;

alternatively the potential corresponding to fixed ligand bite could

have been compuËed as a function of cl: the donor aÈom charge r^7as taken

as unity. An observation of parËicular relevance to discussion of the

trigonal twist ínversion mechanism is that f.or a fixed metal-donor atom

bond length, e., the potential difference XTp - XUltnl increases with

increasing o, i.e. the larger q the more energetically prohibitive the
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attainment of a trigonal prisrnatic transiÈion state.

Tfrerefore, conÈrary to the conclusion of Stiefel and Bto*rr442

the trigonal twist inversion mechanism for the intraro'olecular

racemization of fris-bidentate complexes should be more favourable

the smaller the ligand angle o.
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8.3 ^&SSESSMENT OF TIIE VAIIDITY OF THE PK TRIGONAI.DISTORTION MODEL

On a crysÈal field basis the degree of geometric disÈortion

necessary to produce a change in most spectral properties is small-

since often a lorrering of the chromophore syrunetry only is required.

Given theoretical models which relate the experirnentally deterrninable

elecËromagnetic properties of complexes to distortíons from an

idealized geomeËry ít is difficult to resist the Ëemptation to

correlate Ëhese obserr¡aËions with structural- parameËers which often

are not sígnificantly different from those characterízing the high

syrîmetq/ reference state. Ttre structure refinenent of CRI"IALTCOPN

(Chapter 2) ís a case in point: o = gI.gL (68)0 and o = 60.190 for

Ëhe (+) Cr(mal)"3- ion; the electrostatic y-l repulsion model predicts
J

u = 62.50. Ttre esd in o is ca. t 0.450 (í.e. 213 tne error in cr sínce

o involves no u conrponent); the difference from the theoretÍcal- value

is significant everi aÈ a 3o level buÈ the distortion fiom o = 600, Ëhe

trigonal antiprismati-c reference geouÉtry of the PK-model, is onLy 0.3 o.

An iqortarit questíon is Èhe correcÈness of using structural

paraneËers derived from comple><es Ín the solid state ín interpreLing

solution spectral properties. Distortion parameters are probably most

legitimately transferable ín cases where Ëhe, geometry of the complex has

been found to be l-argely invaríant in several different structures and

is in cl-ose agreement r¡ith the predictíons of Ëhe repulsion model. Hq¿-

e\¡er, even j-n these cases speeific sol-vent a¡rd ion assocíation effects

in solution may promote disËortíons not observed in the solÍd state.
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8. 3.1 Co III Cr III N Chromo res.

(1) co (en) 4þnI33+.
a) DeÈerminatiorr3o9 of the absoLute configuration of (+) Co("r)rt*

as .4. provided the necessary reference for the errpirical and less

certain theoretical models for absolute configuration/CD correlat.ion

of transi-rion metal complexes; Kuhn and Beinl83'321'322 
"r'd. 

piper and

Karipídes34'236'331 h"¿ predicËed a Â configuraËion.

Mason suggested, on the basis of exchange sËudie 
"479 

of the amine

hydrogens in DrO, Ëhat Ëhe PK-model limiting the non-donor atoms of the

ligands to an electronically inert structural role was incorrect.

However, subsequenË experimerl1s246'480'481 suggest thaË the ¡-ine

hydrogens make negligible contributions to Ëhe dipole and rotatory

sËrengËhs of the chromophore d-d transitions.

The long wavelength positive solution CD band of (+) Co{en)13+ was

assigned .8. syrmretry from single crystar cD studie"rL92'r93'273 bvË"a.
this assignment conflicts r¿ith an earlier poLarízed absorption crystal

specËrum deËerminaÈionr245 rhi"h gave K positive for both Co(en) 3+
3

and cr("o)33*, and. subsequent experim"nt"246'247'253 showing significant

vibronic structure in both the long wavelength absorption and CD bands;

the imporÈarice of vibronie coupling conËributions Èo the d-d rotatory

strength of Co("r)¡3* has recently been questioned.13'41 As indicated

in Chapter 6, we adopË the trigonal splitting formalism for the

purpose of this discussion.

Early structural parameters354-356 Íot the co("r)13* ion in
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various crystal lattices gave an inconsistent picture of the

displaeement of the six niËrogen donor atoms from idealized On

s)rumeÈry: the first-order crystal field model required inordinately

large trigonal splitting to explain Ëhe magnitude of the observed

rotatory strengths.5S'r92'28r The smalr positive component under

the high energy 'Orn * 
lIrn 

^ EneËic-dipole forbidd.en band was

assigned Eb syrwetry, its small magnetic-dipole strength supposedly

being borrowed from the lor¿er energy Eo component and the inËense

charge transfer band, also .4 speÊric but having negative roËatory

sËrength. 25 
'58 'I92

b) The first-order crystal field model predicts trigonal

component s of Eo and A, symmetry under the low " 
t 1

nergy -AU * -?lg

band; the equal, but oppositely signed, rotaÈory strengths of these

Ëwo components should exactly cancel in the absence of trigonal

splitting .34'4L'27o'28o The tr¿o unequal solution cD peaks observed

under the envelope of Ëhe long wavelength absorption band of Co("r)r'*

are interpretedlgl 'L92 as "residual wíng overlaps" of the oppositely

signed Eo and A, trígonal components, the rotatory strength of Ëhe

soluËion Eo comçtonenÊ being an order of magnitude less than that

observed for the oriented single crystal .r92'273

Suggestion"4S2 that Ëhese components resulted solely from the presence

of two or more conformers in equilibrium in solution r^rere refuted

r¿hen a similar solution CD speeËrum r¡ras observed3oz'34I'483 fot th"
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conformationally locked (+) Co((+)pn)13* ioo, and microcrystalline KBr

disc CD "p""trr215 of (+) Co(en)33* in the lartices used for the single

crystal studies were shor¿n Ëo be idenËical r¿ith the aqueous solution

spectra. the similarity of the CD spectra3'108'341 of Ëhe idealty Dg

symnetric tris(1e1) (-) Co((+)chxn)13* iorr,361 tt" C, syrrnetric

eds (+) Co((+)pn)r3* ion and C, s¡nuneËric tz,ans (+) Co((*)po)33*

argues for a primary dependence on the microsynuretry of the CoN.-core

raËher than of the complex ion as a whole, although the obserr"rr""3o2

of a síngle long wavelength negative peak in the CD spectrum of

(-) Co((*)prr)33*, Èogether wiËh an elaborate series of variable con-

former solution studies ,269 h^, demonstrated that conformaËional and

vicinal effects play a minor role in the visible region of the spectrum,

these contributions being generally additive269'483 to the dominant

configurational rotaËory sËrength. In some cases trnro components are

observed269 ,rrrd"r the Irn banð, envelope although the idealized MLU-core

microsyrmretry is sti11 Dr.

c) The roËatory strengËhs of both the Eo and A, components change

with increasing concenËration of uninegative and dinegative

anions .29o'484'485 Tetrahedral and trigonal oxyanions, notably phosphate

and seleniterenhan""24S'29o'29r rh" negative 4, conrponent of (+) co("r)3'*

with an apparenË concomitant reduction of the Eo rotat.ory strength.
248 3+Again, observation of a similar effect for (+) Co((*)pr): argues

against a trivial change in conformer proportions being solely responsible
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for the effect. A uuch smaller effect hras observed for (-) Co((+)pn)¡

where the ligands are locked in the energeËically less favourable t'ob"

conformation and the enhancement of A, in the case of (+) Co(en) 3+
3

and (+) co((+)pn)r'* {nouu) was rationalir.d248'485 in terms of sËrong

3+

hydrogen bondíng of Ëhe tet.rahedral oxyanion to the favourably oriented

anine hydrogen aËoms of the trigonal nitrogen faces of the tris-lel

conformer, with resulËant electronie coupling between the meËal centred

and oxyanion transitions. This model for oriented ion-pair formatíon

receives some support from the crystal sËruct,rt"358 of

2[Co enrJ (HPO4) 
3.9H2O in which the three-fold axis of one bíphosphaËe

anion is approximately coincident with the pseudo-C, axis of the tris(1e1)

cation. In the. isomorphous [Ni enrl (SO4) and [Cu enrJ (SO4)

362.36s -sËrucËuresr""" """ however, a two-fold axis of the sulphate ion lies

approximaËely coincident with the C, axis of the tris(1e1) caËion,

again r¿ith extensive hydrogen bonding to the trigonal amine hydrogen

aËoms. solution nmr strrdies4S6'487 indicate a favouríng of Ëhe Ëris(1e1)

conformer of Co("r)13* at high phosphate concentration.

Excess anion is cormonly used in these solution studies and the

nodifying effect on the CD spectrum of the 1:1 cation-anion pair due

to higher order outer-sphere complexes has been stud í"a;67 '29L'488 'n

mosË cases, however, the precise cation:anion ratio must be uncerËain.

This so-cal1ed gegenion effect with Poo3 IÀIas ptopo""dl88'248 as a

means of assigning the Eo and,4 components of xhe T, octahedral

transition in Co(III) and Cr(III) tris-diamine complexes, but in view
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of the conflicting assignm.rrt"36r96'189r19o.rd. for co(arr)13* ia

is doubtful that the propor.d248'29r 
"h^rge-transfer mechanism is

correct. The similarity of the CD spectru*489 of the ,,eapped,,

sexadentate Colsen¡3+, se4 = CH3C(CH2NIICH2CH2NII2)3, ro thar of

(+) colen¡r3+-too3- s,rggests that the gegenion effect is more correctly

viewed as a vicinal effect reflecting the production of new asymnetric

centres at Èhe primary amine donor atoms.

3+d) (-) co(tn)g rnras shown to have a L absolute configuraËion

by a ful1 x-ray structure d.etermination.L2o'49o trühereas the ligand

angle, cl, had been found to be less than g0o in all Co(III) and

cr(rrr)-en rings (see Table 8.1), aparË from the doubtful."""355 of

[co enrJc13.3H2o (number 3 in Table 8.1) unforrunarely quoÈed by piper

and Karipid""34'35'237 in the original treaËmenË of the pK-model,

the q, angles for co(ar)33* averaged g4.5o. provided the cD conponents

of this tris(six-membered ring) complex ion could be assigned, the

expansion in ligand angle suggested Ëhat a Ëest of the validity of the

PK-model as opposed to Masonts Eo-sign model should be possible.

e) The Co(rr)g3* ion in rhe monoclinic (-)Ico ËnrlBrr.HrO

structurer2o'49o is not restricted to any erystallographic síte

symetry but all three Co-Ën rings adopt chair conformations, Ëhe complex

ion having pseudo-C, symmetry.
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3+ 60,67
The aqueous solution CD spectrum of n'(-) Co(tn), shows

a minor positive long wavelengËh peak and a dominant negaËive

component at higher energy under the lArn - lflg band envelope; a

smaller negative component occurs under the high energy tOrn * t'rn

band. Addition of sodium seleniËe or phosphate enhances Ëhe dominant

negative component at the exPense of the longer wavelength positive

189. 190
component

!üithout a realísÈic appreciation of the relative strain energies

of Èhe possible co(tn), conformersr it was ttg.r"d189'190 that the

tris-chair conformer dominated the solution sPecËrum and that Ëhe

relative enhancemenË and diminution of the long wavelengËh CD components

proceeded by a mechanism enËirely analogous to Ëhe ion-pairing

suggested for Co{en¡r3+-fOO'-. On this basis the longer wavelengËh

positive component was assigned Eo symnetry and the dominant negative

componenË as Ar; Èhis assignment Í7as in conÈradictíon of the more
58, 191

general rule that tine Eo component exhibit dominant rotaËory strengËh.

Arguing incorrectly in terms of a it was intim.t"dl89'190 th"t

the PK-model was invalid since the Eo comPonent was positive for both

Â(+) Co("r)33* and Â(-) Co(tn)r3* for which o is respectively < 90o and

> goo.

f) However, a recent single crystal cD sPectr*36 of

A(+)[Co rnr1Clr.4HZO has suggested ËhaË the Eocomponent for Co(at):3*

is in fact Ëhe higher energy domínant comPonent, i.e' for
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n(-) co(ar)33* Eo ís dominanË and negative. This assignment seemingly

supports the first-order erystal-field model based on the Ml,u-core

distortion, both in the reversal of Eo rotatory strength (equations

7.1 and 7.2) and the inversion in the energy ord.eríng of the trigonar

components (eq. 7.3), although once again it was implícitly assumed

that o > gfnecessarilymeans u> 600 and.0 < S4.Z4o.

These conflict.ing solution and single-crystal assignments prompted

the following considerarion of the co(en)r/(tn)3 sysrem: (see also

ref. 96).

(en) 3+(3) Geometry of Co and Co tn 3-
g) A chelated eËhylenediamine ligand can adopt two minimum energy,

mirror-image skew conformations, À and 61127'128 ín which the ring

hydrogen atoms are maximally staggered. conformational energy

calculatiorr"1o9 '49r'492 
"]no* 

that when three en ligands are bidentate

Ëo the sâme metal atom, the conformer having all three c-c bonds

approximately parallel (1e1) to Ëhe pseudo-c, axis has a lower strain

energy (enthalpy) than that in whích Ëhe en ring c-c bonds are more

obliquely inclined (ob) ro the c, axís, although the enthalpy difference,

ÂH, is significantly less than rhe 1.8 kcal ro1-1 derived by corey and

Bailarl'2 ,r"irrg rigid models and hard-sphere non-bonded interaction

potentials. The lowest energy tris(1e1) conformer is À(ôô6) = a(ÀÀÀ);

the higher energy rris(ob) form is 
^(Àrr) = A(ôô6). The minimized

conformers quoËed in Table 8.1 have a.calculaÈed AH of o.5g kcal *o1-1;

3+
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substituËion of a methyl group at the favoured equatorial position

on a ring carbon atom, i.e. pn, has negligible effect on this energy

difference (¿tt = 0.65 kcal mol 1 fot Ëhe isomers of Table 8.1).

h) Mixed conf ormers, i. e . t\ (ôô-I) and Â (ôÀÀ) , have inËermediate

enËhalpies.1o9 In earlier discussiorr3o2 of solutíon spectra of

Co(en)13* th" fractions of the various confor¡rers have been quoted as

(1e1), : (1e1) rob : 1e1(ob), : (ob)g = 59 : 29 : I ' 4150'311 b,rt

it ís noür more generally recognized24o'492'493 that the sËaËistical

entropy Ë"rr341'OtO *", favour a slight excess of the hígher enËhalpy

(1e1)rob conformer, i.e. .r\(ôôf) = ^(XÀô).487 
The question of

conformer proportions in the trís(five-nernbered diamine ring) complexes

of Co(III) and Cr(III) is not important in assessing the predictions

of the PK-model sinee u < 6O0 independent of conformation (Table 8.1);

there is, however, some variance in 0 < or > 54.740 but for thís

discussion r¡e will consider the CoN.-core as showing axía1 compression

(A > 54.74o). Of course, that Ëhe conformational and vicinal effects

contribute to the d-d rotatory strength at all is contrary to the basic

premise of the PK-model that atoms outside the MLU-core are electronícally

inert.

Ilowever, the question of conformer proportions is important in

interpreting the soluËion cD spectra since a significant portion of

the visible transíËion rotatory strengËh could arise from confontrers

other than the tris(1e1) form.269'341,482 More importantly, the
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changes observed in the aqueous soluËion CD specÈra on the additron

of phosphate or selenite ions may reflect a change in Ëhe conformer

.494.:r1proportions-'- as much as any specifie vicinal or electronic effecË -

but see (b) and (c) above for arguments against ascribing the observed

specËral changes solely to an alteraËion of conformer proportions.

i) As for cyclohexane, six-membered M-Ën rings can adoPË a

variety of conformations having differing degrees of stagger of Ëhe

subsËituent hydrogen atoms around the chelate ring. Excluding the

non-s)rrlmeËric forms there are four conformations of particular

interest. The syrmetrical chair and boat forms are both mirror

synmetric and should make no indivídual conformational contribuËion

to the rotatory strength.127 There are tl^ro C, syrmetric skew forms,

analogous to the À and ô forms of the Co-en ring, and these should

make oppositely signed ring conformational contributions to the

rotaËory strength.

Examination of Dreiding models shows Ëhe tris(boat) conformer

to be leasË favoured because of close conËact betr¡een the meËhylene

hydrogens on the central carbon atom of a tn ring and the amine

hydrogens of an adjacenË lígand. rn early discussiorr.lS9'19o ah"

tris(chair) conformer \^ras considered predominanË although Ëhe possi-

bility of low energy skew conformers had been menËioned

elsewhere.67'r82'495 As with co(en)rt*, ,n" backbone carbon atoms

of the I and ô sker^r tn conformers lie parallel or oblique to the Ca
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axis of the Co(ar)E3* complex depending on whether the absolute

configuration of the ion is Â or Â. By ana1ogy96 ritr, Colen)r3+,

Ëhe tris(tn) conforrner having the CoCCC planes of all three ligands

rnore nearly parallel to the C, axis than the respective CoNN plane

is called tris(1e1); the tris(ob) conformer has the CoCCC planes

more oblique than the CoNN planes.

Energy minimizaËion calcul.tiorr"94 '372 gave a tris(1e1)

conformer O.77 kcaL ro1-1 lower in enthalpy than the tris(chair)

confonner; the tris(ob) conformer was 5.06 kcal *o1-1 more sËrained

Ëhan the tris(chair). Independent calculation3l2 of the relative

energies has inverted the tris(1e1) and tris(chair) energy order

(AH = O.60 kcal ro1-1) but the reliability of all these conputed

enthalpy differences is probably no better Ëhan + 1 kcal *oI-L 1429

Ëhe important conclusion is that the Ëris(1e1) and tris(chair)

conformers have similar minimr¡rn enthalpies. YeË anoËher study182'313

has índicated a slight favouring of the tris(1e1) conformer buË

more imporËantly it has been sugg"rt"d3l2 Ëhat sËrong inter-ring

non-bonded repulsions desËabílize "mixedtt conformers relative to Ëhe

trigonally symetric forms even allowing for the statistical

entropy term favouring the non-C, species (but contrasË refs.

3L3, 496). No realistie assessment of specific solvation effects

can be made in these essentially vapour phase calculations: the

most. important omission, however, has been any attempt to calculate

relaËive conformer enthalpies for particular íon-pairing models
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\4rith tetrahedral oxyanions. Experimentally, the nature of the

anion has been ,hor.l497 to markedly alter the conformer equilibrium

for polydentate Co(III) species.

NMR studies indicate rapid conformational flipping of chelated

"11486'492'493'498 
rrrd tnl62'166 lig"rrds in solution, but on Èhe

addition of phosphate there is a degree of conformational ordering

not inconsisËent with ion-pairing through specific hydrogen

bonding.493'499'5oo rn vier¿ of the dífferent geometries of the

CoN.-cores ín the energy-minimized tris(lel) and tris(chair)

Co(tn)r3* 
"orr.for:rners, 

namely cr = 88.10, o = 56.30 and q = 93 .73o,

u = 64.31o respecËively, and the sign inversion of Ëhe rotatory

sËrength, Rf, , Wedicted by the PK-model f.or a change in Ëhe sign
u

of 60-u without changing the absoluËe configuration,

of the relative favourability of the proposed Co(en):

ion pairs is needed.

some appreciation
2¿'' /co (tn) -PO

3-3+
3 4

j) -this subsection abstracted from ref . 96 with minimum

modification.

lfliËhout a realistic force constant representaËion of a phosphate

ion, energy minimization calculaËions are not possible; however,

assuming the model proposed by Mason and co-workers,190'248'485 '.e.

hydrogen bonding of the oxyanion to the amine hydrogens of a trigonal

face, the orientaËion of the N-H bonds in the various energy-

minimízed conformers of Co("t)¡ and Co(tn)g can be meaningfully
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compared. The parameters characterízíng the trigonal faces were

derived usíng program NHANGLE (Appendix VI) and are sumnarized in

Table 8.13.

TABLE 8.13 GEOMETRY OF TT1E MOST FAVOI]RABLY ORIENTED N-H BOi{DS IN

TIIE ENERGY-MINIMIZED TRIS-DIAMINE COMPLEXES.

CornpLeæ Ion Ldgand Conforrnatdon 1tl. . . ¿/ (8) Ë. . ..q (8)

Co (en) (1el)
(ob) ¡

2.79

2.80

2.79

2.80

2.80

2.36

2.62

2.55

2.34

2.34

3 3

fneLirntion of
N-H to C. aæis

øes'J

l.4.87

30.49

32.86

24.83

22.98

Co (tn) 3 (ctrair), 
{f 

ace 1

[face 2

(le1),

The tris(chair) form of Co(tn), has C, syrmnetry on1y, face 1

resembling Ëhe trigonal faces of tris(ob) Co(.t)¡ and face 2 tlne

trigonal faces of tris(1e1) Co(tn)r. The tetrahedral ,04'- ion was

Ëaken to have 0...0 vectors of 2.50 8189 (for P-o = 1.534 R7a)

and linearity of the N-H...o hydrogen bonds (to withi., ,tor5ol'5o2

was considered importanË, without being concerned wíth the

oríenËation of the oxygen lone p"it".503 For the tris(1e1) conformers

of Co("r): and Co(tn)¡ (namely N...N = 2.8o 8, 
"...H 

= 2.35 8, and

with tt-tt = 0.99 8, 0...Q = 2.50 8) the formation of linear N-H...0

bonds of length 2.73'3.22 R74 t"quítes that Ëhe N-H bonds be
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skewed 36-320 relative to the ca axis r¿ith the phosphorous atom 2.7-3.2

I above the trigonal nitrogen plane. Sinilarly for face 1 of

tris(chair) Co(tn)g having H...H = 2.55 R, the ideal inclination

of the N-H bonds to the C, axis is 23-2Oo, the phosphorous aÈom

being 3.0-3.5 I trom the nitrogen atom plane. The comnonly quotedl89'248

criterion of N-H bonds parallel to the C, axis of the eomplex is

less satisfactory.

The CRMALTCOPN structure refinement indicated a signifícant

Ërigonal tr¿ist (¡¡ = 48o) of rhe A(-) co((-)pn)r3* ioo which could

be rationalízeð, in terms of strong hydrogen bonding with the

adjacent Cr(nal)13- .rrio.r". This distorËion emphasizes the limitations

of the present approach in considering the interaction of the pO 3-
4

ion with a "rigidt' energy-minimized tris-diamine conformer. Indeed,

from an examination of Dreiding models it seems Ëhat bifurcaÈed
a-

hydrogen bonds are even possible between an axially oriented PO4-

ion and the amine hydrogens of Èhe energetically less favourable

tris (ob) co (en) 13* rrrd co (tn) ,3* "orrf 
ormers .

3+ retation.(4) CD Spectra of Co(tn) : an r_n

k) From the preceding discussion iË seems that the N-H bonds

of the tris(1e1) Co(tn), conformer are no less favourably oriented

for formation of an axial ion pair with fOO3 than are those of the

tris (chair) form. In the light of this observaËion rre suggested that

if the PK-model has any validity, the long wavelength positive
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component observed in the soluËion CD specÈr,nl9O of

^(-) 
Co(ar)33* is the Eo componenË of the twist contracted

(o = 56.30) tris(1e1) conformer while the positive higher energy Eo

band in the single crystal CD spectrrm36 of A(+)[Co tnrJCl,.4H2O

arises from the twist expanded (u = 64.31o) tris(chair) conformer.

However, the sËrucËure of the Ëetrahydrate is unknornrn and the

orientation of the pseudo-C, axes of the complex ions was determined

by an nmr technique; Ëhus the conformaËion of the cation could be

other than the regular tris(chair). Saito has recently 
"horn418

the trichloride-monohydraËe to be isostructural with monoclinic

(+) [Co tnrlBrr.Hro but it is not knornm whether Ëhe tetrahydrate

merely corresponds Ëo a super-hydrated modification or is a struc-

turally different form.

1) Mason and co-urotk"t"292 have recently published an elegant

investigation of the Co(ar)g3* system which seems to confirm our

hypothesi196 of a conformational equilibrium in aqueous soluËion at

room temperature, with the tris(chair) conformer apparently being

marginally favoured energetically.

The microcrystalline CD "p".tr,rro292 
of A(+) [Co ËnrJBrr.Hro in

a KBr matrix was shown to be identical with the orienËed single-

crystal CD spectr*36 of 
^(+)[Co 

tnr]Clr.4HrO; both showed only a

single positive component at ca. 2o.7 x 1o-3 "*-1 ,rrrd"r Ëhe envelope

of the 'O"- * 
1T.- 

^b"orptíon 
band. This dísc spectrum thereforetg tg
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suggests negligible Ërigonal splítting of tine 1Eo ,nd. 7A,

trigonal components. More import.antly, variable Ëemperature

studies6T '292 of ethylene- gryeoL/water solutions of a(+) co(trr)33*,

analogous to those conducted earlier with the tris(en)/(pn)
complexes 1269',341 ,hor"d a marked increase in the rotaËory strength

cf the high energy positive component aÉ the expense of the minor

negative longer wavelengÈh band on lor¿ering the temperature from

33oox to 198oK, i.e. the soluËion cD spectrum tend.s towards that of

the Èris(chair) eonformer on lowering the Ëemperature.

Addition of phosphate or se1enite189,190,292 produced changes

in Ëhe cD spectrum similar to those observed on reduction of the

solution temperature and it was "tgu"d292 that ion association

favoured the tris(chair) conformation.

m) Some point.s merit. cotrnent.

First, it has been shov¡n165'282'288,481 
"l""rhere thaË the

solvenÈ can effect the transition roËatory strength of even conforma-

tionally rigid complexes and the variable temperature spectra cannot.

be regarded as proof of a more sËable tris(chair) conformer without

an appreciation of possible asynmeËric solvent. interactions in

ethylene-glyco1/water soluËion, see for example the temperature induced

changes in the cD spectra of conformaËionally rigid organic

chromophor"",19'289 e.g. isofenchone, and (+) co((+)prr)13* -r"f. 269.

secondly, interpreting the speetral change induced by addition
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of polarizable oxyanions as primaríly due to a change in conformer

equilibrir-un neglects Ëhe earlier *od.1248'485 rti"h rationalized

the enhancement of the 1A, 
"o^ponent 

of tris(lel) Co(en)33* {"rrd

11"o60'190 th" co(tn)r3* iorr) in terms of electronic effects. To

apply this latter model here urould predict an increase in the

concentration of the tris(1e1) conformer relative Ëo Ëhe tris(chair)

as the Ëemperature is lowered, if the two CD bands are interpreted

as Eo and A, trigonal components to increasing energy for the former

but A, and Eo for Ëhe latter conformer. However, in view of the

single peak obsetu"d292 in the KBr disc spectïum and the single

peaks observed3S'3L4 under xlre 1Ar^ * 1T"- band envelope for Ëhetg Jg

three conformationally rigid Co(ptn)13* 
"o*plex 

ions it seems

more likely Ëhat the Ëwo peaks observed in the room temperature

solution CD spectrr¡n of Co(tn)13* "r" Ea-l., composítes reflecting

negligible spliÈting of the trigonal components. None of the energy-

minimized Co(tn)3 strucËures shor¿ polar angle distortions as large

as that of the cation in (-)[Co tnrJBrr.Hr}t (0 = 52.0o).

Third, calculation of relative isomer proportions on Ëhe basis

of the CD component band areas assumes equal buË oppositely signed

rotatory strengths for the opËically acËive ËransiËions in the

tris(1e1) and tris(chair) conformers and implies Èhat the population

of all other species is negligible. The minor long wavelength solution

componenË is Ëhus attributed solely to Ëhe tris(lel) and the higher

energy dominant component solely Ëo the tris(chair) conformer: the
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opposing signs of these two CD components contradicts the Eo sígn

model r¿hich correlates the sign of Ã" with the absolute configuration
q

of the complex. The positive Eo component in the single crystal CD

spectrun of A(+)[Co tnrJCL3.4HZO supports the PK-nodel if the

conformer in the crystal lattice is indeed the trigonal tr¿ist

expanded tris (chair).

(s) cr(tn) 3+
v-

n) In Chapter 5 the (-) Cr(ar)g3* ion r¿as assigned a.tì,

configuration. unlike coqtn¡13+, this complex ion 
"hor"60'67'r9o

only a single positive CD component under the long wavelength
4 ¿ 

he 3oooK aqueous solution spectrum.'Arg * 'Trn absorption band in t
?-

Addition of POO" diminished the rotatory strength of this component

and gave a weaker negative band at shorter wavelength. The inter-

pretation is therefore enËirely analogous to Ëhat out.lined above for

co lrn) 13+.

/I(+) Cr(en)13* .1"o gir..27 '60 ^ single positive aqueous solution

CD conponent under tne 4A.rn*4IZg band envelope; this, together with

rhe similarity of the (+) Cr(en)r3+ and (-) cr(.t)g3* solution ORD

curves suggests that the correlation of complex ion absolute config-

uratíon with the sign of the long wavelength CotÈon effect may be

as correcË as any discussion in terms of disÈortion of the CrNU-

core and CD component signs.

The ORD 
",rr.r"6o 

of 1\(-) co(tn)r3* rhot" only the shorË wavelength
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features of the 1I(+) Co(.t)33* curve but the CD specËra of both

complex ions exhibiË long wavelength positive components and short

wavelength negat.ive components und.er ttre 1A,-.1I,^ band envelope;19 1g

again trivíal comparison of the sign of Ëhe long wavelength CD

component, regardless of Ëransition s)rmruetry or relaËive rotatory

strength, correlates with the assigned absoluËe configuration. The

relevant aqueous solution CD data for the ColCr-("r)S/(tn)¡ sysËem,

abstracted from the liÈerature, are collected in Table 8.14.

TABLE 8.14 AMBIENT TEMPERATT]RE AQUEOUS SOLUTION CD SPECTRA OF

.[ M(aa)33+. (M = co(rlr), cr(rrï) i aa = en, rn.)

Lou energy T, barú, Tz baná.

Lou frequenq high fnequencA
contponent eomponent

3+ 20.3a 1+r.s9)b 23.4 (-o.17) 2g.5 (+0.25)

3+ 18.80 (+0.067) 21.10 (-0.140) 27 .Bo (-o.o1s)

3+ 2L.s (+r.4g) 28 5 (-0.08)

3+ 20.g (+0.34)

CompLeæ

(+) Co(.o):

(-) co (tn) g

(+) Cr(.r)g

(-) cr(tn):

Ref

27

314

27,5O4

504

-1v .x1O'mat'

L(e, - e;o).

similar compilations of optical rotatory sËrengths are given in
ref. 60 (pp. 227-230) in Bdot (= 1O-40 c.g.s. units) units.

-1a.

c.

cm

b
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(6) Co (ptn) 3+
F

o) 2r4-díamínopentane, pÈD, exists as meso (RrS) and raeqnie

(RrR and SrS) forns. The ligand forms six-membered puckered chelate

rings, analogous to Ën, bidentate through the amine nitrogens.

Ilowever, the steric requirement that Ëhe exocyclic meËhyl groups

occupy equatorial rather Ëhan axial sites locks the chelate ring

in various conformations and for Ëhe tris-complexes of the resolved

RrR- (or SrS-) ligand the absoluËe configurations are predictable.

A crysËal sËructure refinement3Tl of (*)r¿O[Co(R,R-ptn)rJcl, .2H2o

has confirmed the high energy Ä-tris(ob) conformaËion expected on

the basis of the preparative proeedure, the nmr spectrum, and Ëhe

positive sígn of the long waverength cD component.33'314

G) ,+e[Co 
(R, R-pto) g ] (c104) 

3 
. HZo r^7as prepared in Ëhe presence of

acËivated charcoal and Ëherefore should be the conformationally less

straíned A tris(1e1) conformer; it exhibits a single negaËive CD

component under the long wavelengËnllu *111g band envelope. Ïhe

structure of this salË has not yet been solved37o but the disËortion

parameters (table 8.2) derived for the (+) 
546Co(R,R-ptn)13* ior, tt.

in excellent agreement with those obtained for the energy minimizedg4'372

tris(ob) Co(tn), conformer. The skew ligands should make mirror

image conforrnational conËributions (as well as a vicinal contribution)

to the transition rotatory strengths and Ëhis may accounÈ for the

greaËer observed3S'314 roËaËory strengËh of r,(+) 546 Co(R,R-pËn)33+

1r
compared to A(-) 546 Co(R,R-ptn)r''. Single crystal CD specËra have
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not been reporred: (+)roulco(R,R-prn)rJcr, .2H2o is orÈhorhombic

QZ.Z.r.) wittr the pseudo-C, axis of the complex ion aligned
- 1- 1-1

approximately parallel to Xtre b crysËallographic axis and one C,

axis parallel to the c axis - Èhis st.rucËure should be ideal for

polarized spectral if not single crystal CD measurements.

3+p) However, although these Co(RrR-ptn), complexes are

important in so far as t.hey provide rigíd conformers

with the conformationally more labíle Coltrr¡13* íorr,

no novel test of the PK-model since the CoN.-cores of both the

tris(ob) and trís(lel) energy minimized Co(tn), conformers have

_o
ûJ ca. 56.5

meso (nrS-ptn) is configurationally non-sËereospecific; Ëhe

tris-complex was resolved wíth silver(+)arrarra".38 on chelation

RrS-ptn will lock in the ideally mirror syrmnerric chair conformation

for which Ëhere can be no individual ring conformational or

vicinal effect. (-) 
s46 co(R,s-ptn)r'* ,rrr""38'314 a single long

wavelength negative CD componenÈ at marginally higher frequency

Ëhan that observed for the tris(1e1) conformer (see Table 8.15).

AparË from the charge transfer region, the succession of peaks and

troughs in Èhe superposiËion of the l\ tris(1e1) arld ?(-)S+O

tris(chair) spectra corresponds with that in the Ä(-) co(at)g3*

aqueous solution spectrr¡m:60'190 this, together with the observaËion

of only a single long wavelength CD component in the aqueous

for comparison

they afford



solution spectra of all three co(ptn)13* "ooforlners, 
supPorËs

the rationalízaXion of the Co(tn)r3* 
"p""arum 

in terms of a con-

former equilibrirn between these two low strain energy forms.

Therefore, consistent with the PK-model (o = 64.3o for the

energy minimized co(tn), chaír conformer) we predict a L config-

46 Co(RrS-ptn)33+, contrary to the literature
38. 31¿correlation--'--* via t-he Eo sign model. UnforËunaËely the crystal

srrucrure of (-)tco(R,S-ptn)31(C104)3.3II20 has not yet been 
"o1-r"d37O

and the effect of polarizable oxyanions on the solution CD specËra

has not been reported.

3+
TABLE 8.15 APPROXIMATE POSITION AIID PEAK HEIGIIT 0F Co(ptn)g CD

COMPONENTS.

ConrpLen ion

Co (R,R-ptn,,'*

Co (R, R-pËn) r'

298.

Lou energy T, banÅ.

20 . 83b G2.69o)c

high enez'gg I, baná.

28.4t (-0.283)

28.57 (+o.066)

28.L7 (-o.013)

a

? () 5a6 
co (R, s-ptn) 33+ : chair

l\(+)

^ 
(-)

a.

c.

546

s46

:ob

: lel

-1

L9.6I

]-9.69

(-0. s86)

(-o. s48)

b

from ref. 3L4.

frequency, x 1O-3

A(e, - e.o).

Cm

(7) co(rnr)zI.

q) The geometric distortion of the coNu-core in the bis(cyclic
463tri-imine),--- (*)r+OIco(TRI) ZlTZ.3H2o, was consid"t.d33 to provide
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t'strong evidence . .. for the meËal-cenËred optical activity arising

from the exËant twisted crystal fields"; Ëhe parameters characterízíng

the CoN.-core are given in Table 8.84. The o contraction (52.3o) is

defined in the Â sense of the ligand sker¿ and is analogous Èo Ëhe

trigonal twist contraction of the CoN.-core in Co(en)13* d".irratives.

unlike co(en)13*, nor..,r.., the firsË coordination sphere exhibits

significanË axiaL elongation (0 = 52.20) and on Ëhe basis of Ëhe

crystal field model (equation 7.3) tlne Eo and A, comPonents should

invert in energy from the Co{en¡13{ assignment. However, the

literature assignmerrt33 tt" simply made by comparíson with Co(en¡13+,

namely Eo domínant, *ve, at long wavelengËh and Ar, mínor 've,

at shorter wavelength. A single crystal assignment is required for

this system, particularly since the elecËronic spectrum bears no

resemblance to the visible absorption spectra of Co(diarnin"rr'*

complexes.

r) More ímporÈant than this uncerËainty in component assignnent

is the conclusiorr33 th.t X]ne d-d. roËatory sËrength arises from a

twisted CoN.-core rather Ëhan from the inherenË chirality of one

coordinated cyclic tri-imine ligand. Although Ëhis inËerpretation

may be correct, the wisdom of basing the argument on the failut"5o5

Ëo observe any CD maxima at l^Tavelengths longer Ëhan 360 run for Ëhe

resolved monochelaËed (*)S+O Ni(TRI) (H2O) ,2* íon is questionable

when it is known2!'23'24 tn^t the cD sPecËra of Ni(dipy) ,2+ ^nd
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Ni(phen) 32* ín the 4oo-7oo nn wavelength range are also notoriously

weak despite significant distortion of the NiN'-core from On

syrunetry (o = 45.9, 48.22 see Table S.3).

Analysis of the geomeËry of the NiNrOr-core in the sËructrrr"4o4

of racemic [Ni(fnr¡ (H2O)2N03]NO3 reveals Ëhe N, rriangle ro be

twisted by o = 57.5o from an eelipsed position relative Ëo the O,

plane, the contracËion being in the sense of the ligand chirality.

To extend this geomeËry ro rhe (*)r+O Ni(TRI) (HZO)'2* 
"p""ies in

solution is Ëenuous buË not unrealistic.

s) Not only is a single crysral study of Co(fRI)r3+ desirable

but also a thorough solution and solid state study of an active

Co(TRI)Xrt* sp."i"s, preferably having X = NHr. The Coqtame¡13+

system presently being investígaËed by R.J. Geue was designed in

the hope that the CoN'-core of the chiral species would show minimal

trigonal ËwisË, the gauche alky1 chains providing the sole chiral

effect and thus affording a novel test of Ëhe R-mod"141 rith 
"11

non-hyd.rogen aËoms having e < 54.740, unLíke Co("r)33* where they

all have e > 54.740. However, from the energy-ninimization

calculaËi on"372 it seems that the repulsion between the amine

hydrogen atons of opposing trigonal faces is sufficiently strong

to promoËe appreciable tr¿isting of the two N, planes from a

Ërigonal anËiprismatic geometry (o = 56.20 ín the /I sense of ligand

chirality, Table B.8A) - it is not clear Ëo whaË extent this
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calcul-ated distortion Ís limited by the NCoN = 90o angLe bending

potential.

(s) cr(beH)r$.

t) Generally a configurationally active tris-bj-dentate

ËrarisiËion metal coqlex also exhibiÈs chiral distorËÍon of the MLr-

core from On synnretry and unless the chelaËed ligand expands the

tr,¡isË angle, o, the CD correl-aËions of the PK- a¡rd Eosíen models

are identical.

The absolute configuration of (-) Cr(biguanid")13+ has recently

been deËe*irr.d323 as À by X-ray structure analysis of Ëhe least

solr¡ble (+)-10-camphorsulphoníc acíd salt. Although tine rre,taJ- d-d

transiËions are optically active the assignr*rrt323 of the CD corpon-

enËs from the effect of lOO3 ion on Ëhe sol-ution rotatory strengths

seens doubtful since hydroxyl ion report.d1y506'507 iodrrces siniLar

changes. The conclusion3z3 th^, a negaËÍ-ve Eo eomponent corresponds

to a Ä (Cg) configuratíon about Cr(III) is confusing ín view of

earlier spectral assignmen:cszT '28 for (+) Cr(en)rÞ and (+) cr(ox)13-.

A1so, the assígrrr.rrt323 of a A absolute confíguration Ëo (-) Co(UgH)S*

on the basis of the ligand transítions is particularly quesËionable

when both this and the (-) Cr(III) íon form leasË-soluble (+)brono-

carrphorn-sulphonaËes of idenËical conpositioo50S and the visible CD

spectra of these (-)Sag enantiomers are almost superimposable.323 '508

There is, hourever, sone doubt as to the isomorphism of the least-
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soluble camphor-sulphonate". 419

The aqueous solution CD components for the tris (bíguanides),

abstracted from ref. 5O8, are listed in Table 8.16. Since

conflicting assignrn"rrt"323'5o8 h"rr. been made of the long wavelength

CD components, a single crystal poLarized absorption and CD study

is required. The negative sign of the longest wavelength componenË

for Â(-) Cr(bgH)13* "or,tradicts 
the ernpirical relationship observed

for the .r1. Co(III) and Cr(III) tris(diamine) complex ions.

TABLE 8.16 AQUEOUS SOLUTTON CD COMPONENTS OF (-) M(bgH)rt*.

ConrpLeæ íon Long uaoeLength T, band short
uaueLength
T Z band

364 (-1.81)

375 (-1.28)

? (-)

/l (-)

2r
Co (bgH) r''

1r
Cr (bgH) ,''

Lonq ì, eonrponent

s13 (-3.4Ða

s22 (-2.73)

shoz.t ), conrponent ZR,t1

455 (+4.68) +

460 (+4.L4) +

a wavelengËh, nm: (and in parenËheses,
L

e
T )

u) The biguanide ligand gives planar six-membered chelate rings

bidentate through niËrogen; the ligand angle a should be close Ëo

g0o. In Ëhe preliminary report of the sËructure of the (-) Cr(¡eH)g3*

complex rrallrr the N-Cr-N angles hrere quot ed323 as g0o within

experimental error, conforming to ideal On symretry of Ëhe CrN.-core

if the six metal-donor atom bond lengths are idenËical. Unfortunately,

difficulty in positioning all atoms of the large anions has delayed

the sËructure refinemenË: although crystal coordinates l^7ere rioË
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available it has been confi*"a4l9 thaÈ the geômetry of the

crNu-core is octahedral and "unlikely to alter significantly in
subsequent refinement eycles".

Faced r¿ith this rather unsatisfactory result r^re are forced Ëo

conclude Ëhat the crNr-core is on syurnetrie with o = 600. Thus,

if this geomeËry is'maintained in aqueous solution, the observation

of non-vanishing d-d rotatory strengËh contradicts the pK-model

(equation 7.L) . obviously an accuraËe structure analysís of a more

suitable derivative, e.g. the active trichloridesog which crystallizes
508readilyr--- is required.

Q¿(e) co (nnr)i.
v) The rotaËory sËrength indue 

"a296 
in the d-d. transitions

of the ideally on symnetric co(NH3)u3* ior, on crysËallization as

the tri(+)-bromocamphor-n-sulphonate) was mentioned in section 6.3;

unÈil a sËrucËure analysis of this salt is made the role of the anion

will be uncertain, i.e. rnrhether it is dissymmetrically hydrogen bonded

to the cation, wheËher it distorÊs the coNu-sphere appreciably or

r¿hether it simply provides a non-centric crysËal environment.

A similar induction of rotatory strength in the long wavelength
77torn * tTrn tt^nsition is observedslo'5ll on the addition of a large

excess of (+)-Ëartrate or (+)-lo-camphorsulphoriaËe to an aqueous

soluËion of co(*r)u3*. The effecr has been aËrrib,rte¿5lo,511 to th"

formation of a chiral outer-sphere complex in r¿hich the tartrate ion
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forms a "pseudotr-chelate ríng by hydrogen bonding to adjacent

¡mmine ligands. The inerË co(en)r3* ior, git""511 a similar

effecË wíth these tr4ro anions which is not explicable ín terms of a

displacemenÈ of the isomer equilibriumrTl'5I2 í.". Ëhe cormon

rationalizaxíon of the so-called Pfeiffer "ff""t.293

(1o) co III Cr II N

w) The q and t¡ values listed for the MN'-cores in Tables 8.1

and 8.2 are signifícantly different from the octahedral values in

most cases; the 0 values are generally closer to Ëhe On value and

for some complexes the average values for the opposing Èriangular

faces lie either side of 54.740. This proximity of the polar angle

in these complexes to the undistorted nodal value is reflected in

the uncertainty of the experimentally determined Ërigonal splittings,

K, of the Co(III) and Cr(III) tris(diamines). The opposing energy
71

ordering of 'Eo and 'A, derived from the polarizeð, absorption

specËrum and the single crysËal CD sËudies of Co' ' 3+(enJ 3 remalns a

natËer of concern; equally puzzLíng is the large trigonal splitting

derived from the solution magneËic circular dichroism study (K =
-1-1500 cr ') compared with the vanishingly sma1l values obtained from

Ëhe low temperature single crysËal studies. However, Ëhe change from

K -ve to K +ve observed in the single crystal CD spectra of Co("r)33*

and Co(rr)g3* supports the crysËal-field model (equation 7.3) as

applied to the CoN'-core in isolation.
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x) The Po.3-. 4- assignmenË of component symmetry has been shown

to be unreliable and the tacit assr:mpËion of Eo dominance is

particulatly hazardous in cases r¿here conformat,ional and vicinal

effects are probable, even Ëhough the second-order R-model

attributes a much smaller rotatory sËrength t.o these chiral sources

Ëhan Ëo the chiral ligand distribution about the metal atom.

I,Ihile it seems that Ëhere is no simple over-riding empirical

relaËionship between the absolute configuraËion of D, metal com-

plexes containing wo (M = co(rrr), cr(rrr)) chromophores and their

signed d-d rotatory sËrengÊh, e.g.

i) with the sign of the long wavelengËh CD componenË,

ii) with the signed rotatory strength of the long wavelength

I, magnetic-dipole allor¿ed Ëransition,

iii) r¡ith the signed rotatory sËrengËh of the ?, synmetric

magnetic-dipole forbidden transition,

one or more of these correlations usually holds within a restricted

class of complex.

There is no unambiguous evidence supporting Èhe MNU-core

distortion, represenËed by the PK-model, as Ëhe sole contributing

factor to the roËatory strength of these transition metal chromo-

phores, but some indication that such a chiral disËortion may induce

finite rotatory strength in the optícally-acÈive metal-centred d-d

transitions.
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8.3.2 Co II Cr IIÏ o

(1) Chromium corundum: ruby.

res.

.403

a) o-A1rO' corundum, conforms to the cenËric space group

R5" (No . 167). SubstiËution of the 413+ ions to varyíng degrees

by transitíon metal ions gives certain gemstones (e.g. cr3+ gi.res

ruby; F"2*, Fe3+ and Ti4+ together give blue sapphíre) the colours

of which depend not only on the nature of Èhe "impuritytt ion but also

iËs relative concentration, 2L7'259,513 th" temperaËut"259 
^nd

nr."",rr..514 This concentrat.ion dependence suggest 
"r259r513 

r*orrg

oËher possibilities, a concerËed distortion of the ideally hexagonal

close-packed oxide ion lattice resulting from the inclusion of ions

having larger ionic radii than 413+. The hexagonal lattice constants

change from a = 4.763, c = L3.oo3 I for Alro'Oo' ,o q. = 4.770,

e = L3.O2O I for a synËhetic ruby containing 5.2 mole 7" of CrrOrr5l5

to q. = 4.g54t G = 13.584 I for Cr

of lattice coristant,s in ref . 516.

MOu-core distortion in the pure corundum type structures were dis-

cussed in section 8.2.2.

The oxides and fluorides are the mosË ionic compounds of the

ËransiËion met.al ions and their spectral properties should be most

suíted to interpretation in terms of a point-charge crystal field

*od"1221'339 .lthough the failure of such a model to satisfactorily
4 '1.t

explain the -/^ zero-f.íeld splitting of Cr'' in ruby has been'z
iodic"ted.517 trrïe are riot concerned with the hexafluorides in this

zoz see also the compilation

The relevant features of the
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r^rork since they are of little relevance to Ëhe tris(bidentate)

conplexes: several polarizecl spectral and magnetic studies of

transition metal ions in various host fluoride lattices have been

published .235'518'519 The availabíliry of large well-formed narural

crysÊals of the various gem corundums and the abiliËy to synthetically
produce the substituted 

.st.ructures, having varying concentrations of

the impurity ions, to high degrees of crystal perfection has enabled

a thorough study of the spectral properties of the impurity ions in
a trigonally distorted Mou environment. The polarized optical

specËra of Ti3+, v3*, cr3+, Mo3*, co3+ and Ni3+ in corundum single

crystals have been studied by Mcclur 
"22L ^nð, 

interpreted ín terms of

a static C, point charge model.

b) For cr3+/^Lzo3 borh rhe norn * 4Trn 
^,,d. 

.'e 4Arn * 4r7g

transiËions ürere 
"horo221'228 to split to give a higher energy I

slzmreËric comporient, K ca. -5oo cm-l. For co3+/ltro, the trigonal

splitting of both octahedral bands was smaller but of identi "^L "ignr22L
K ea. -360 cm-l. rr r"" 

"o3:?i33å 
.n". rhe srari c ungez,ad,¿ disrorrion

of the oxide ion latËice was the major intensity giving source, the

appreciable intensity of the high energy 4A, * 4A, cr3+ 
"orponent

(n-polarízatíon) indicating a chromophore synmetry lor¿er than Dr.

Vibronic contributions to Ëhe band strengths aË room temperature (and

lower) rnrere shornm to be small and the complication of Jahn-Teller

distortion of the cr3* 4T, excited state hras not explicitly inËroduced
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to the theoretical interpr"t"tiorr.219

The Cr3+ ion in CrrO., is significantly displaced along rhe

three-fold axis of the distorÈed octahedral interstice (Table g.7

and secËion 8.2.2). since the distortions of the five corund¡rmg

are qualitatively similar it is reasonable to assume that the field
experienced by the impurity ions in the 41203 host lattice is ade-

quately described in terms of the distortions of the rrpure'r

latti"es.339 The M-o vectors to the shared triangular face subtend

polar angles < 54.740 at the c axis while those Ëo the opposing

face subtend angles greaËer than Ëhe octahedral value; the average

value of 55.12o in¿icates an insignificant average axial compression

as does the inter-trigonal plane disrance (2.264 8) .orp"red to rhe

value for ideal On syrmetry (2.295 8) having uM_O = 1.983 8.

However, it has been argued22L'259'339 ah.a the shorter of the Ërrro

M-o vectors should dominate the specËral properties and in view of

Ëhe inverse poriüer of the radial dependence of Ëhe Ëheoretical crystal-

field treatment.2l9 thi" seems reasonable. For Crro, AM-O = O.O5 I

while LG"/z) = 0.384 I is pertraps more signifícant; rhe polar angles

subtended by Ëhe long and short vectors are 48.860 and 61.380

respectively, the latter corresporlding to a signifícant axial

compression from On geometr}.

c) BuÈ'K is not simply indicative of the axial trigonal com-

pression. Equation 7.3 gives only the polar angle dependence;
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elsewhere4]-r'szo it has been shown that Ëhe Èrigonal twist dis-

tortion fu i AOo) of the MLU-core from DrU symnetry contributes

indirectly to the trigonal splitting of the triplet state via the

off-diagonal matrix elements of the wave funcËion, using the point

charge crystal-field approximation. The axial distortion (0 #

54.74o) exerts a more direct influence through the diagonal matrix

elements but where such disËortion is small the trigonal splitting

paËtern is more correctly interpreted in Ëerms of tl, e.g- as for

ITi(urea)ol.r: and iÈs vanadium analogue.262'4rL rhus, although

both the 
"or,rrrd,rt4o3'434 

and hexakis(urea)263'4Lr strucËures are

centric (*j"), individual Ml.-cores in both are appreciably twist

distorted (tables 8.7 and 8.84). However, the trigonal twist of the

"oxygen facestt in Ëhe corundum laËtice has seldom been considered in

discussions of Ëhe spectral properties of these strucËures.

d) Polarized crystal absorptio n2o7 
"nd 

cD specËr ^27'r84 
h^u"

been recorded for these strongly absorbing anions diluËed in the

colourless, Lrigonal NaMg[41 oxrJ.9H2O host laËtice. The major

intensity giving source was again considered to be Ëhe static axial

distortion of the MOU-core raÊher than vibronic coupling to urryenade

+6 3+ - 4"modes.' For Cr-- tlne =A1 componenË occurred at lor¿er frequency

2-(2) Co(ox)^' , cr(ox)

fG Both the ,í"1!48
soluËion MCD

3-
F

crystal po1-arízed absorption sPectrum
support this interpretation.

207 and the
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z
than 'E

a
(K = +300 "r-1 fror the polarized absorption 

"p..ar,r#o7¡
whereas for Co(o*)33 the energy ordering of.lTo urd 1A, under the

long wavelength ocËahed,ral band r¡ras reversedz9T '237 (K = -150 "* 
1).

Ttre síngle crysËaI CD assÍgnr.oa"27'184 
"orrfirmed 

this energy order-

ing and shcnred positÍve roËatory sËrength for the Eo components of
?- q-

(-) Co(ox)r- and (+) Cr(ox)r- ; the presenË X-ray work has

confirmedST '93 the /\ configuration predicted for both complex íons.

e) The solution cD tp""t 
^27 

'184 1co spectra of Ëhese and

other Co(fff), Cr(III) OU complexes surmnarized in Table 8.17) of

these ions have been discussed at length in Ctrapter 5 and wí11 not

be reconsidered in detail here. For (-) Co(ox)r3- a large sÍngle CD

peak only ís observed in the solution spectrum under the enveLope

of the tO"^ * 1T. burd, whíle three components occur under Ëhe higheïrg tg't 7
energy 'Org * -Irn band; the long wavelength posÍ-tive soluËion peak

has a rotatory strength ca. UtO ttrat of the lToV""k in the orienËed

crystal specÈrum and is only margÍnally shifËed in waveleneth (620

rrnr crystal; 61-7 nm solution) consÍstent with a small trígonal

splittiog.27 ïtre síngle crystal assignment gives 
^n 

lEU conrponent

of the sarne sign ^" 
ll-but ca. U10 its rotatory strength; the

a

tentative solutíon assignuen t27 í" ínconsisËent. ïhe orÍgin of the

other tr,rro minor conponents at slighËly hígher frequency remaíns

rmexplained sÍnce soluËion studíesl85'L86 have indícated negligíble

contaurinaËion by lqnrer synnetrJr species.
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The soluÈíoo4Eo component of (+) Cr(o*)g has ca. 1/3 the

roËatoïy strength of the single crystal band buÈ the rotatory strengËh

¿4
of the *8, 

"o ponenË is unchanged; the =EU component is negative in
D

apparenË contradiction of equation 7.5. t]ne 
4Eo eomponenÈ shifts

9 nm to shorter wavelength from crystal to solution consistent I^IiËh

a partial cancellation of the longer wavelengiln4Al componenÈ.

f) The crysral structure of Nal"lg[Al o*rJ.9HrO has not been

refined although it has been shown20T tin^t Ëhe latËice conforms Ëo

t7
the trigonal space group P51.' with the Èhree-fold axes of Ëhe

complex ions aligned paral1el to Ëhe'crysÈallographic c axis; the

meËal atoms occupy sites oÍ 32-poínt syrmetry'

Few sËructures of tris(oxalate) ions have been published and of

the four lísted in Table 8.5 l-east-squares esdts in the bond lengËhs

and angles are available only for Ëhe poorly refined KNIPHECOOX

sËructure of Chapter 4. Despite this lack of accuraËe strucËural

data, Ëhe Mor-cores of these tris(five-membered ring) complexes reveal

+7 In Ëhis centric space grouP there musÈ be equal numbers of Â and À

chiral tris(oxalaie) ións. By substíËuÈing only one enantiomer
of the "impurity" ion, (-) coiox)j3- ""y, a crystal containing
,ft-i C"(o*)rf- änd an excess of ¡Ï?) A1(ox)rr-.ions is obËained.

The assumptíon that any optically active tränsitions of A1(III)
líe ar roã frigh a freqlenèy to interfere with those of Co(III)
is irnplicit in the single erystal CD studies'
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a consisËent distortion from On symeËry; a < 9Oo, 0 ) 54.740,

u < 6o0 but ß i-s inconsisËent. A suggestion2oT that the negative

value of. K for Co(ox)r3- reflects an cl angle greater xinan g0o ís

untenable and comparison with the less certain Èrigonal splitting
35parameters"- of the Co(en)

3
3+ and Cr(en) . I92.24s.25l-.252aons3+

3

suggests that for tris(complexes) having a < 9Oo, or more correctly

o > 54.740 , Krr(III) is positive while Kco(frr) is negatiu",To'L9I

although this is cerËainly at variance with the predictions of the

crystal-field rnodel. Furthermore, Ëhe sign reversal from Cr(o*) 3-
3

xo CrrO, is unexplained.

D, complexes having o < 600 províde no unique tesÈ of the PK-

model (equations 7.L and 7.2) as opposed to the Eo-sígn model; Lhe

failure to observe Eo an.d EU eomponents of the same sign for
3-(+) Cr (ox) is contrary to the prediction of the second-order R-

3

model buË is in agreement wiËh a similar finding for the tris(en)

and Ëris(pn) Cr(III) complexes.

(3) co(nat).3-, cr(mat) 
"3-.

__-':_
g) The complex ions (+) Cr(mal)r3- aod (-)Ooo Co(mal)r3- h"-r.

both been assigned a Â absolute configuration on the basis of the

X-ray structure of CRIvIALTCOPN (ChapËer 2) .93'187 The solution and

solid state CD spectra have been discussed at length in Chapter 5 in

terms of E and A trígonal componenËs.

The Ërigonal component ordering for Cr(mal).3- t", derived from
3
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a polarízed. absorption spec ttr^29 of the anion diluted in a

(M+)r[Fe uralr] host lattice of undetermined structure; it was ^tgu"dzg
from comparison of the poLarízed spectrum of this maÈrix rÀrith that

1-of Cr(o*)3- in the trigonal NaMg[Fe o*3J.9HrO hosÈ larríce rhar rhe

three-fold axes of the Cr(rnal)13- ior," were also aligned parallel,

"or nearly so", to a crysËal optic axis. It isrof course, unrealistic

to suggest that the tr¿o complex salËs are isostructural. The

exËinction coefficient ratio (en/eo = 1.4) for the nO, * 4rr 
i,orri-

wavelength Cr(III) band agreed well with that found for Cr(o*)33-,

L.46, in the NaMg[Fe oxrJ.gHro crysr^L.29'2O7 Unfortunately the
¿z?-

high energy -AZ * åTl Cr(mal)r- band was noË interpretable because

of sËrong overlap by the iron bands.

.K was -18o cm-l wíín 4Eo lying lower in energy fnan 4A, opposite

the splitting order forrrrd2oT fot cr(ox)13-. The reversed courponent

ordering and the increase in the absolute magnitude of. K f.rom

?- ?- -1Cr(mal)r' t.o Cr(o*)3' , K = +3OO cm', are consistent with greaÈer

trigonal distortion in the tris(oxalate) ion and a change from axial

elongation (0 < 54.740) Ëo axial compression (0 > 54.74o).

Hatfield29 correctly anticipaËed a ligand angle , a ) 90o, in the

tris(malonato) Cr(III) ion.

h) Some doubË remains concerning Ëhe validity of this single

crystal assignmenË for Cr(mal)13-. A1(rnal)13- would have been a more

suitable diluent ion, allowing Ëhe polarízaxíon of the hígh energy
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4¿-A2 * 'r, banð, Ëo be measured, thus permitting an empirical assessment

of the importance of vibronic coupling to tne d-d intensity mechanísm.

The structure, or at least the space group and unit cell d.ata,

of the hosË lattice should be determíned; if the unit cell is noË

trigonal or hexagonal r.rith the pseudo-c, axes of Ëhe complex ions

aligned parallel to the crystallographic c axis, the full crystal

structure is required since, in order to derive meaningful polar-

ízaxíon intensity ratios, the inclination of the pseudo-s)¡rmetry

axes of the conplex ion to Ëhe crystal optic axes must be knornm.

The CD spectrum of Cr(ma1)33 in the (NHO)r[Fe rnalr] hosr

lattice has noË been recorded and until it ís Ëhere remains the

possibility thaÈ, as with co¡en¡r3+, the component energy ordering

and the degree of trigonal splitting determined by the polarized

crystal spectral method and the CD technique wíl1 not correspond.

This query becomes even more significant when it is seen that the

long wavelength soluËion cD compon"ntr2T'28'24o assigned 4E^. fto-a.
Ëhe polarized crystal spectrun, has ca. I/2 to 1/3 ttre roËatory

strength of the 4A, .o ponent, rn¡hereas the Eo component is more

usually considered dominant. Conformational lability of Ëhe six-

membered Cr-malonate rings in solution could be responsible; the
7'1 ?-'Eo and -A, components for Co(mal)r- have approximately sirnilar

rotatory strengths (Table 8.17).

í) As can be seen from the geometry of the energy ninímized
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Co(tn)13* 
"orplex 

ions, the distortion of the MLU-core reflects the

detailed ring conformation; core angular distortion parameters were

calculated for the C, and D, syrmretric complex ions only, although

conformat.ionally mixed species are feasible. The malonate ion for-rs

analogous six-membered ring complexes, Ëhe imporËant difference from

tn being that Ëhe carbon at.om (carboxyl) aËtached to the donor oxygen
I

aËom is sp'-planar whereas that attached to the donor nitrogen of
7

tn is sp"-tettahedral. Given this further restrictíon in Ëhe malonate

case it is stil1 possible for the isolaËed chelate ring to adopË a

varieËy of conformations including mirror-s¡rurmeËric boat and chair

forms and À and 6 two-fold symmeËrie skew conformations; in

addiËion, partially flattened conformers are also attainable, Ëhese

being energetically prohibitive for a bidentate tn ligand.

lüith this wide variety of possible conformations and in the

absence of any assessment of their relaËive energies iË is not

realisËic to consider the solution conformaËion to be precisely that

found in the CRMALTCOPN structure refinement (Chapter 2). It was

previously indicaÈ.d93 th"t the angular parameters char acterízíng
?-

Ëhe Cro.-core of Â(+) Cr(rnal)r" in CRMALTCOPN offered support,

albeit aË a low-level of significance, for the PK-nodel of opËical

activity in D, transition metal complexes. However, on alteration

of the weighting seheme and subsequent refinemenÈ Èo convergence, the

CrO.-core became more elongated axially; as indicated earlier, the

resulting value of tr,r, 60.19 (45)o, was insignificantly different
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from the DrU nodal value of 600. Thus the CrO.-core d.istort,ion can

no longer be regarded as supporËing the PK=rodel; indeed, analogous

to Cr(bgH)rt*, an. PK-model predícts zero oprical acÈívity in the

d-d transitions.

In section 5.3 the red.uced roËaËory strength of the Cr(mal) 3-
3

44?-'Az* -Trband relaËive to thaË of Cr(o*)3- was menËioned in

reference to the ttring size effecËrr. However, it could equally well

be that the ca. 1-l1.O reduction reflects a more elosely DrU (or Crr.)

symnretric CrO'-core in the former case and that, ungerade distortion

of this core does make a significant, as opposed Ëo "sole", contri-

bution to Ëhe d-d transition rotatory strength, although it should

be re-emphasized that the rotatory strength of Ëhe trso-called" Eo

component for both Cr(mal)13- 
"rrd 

Co(mal)13- r.l"tive to that of

Ea pn (see Chapter 5) is increased in Ëhe microcrystalline CD spectrum

(where the MOU-core is closely DrU) cornlared to the ratio observed in

aqueous solution. Since the malonate rings in the CRMALTCOPN

structure adopt an almost mirror syrìmetric flatËened chair (or boat)

conformation any conformaËional conËribution to the Cr(III) OU regíon

of Ëhe diasËereoísomer spectrum must be minimal.

j) 0 = 53.47o refLects a small axial elongaËion of the CroU-

core of Cr(ural)^3- ir, Ëhe CRMALTCOPN structure from ocËahedral
J

geometry. Because of band overlap in solution CD specËra the precise

component peak frequencies can be deËermined only by Gaussian analysis
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and hence the rnagnitude of the trigonal splitting is not directly
comparable r¿ith that derived from oriented single crystal determin-

aËions. For insËance, for Cr(rnal)"3- the aqueous solution CD spectrgmJ'

gives K ca. -2Lgo "*-1 .rrd for co(mal) 33 , K ca. +1g5o 
"*-1, !üíthout

Gaussian analysis. The reversal in component energy ordering, i.e.
in the sígn of 1{, is in agreement r¿iÈh Burer's correl"tiorrl9l for D,

complexes containíng non-n-bonding ligands.

k) The cRMALTcoPN structure, or that of the analogous co(ru)
derivative, should be re-refined using an excess of accurately

determined diffractometer intensities. The polarized single-crysËa1

absorption spectrum and the single crystal cD spectrum must be

deËermined for the known structure, in view of the probable confor-

mational labiliËy in soluËion.

(4) Co(acac) Cr acac 3'
1) unlike the six-membered M-nalonate chelate ring the M-acac

ring should remain closely planar due to n-delocalízatíon iühile this
ring planarity and consequent mr-symnet.ry means there can be no ring

conformational contribution to the optical rotaËory strength of

chiral M(acac), complexes, Ëhe conjugated ligand íntroduces additional

feaËures not allowed for by the simple electrosËatic crystal field
model.2r9'224'254 The inËerligand coupling resembles that used in
explaíning Ëhe strong rotaËory por^rer of the n + n* ligand transitions
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in the tris(phen)- and tris(dipy)M(II) and M(III) complexesi2I,22,I99

the absolute configuration of (+) si(acac)r* h"" been predicted to

be 1\ on the basis of the exciton theory.333r52I

The polarized-crystal speeËra of M(III) (acac)r, (U(fff) = Co,

Cr, ltn, Fe, Ti, V), in a colourless A1 (acae), host lattice rnrere

determined by piper et al.237'239'242 The pure cor85,86 crrL2,393

and 4185 complexes crystallize in the monoclinic space group pZr/"

but the precise geometric distortion of the CoOU-core is significantly

different from that of the Mou-eores of the other Ër¡/o, part.icularly

in the o and ¿¡ values (see Table 8.6). N.B.-The }4n(acac), sËrrrct,rre86

deËermined by Morosin and Brathovde is repute d429 ,o be the structure

of Co(acac)3 -see the notes appended Ëo Table 8.6.

m) Despite complieaËions due Ëo overlapping charge-transfer

bands and the unfavourabre alignrnent of the pseudo-c, axes of the

tris(bidentate) molecules with respect Ëo the optic axes of the

monoclinic host lattice, Piper et al were able to derive the

fo11owing237 '242 trigonal splitting parameters for Ëhe long wavelength

d-d transition (?, synuretric); Co(acac)3 K' = +600, Cr(acac),

Kt = +53O cm-l. The ionic model fails to predict the larger trigonal

splittings observed for the tris(acac) complexes relative to the tris(ox)

ions or the appreciable intensity of the higher energy ?, symretric

band in the n-polarízatíon for Cr(acac)r: it was concluded237 th^t

this failure of the point-charge model was due to the greater fi-
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522 224covalency of the acac ligand. Barnr¡n and Hanazaki et al

showed that the splitting in the M(acac)3 spectra was best

attributed to netal- trlLíeand n-orbital interaction, whereas for

the tris(oxalato) complexes the splitting is adequately described

by Ëhe trigonal electrostatic field approxi^"tíon.236

n) Since the ionic crystal field model fails to predict the

sign and magnitude of the trigonal splitting parameter fox xt.e T,

syrmetric octahedral band of Co and Cr(acac)r, it is probably naive

to even consider applying it to a description of the optical rotatory

Pol¡7ef .

As indicated in Table 8.6 several structures of racemic

M(III) (acac), complexes have been reported. However, Ëheir ionic

neutrality rnakes compleËe optical resolution difficult and although

several chromatographic resoluËions have been achi".r"dl5o '264'523 ri,"

absolute configuraËion of Co(acac)3 r¡ras only recently deËe*irr"d.524

The Bijvoet Èechnique of anomalous X-ray dispersion ï^ras ,r""d524 to

show Ëhat (-)S+O Co(acac)3, as a "quasiracematerr with A1(acac)3, has

the /1, absolute configuraËion: the solution CD sp..tr,r*524 "hot.d 
t

dominanË positive high energy component under tlne 
7A"^ * lTr^ b"ndtg 19

envelope and this was assigned as Eo on the basis of the posítive K

value determined from the polarized crystal spect ru*.242

The average or value for Co(acac), from the two independent

strucÈure deÈerminatiorr"S5'86 li"a"d in Table 8.6 is 680, a highry
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significant distortion from the DrU value of 600 (given that the

esd in s is O.2o arrd. 0.60 for the two structures). FurËhermore, for

u ca. 97o, Ëhe electrostaËic repulsion model outlined in section 8.2

predicts o ca. 69.50 and the distortion parameters defining the

CoO.-core in Ëhe pure racemic strucrure can be expecËed to change

only rnarginally in the A1(acac), lattice or in solution.

Before surmrarizing the results for the five- and six-membered

ring Ëris (bídentate-oxygen chelate) complexes there is one other

tris (ß-diketone) which merits discussion.

(5) trans'Cr ( (+) atc) 3'

o) (+)-3-acetylcamphorate ion forms six-membered planar chelate

rings (wittr suitable transition meËals) in which the ligand n-

elecËron deLocaLízation pattern should be identical with thaË of

an M-acac ring. The substiËuenÈs exËernal Ëo the chelaËe rings

confer differing degrees of favourability on the four possible isomers

(2 opËical x 2 geometric) of the tris((+)atc) complexes due Ëo sËeric

"rordirrg.l14 trüith the absolute configuration of the camphor moiety

already known,525 th" absolute configuration of (+) Cr((+)atc)3 r^ras

assigned as /\ by internal eomparison and confirned by analysis of

Friedel p"it".114

The high energy dominanË positive CD component under Ëhe long

wavelength absorption band was assigned Eo synmetríc by comparison

with the polarized crystal spectra of Co(acac), and Cr(acac)r, (see
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above), buË deËails of the absorption spectrum ürere noË git"rr.114

Possible vicinal contributions to the d-d rotaÈory sÈrength from Ëhe

acËive ß-diketone ligands rdere not explicitly considered, nor lrrere

possible complications due to the strong eharge-transfer and intra-

ligand n + r* transitions. The long wavelengËh CD specËrr¡m is

similar Ëo Ëhat of (-)S+O Co(acac) ,.t'O

p) Trom Table 8.6 it can be seen that the distortion angles

characterízíng the CrO.-core in (+) Cr((+)atc)3 are quite similar

to Ëhose deríved from racemic Cr(acac), -Morosir,r112 Ëhe ß angle

is slightly smaller and a is slíghtly larger in the (+) atc

derivative; consequently the Ërigonal Ëwist angle, o, is some 1.2o

larger (u = 62.7o). The electrostaÈic repulsion model (section 8.2)

predicts u = 62.60 for a = 92o; Èhis, Ëogether with the ligand rigidity,

suggests that the CrO.-core geometry in aqueous solution will not be

very different from ËhaË in the monoclinic (Pr ) sËructure.114'115
-1

(6) co(rrr), cr(rrr) o6ggqilJ.

q) Mindful of the above reservations Ëhe following table (Table

8.17) correlating the strucËural and spectral properties of the

tris(bidentate) MOU Ëype complexes can be presenËed.

The empírical trigonal splitting parameLers, K, determined

for the axially conÈracËed Cr(ox)13- ion and the axially elongaËed

1-Cr(mal)r" ion are inconsistent with those deËermined for the



TABLE 8.17 RELEVANT STRUCTTRAL AND CD DATA ÏOR MO.-CORES OF .[ TRIS-BIDENTAIE Co(IIl), Cr(III)

COMPLEXES

ContpLeæ

a-(-) Co(ox) r-
2-(+) Cr (ox) ,-

(-)ooo co(mal)13-
?-(+) Cr (mal) r"

F),+o co(acac),

(+)tnans-Cr ( (+) atc),

ref. 1 = assígnment of trigonal componenËs.

ref. 2 = reference for CD daËa.

ref. 3 = reference for structural data (see section 8.1 aLso).

componenË frequency, * 1O-3 cr-l (in parentheses , e, - eo).

these CD peak values from graph only.

41'A, oz' 'A,

(ca.16.35)

15.e (-0.s8)

ls.1 (+1.06)

18.3 (+o.29)

ca.15 (-2)e

16. 3 (-1.8)

E
a,

L6.2 (+:.30)d

18.1 (+2.83)

L6.9 (-1 .oo)

16.1 (-o.rz¡

ca. 18 (+5¡e

18.6 (+3. 7)

^-a?er. I

27,2O7

27,2O7

c}].5 r29

29

237,242

LL4,237

ref. 2

27

27

ch.5

ch.5

524

LT4

û)

60.2

67,9

62.7

U

56.4

56.3

53.5

52.8

s4.s

ref. 3c

87

384

ch.3

B5

115

b

54

50

1

3

(,
l\)
lv

a

b

c

d

e.
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corresponding Co(III) ions and the axially elongated Co(III) and

Cr(III)(acac), complexes. Ihe negaËive spliËtings determined for

Co/ÃLrO, and Cr/AlrO.. are consistent Ìùith axial compression of the

MOU-core but this core is grossly distorted from D, sytrEnetry.

The Co and Cr(nal)13- absolute configuraËions contradict the simple

enpirieal model which predicts Eoposíxíve for a Â tris(bidentate)

complex and, within the limirs of the accuracy of the structure

detemination, the observed activity of the Cr(nal)13- ion in the

microcrystalline CD spee-trr:m of CRMALTCOPN contradicts the first

order PK-model. The absolute configurations of the tris(ß-diketone)

complexes are at variance with the PK-model which predicts, by com-

parison with ,[(+) Co(en) 33*, Eo negative f.ox a 1L configuration having

a twist expansion of the MLU-core about the C, axis.

8.3.3 MS. Chromophores.

(1) (+) co(rrriox)*3-.

a) In discussing the trigonal splitting of rhe triply-degenerate

exciËed octahedral states of the tris(ox), tris(en) and tris(acac)

eomplexes Piper and Carlin intimat ed237 that the polar placement of

the donor aËoms was in all cases so close Èo octahedral, i.e. Q =

54.74o, and so inaccuraËely deter-rined by the strucËural refinements

then available thaË Èhe sign of K r¿as indicative of an axially

compressed chromophore ín all cases. This they considered to reflect

not so much the distortion of the MLU-core from On but raÈher the
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appreciable electron density of the ligand backbone, Ëhese aËoms

having O > 54.740: obvíously Ëhis inËerpretation corresponds to Ëhe

R-model which attributes all ligand atoms with a smaller or great,er

electronic role depending on their proximity to the angular nodal

planes and their relative electrostatic charges.

b) However, the observed reversal of the trigonal eomponent

energy ordering from Cr(o*)¡3 to Cr(nal)13- 
"rrd 

from Co{err)13+ to

Co(tn)13* ,,-rgg"sts Èhat the tris(ß-diketonates) merit separate

consideraËion (see section 8.3.2). The (+) Co(thiox)r3- ion had

been assigned the Â configuration on Ëhe basis of solution CD

27-134 7_ -L.studies- in which the energy ordering of the -Eo and -A,

components r,ías reversed from that of Co(o*)¡3 . Comparison of

expected C-S and C-o bond lengths74 in "ideal ízed" thiox and ox

ligands suggested that whereas the latter ligand should always

subtend an angle a < 9Oo at the chelated metal, the Co(III) thiox

five-membered ring should have a ea. 90o.

Leaving aside the complication of increased n-delocaLízatíon in
?-

Ëhe Co(thiox)r" ion, the reversed componenÈ energy ordering should

be understandable in terms of a change in 0 from > 54.740 f.or

?-
Co(ox)33 ao < 54.740 for Co(thiox)33-, oo the basis of equation 7.3.

For o, = g0o the z,-1 electros.Ëaric repulsion model (section 8.2)

predicts On syrunetry for the ttisolatedrr MLU-core; as pointed out

already, hor¿ever, the ligand backbone atoms can be expected to
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pronote a smal1 distortion in the direction of a Drn trigonal-

prismatic geometry for a tris-comp1ex. Therefore, although a for
?-co(thiox)rJ- should be closery goo, Ëhis supplemenËary disËorrion

should give an axially elongated (e < s4.z4o) twíst contracted (o <

6o0) cosu-core. The srrucrure of cADCorHrox (chapÈer 3) verifies
that this ís indeed rhe case (table 8.5 and section 9.2). For

?-Co(thiox)3' o= 89.68 (15)o, 0 = 53.79o, o = 56.9go; the esd's in

0 and o are of the seme order as for a and the differences from Ëhe

On values are significant.

c) This change in ,K is not the only point of relevance of the
?- ?- ?-Co(thíox)r" ion. Since for borh Co(ox)r'- and Co(thiox)rJ-

u < 600 , the Eo componenÈ of the long wavelength ?, syrmetric octa-

hedral band should have a positive roËaÈory strength for the i\

configuration by comparison with (+) co("^)33*, on the basis of the

first-order Ërigonal crysral-field model (eqns . 7.I anð, 7.2); this

is as found.27'r34 Thus both the energy ordering of the trigonal

components and the signed rotatory sËrengths of tt..e Eo components

in the CD spectra support the PK-model.

However, the electrostatic point-charge model must be exËended

Ëo second order to predict Ëhe signed net rotatory strength of the

T, band (eqns. 7.4 and 7.5). Although equation 7.4 should be applied

to the Ërigonal-dihedral complex in toho, it can be applíed to the

MLU-core in isolaËion Ëo test rhe validity of the PK-nodel which
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attributes the rotatory strength of the d-d transitions to the chiral

dist.ortion of Ëhe first-coordination sphere alone. The correlaËion

of Dlt/l neDI Í^rít.la Rl and K is given in Table 7.1 but nore rhat the

s]-gns

^(+)

L
I^7e

Co (en)

q

re derived for equations 7.2 arrd 7 .3 as writ.ten: using
3+ as reference, however, i.e. geometry no. 1 of TableJ

/( system
3

7.I, Rl +'ve¡ K -ve and Èhe signs of Rfi an.ð. K for all four classes
aa

of distortion (Table 7.1) inverr from + to - (or - to +) but rhe

signs of R|ntr- are unehanged since it is the negatively signed

product of. theJgerad.e (K) and ungez,a& (Ri ) funcrions.
3-a?-Co(ox)r" corresponds to geornetry 1 and Co(thiox)r' to

geometry 3 of Table 7.L. Solely on the basis of rhe MLU-core dis-

Ëortion, therefore, Rllet, should þs +ve for Â Co(ox)r3- 
"rrd -rr"

for À Co(thíox)r'-t ,n" å7*p"ti-"rrt^L27 values are +3.30 and +2.6

respect.ively conËrary to the prediction fron Ëhe second-order

equation 7.4. This observed positive net rotatory strength correlates

with the .4. absolute configuration, i.e. equation 7.4 taken over the

whole complex, for the M(ox)r'-, t{mt)r' (M = Co(rII), Cr(III)),

Co(acac)r, cr((+)atc), and Co(thiox)13- complexes irrespecrive of

Ëhe precise distortion of Ëhe MLU-core or ligand n-bonding effects:

this relationship does not appear to hold for the Co(en),

however (see section 8.3.1).

tn

(2) Six-membered ring conplexes

d) Preliminary cormunications of the Rh(sacsac), 402 rr,a

)
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399
Fe (sacsae)

3
structures have been published; their MSU-core

distortion parameters are presenËed in Table 8.6. Co(saesac), s26

and Cr(sacsac) o 
527 have been synthesized but their crystal sËructures

J

have noË yet been reported: none of Ëhese four neutral complexes has

so far been resolved.

As with the ox/thiox ligands the dithioaceËylacetonate lígand

promises a larger value of tne ligand angle, o,, than ís Ëhe case in

the M(acac)o cornplexes. The effect is accentuaÈed in the case of
J

the Fe(III)(aeac)r/(sacsac), complexes by the change from high

"pirr258 '43L'528 (or. = 0.645 gr529 to low spi¡r399'536 (oa" = o.ss 8)529

Fe(III) respecËively: for Fe(acac), the relevant distortíon parameters

are, with those for Fe(sacsac), in parentheses -a = l.gg2 (2.25Ð 8,,

b = 2.744 (3.269) 8, q = 87.060 O2.g8o).

(3) Four-nembered r lexes.

e) Tris(four-membered ring) complexes bidentate through sulphur

have received increasing attention recently r¿ith the measurement of

single crystal polarized absorpÈion spectra ,24r'243'383 magneÈic

suscepËibilities38o'531 and Ëhe accuraÈe determinaËion of several

relevanË sËructures. Ihe greater distorËion of Ëhe MLU-core from

On symmetry in Ëhese complexes than ÈhaÈ found for the larger ring

complexes makes Ëhem ideal for tesËing Ëhe validity of the crystal-

field model for Ëhe Èrígonal splitting of degenelate ground and

excited staËes. None of Ëhese complexes has been resolved as yet
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so h7e are concerned only with equation 7.3.

The spectral inËerpretation is usually made solely in Ëerms of

the polar ang1e, e, alËhough the trigonal twist of the MLU-core

conËributes indirectly to K (see secÈion 8.3.2) and may make the

dominant conËribution to the trigonal spliËtíng in cases where 0

ca. 54.74o. Tomlin"on24L has introduced the lígand tilr relaËive

to the c, axis, i.e. 90-ß, as an independent variable but concluded

Ëhat changes in Ëhis angle have little effect on the energy ordering

of the Ërigonal components. Furthermore, Tomlinson indicaËed thaÈ

the point-charge model of the MSu-cores of these tris-complexes

having u < 90o correcÈly predicÈed an / term lower in energy than

the E component: this agrees with the more usual discussion in

terms of 0, í.e. K positive for axial trigonal compression, buÈ is,

of course, at. variance with the single crystal CD assigrunerrtszTrL92
1¿ 2-for Co("r)3-' and Co(ox)r'

f) The angular distortion parameters of several tris(four-mem-

bered ring) eomplexes are given in Table 8.4. Ihe Èrigonal splitting
24tparameters-'- of some relevant Co(III) and Cr(III) complexes

(diluËed as 1-1OZ "impurities" in the corresponding monoclinic

inclium host latËices) are collected in Table 8.18.
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TABLE 8.18 TRIGONAL SPLITTING IN SOME MS6

CorrpLeæ K, em

cr (dËc) ^ +5oo
J

Cr (etp),

Cr (eps ) ra
Co (dtc),

Co (etp),

CHROMOPHORES.

-L

+150

+4OO

+2OO

+15O

a eps = OrOr-diethylphosphorodiselenate
(as for eËp but with both S donors replaced by Se).

In spite of the C, symretry of Èhe complexes in the lattices

used for measuring Ëhe polarized absorption spectra, Ëhe polarízatíon

of the absorption bands confor-rs closely to that expected for D,

syrmeËry and Ëhe small Ëemperature dependence of the band intensities

confirurs a static raÈher Èhan vibronic mechanism.24!'243

The negative trigonal splitting (K = -13o ..-t) observed3S3 fot

V(etp)3 üras inexplieaAt"24l on the basis of o since Èhe 1-igand angle

is significantly less than 90o for all these complexes (table 8.4).

However, comparison of the average polar angles for these complexes

suggests an explanaÈion for this apparenË anomaly ín terms of

equaËion 7.32 fox all Co(III) and Cr(III) derivatives in Table 8.4

o > 54.740 whereas for V(etp)3 e = 54.ogo (value for no. 15), ca. 3o

to the l-our side of the noclal value. Note, however, that Lebedda and

P"L-r243 have found K positive for all three M(etp), complexes
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(M = Co(III), Cr(III), V(III)) fron the polarized crysral specrra

of the complexes again diluËed in Ëhe indium hosÈ lattice;

v(eÈp) 3, K ca. +4o 
"*-1, co(erp)3 +59o c*-1, cr(erp) 3 +6lo 

"r-1.
The differences between the Ëwo independent deËel¡rinations are

disturbing.

g) The solution MCD spectrum532 of. Cr(etp), showed the 4Irn

band to be trigonally splix by K ca. +48O 
"r-1 b,ra MCD could noÈ

resolve the trigonal splitting in the cr(exan), or cr(dtc), complexes.

This is surprising because the dtc and exan ligands subtend smaller

a angles at the meËal (Co(UI), Cr(III)) than does erp. Since rhe

inclination, 3, of the ligand planes is similar in these Éris(complexes)

the MS.-eores of the dtc and exan complexes should shor¿ a greater

trigonal compression t.han those of Ëhe corresponding etp derivatives.

h) The assigrunent of K > 0 for trigonal axial compression

is at variance with the Co(ox)13- .nd Co(thiox)13- 
""rignmenÈs 

where

for the fomer a < 90o, o > 54.740, K = -150 *-1 
"rrd 

for the latËer

o¿ ca. goo, e < s4.74o, K> o.

Resolution2I4 of co(cor)13- indi"ates that the complex ion most

probably comprises three bídentaÈe carbonate ligands, i... three

four-membered chelate rings. However, it is not possible on the

basis of the published diastereoisomer CD spectrum Èo make a defínitive

assigrunent of the lTo 
urð, 

1A, ttígonal components (see secÈion 5.3).

Analogous to the tris(four-nembered ring) complexes bidentate Êhrough
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sulphur, the Co-Co 12- ,íne should have o appreciably less xinan g0o,

possibly of the order of 7oo (o'ao. = 68.3 (5)o in co(Ën)Z(co3)+,

ref. 94) tor r¡hich value 0 is necessarily always greater xinan 54.74o

irrespective of the value of ß. This tris-complex ion therefore

affords a unique tesÈ of Ëhe crystal-field model, provided a valid

assignment. of the trigonal components can be made.

8.3.4 Miscellaneous Chr hores.

a) Although it seems that the PK-model alone cannot account

for Ëhe optical activity of tris(bídentate) transition metal complexes

Èhis does tto¡ írnFly Ëhat an ungez,ade distortion of the first coord-

ination sphere from holohedric s)rrnmetry makes zero conËribution to

the rotaËory strength of the d-d transiÈions.

The case of Co(NII3)U3* 
"rïraal-lrízedwittr 

(+) brorno-camphorsul-

. 296phonate--" was mentioned in section 8.3.1. llithouË an accurate

crysËal sËructure analysis, however, it is not possible to identify

the source of Ëhe electronic Ëransition rotatory strength although

both distortion of the CoN.-core and the asymetry of the crysËal

envíronment beyond the first eoordínation sphere are líke1y

originators.

b) A simílar induction of non-vaníshing rotatory sËrength in

the electronic transitions of a fol¡rally non-chiral chromophore has

been obsert"d533 for the tetrahalides of Sn(IV), Ti(IV) and Zr(IV)
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in dimethylformamide solutions of (+) tartaric and (+) malic acids.

Ihe CD of the absorption bands has been aÈtributed Èo dissymmetric

distortion of the hexa-coordinate M(4(DMF), species (DIfi' = dimethyl-

forrnamide) resulting from ouËer-sphere coordination of the environ-

meriË compound. AlËhough inner-sphere coordínation of the acid anion

is considered un1íto"ty533 Èhere is no reason, in terms of the second-

order R-model, why outer-sphere attachment of a chiral molecule should

noË induce finíte rotatory strength in the metal centred transiËions

r¿ithout also distorting the mirror s)rrnrneËríe Þß,0L, core.

c) A pertinenÈ polydentate example is the base-induced sign

inversion of the long wavelength (550 nrn) CD band of [Ti(III)PDTA] ,

(pDtA = (-) L,2-propylenediaminetetraacetate). This pH-reversible

inversion has been aËtributed534 to a parÈial relieving of ligand

sËrain as one coordinated carboxyl group is replaeed by an hydroxyl

iorrr535 Ëhe hexadentate ligand becoming pentadentaËe, without

altering the chíra1 displaceurent of the four remaining chelate

rings around Ëhe Ti(III) ion or changing the conformation of the

sËereospecifíc ligand: Ëhere is no concomitanË change in the charge

transfer region of the CD specËrun.534 Since a similar inversion

of d-d rot.atory strength T^ras not observed for the analogous less-

strained EDTA complex of Èhe smaller Co(III) ion it wa" 
"rg,r"d534

that the sign change in the [Ti(III)PDTA]- case r^ras due to

modification of Ëhe crystal-field resulËing from displacement of
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the ligator atoms of the polydentate relaÈíve to Êheir posítions

in the highly strained hexadentate species. rt was concluded534 ahr,

the rotaËory strengËh of the metal cenËred d-d transitions seemed

to be dominated, at least in this case, by the un4erade displacemenË

of the ligand donor atoms from On symeËry rather Ëhan by the chiral

arrangemenË of chelate rings.

d) Matsumoto and Kuroya 89,go have conunenËed on the CD of

(+) Co(ual)r(en) in reference to the PK-nodel. However, not only

is rheír discussion in tems of ligand angle, cl , incorrect but it

is apparent from examínation of Ëhe PK-model that, because of the

use of an ideally D, syrmnetr-ic reference geometry, Èhe model cannot

be meaningfully applied Ëo complexes of lower idealized mícro-

syrruretry. AlËhough the / syrrneËric component of the bis-complex,

idealized s¡mnetry C,r can be regarded as derived from the Eo componenË

of the higher s5nmnetry Ëris-compl"*r3'58 d"""tipËion of rhe Co(rnal)r(en)-

ion relative to its pseudo-C, axis should be more satisfacËory.

Both A(+)[Co mal, enl and A(-)[Co ox, enJ r^7ere prevíously
. -30assigned-- negative / s¡mnetric components in their solution CD

specËra. The rrthree-fold" dístortion paraneters for the two strucËure

deËerminaËions of Ëhe former ion are gíven in Table 8.84: for the

three angular parameters q,, 0 and o the values for the en ring and

the two malonate ligands lie either side of Èhe On nodal values of

9Oo, 54.74o and, 600 respectively. Clearly a trivial ínËerpretaËion
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in Ëerms of the PK-model is untenable. parameËers for [co ox, en]-

are not available but Èhey should not díffer greatly from those given

(table 8.sA) for cr(o*)z(en)- which are similar for both types of

five-membered chelate ring. Given Èhis correspondence, however,

there sti1l remains the error of interprering Ëhe spectral propertíes

of a C, chromophore in terms of a D, model.

rt has been argu"d3o'316 thrt the increased roËaËional strength

of the d-d transitions which accompanies Èhe d^ecreasing ring sËrain

in Co(ox)Z(en)-, Co(nal)r(en) and some other model complexes of

co(EDTA) contradicts Èhe prediction of the pK-nodel ÈhaÈ the

optical activity be greater the greater Èhe displacemenË of Ëhe

donor atoms from octahedral symnerry. However, this conclusion is

not supported by a simílar 
"t,rdy317 

of the carbonato, oxalato and

malonato Co(III) conplexes containing the tetradentaËe ethylenediamine-

NrNr-diaceËate ligand.

e) Few structures of tris-bidentaËe complexes having Ëhree

ligand angles, clr,, greaËer tlnan g0o have been reported and even less

of resolved species of such eompJ-exes. Despite whaË has been said

above abouË C, slmnetric chromophores, one complex merits some corment.

(-) co(acac) (tn)22* contains Éhro t,ypes of six-nembered chelate
. L22.405ring: -- Ëhe c, 0 and t¡ values for the acac and tn chelate rings

are muÈually eonsistent but the p values lie either side of the

orthogonal value ot 54.74o (table 8.SA); the average values are
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o = 95 .76o, o = 52.900, rd = 510, 3 = 54.410. The absolut,e65.

L22configuration was determined as Á by X-ray diffraction and the

aqueous solution cD specËrum showed a single negative componenÈ at

long wavelengËh which was Èaken as an Eo derivative; agaín it was

-r22argued--- Ëhat the PK-model r^ras not supported.

Apart from the invalidity of resting the D, pK-model with the

core-disËortion ParâmeÈers of a pseudo-C, complex there is the quesËion

of the probable conformational lability of the chelated tn ligands

in soluËion. The opposing distortion senses of the various

energyroinimízed Co(tn)13+ 
"orrformers 

(table 8.2) were discussed in

section 8.3.1. Not only do skew confonners of tn subtend angles aË

Co less tinan gOo but Ëhey should also make a conformational conÈribution

Ëo Ëhe roÈaËory strength analogous Ëo thaÈ attributed Ëo coordinated

en. rn Ëhis respect the sinil arityl22'319 of the long wavelength cD

spectra of (-) co(acac) {tn'¡r2+ and (-) co(acac)(en) 22* í" noreworrhy

since, as for the Co(rnal)r(en) ion, the donor aËoms of the five-

and six-membered chelate rings should exhibit opposing senses of

chiral distortion from the DrU reference geometry.

NoÈ only are single crystal poLarízed absorption and CD spectra

of the relevant structures required but also the correct description

of the eomplexes wiLh reference to the pseudo-C, axis of the chromophore.
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8.4 CONCLI]DING RNMARKS

The discussion which constitutes this chapËer is based on the

simplesË possible represenÈaËion of a transiÈion meÈal eomplex,

namely a crystal-field model having sma1l residual elect.rost.atic

charges localized on the metal and ligand donor aËoms: the ligand

backbone rrras generally Èaken to be electronically inert. and

considered to play only a minor structural role in so far as it

distorts the ligand angle, o, trom g0o. In this work we have

restricted our attention to pseudo trigonal-dihedral MLU-core

geometries and more part.icularly to tris-bidentate transition metal

complexes, but similar examination of tetrahedral and higher

coordination eomplexes should also be possible. The crystal-field

model ís still widely applied to the discussion of spectral and

magneËic properties of transition met.al complexes, it being

mainËained Ëhat, although quantitative estimation of the parameters

of interesÈ is not possible without a more sophisticaÈed represenËation

of the ligand field, Ëhe syunetry deter:míned nodal properËies are

stil1 adequately represented by the simple electrostaËic model.

Fer,rr transition metal complexes have been adequately studied

(i.e. solution and solid staËe absorption and CD spectra, theoretical

calculaËion of energy level-s and spectrornagnetic properties, accurate

structure determinaÈions of the lattices used in Ëhe measurement of

the solid sËate electromagnetic properties) to pertit comprehensive

evaluaËion of all the Èheoretical models proposed to describe the
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properties of Ëhis wide class of compounds. often the precision

of the experimentally determined strucÈural parameters is inadequate

or Ëhe empirical variation of the chemically equivalent, bond lengths

and angles is inconsístenË r¿ith the molecular sytrmetry indícated by

Ëhe spectral properties.

In Chapter 6 an attempt was made t.o outline the interpretaÈion

of the electronic specËra which has been adopted in this final chapËer.

This was necessary in order to indicate the important theoretical

features which were neglected in the presenÈ, somewhat idealized

discussion of the experimental optical data. Not only is Ëhe paucity

of suitable experimental data a lirniting factor but the inabílity

Ëo apply Êhe Ëheoretical models at an adequaËe level of sophística-

tion is also a serious resËriction. The majoríry of the models

surnmarized in Chapter 7 either defy application aË Ëhis ti-me or are

restricËed to such a narror¡r range of inÈeresË as to make comparison

trivial: ín fairness to Piper and Karipídes it should be menËioned

Èhat they questioned Ëhe va1-idity of comparing such dissimilar

chromophores as Co(en)13* rrrd Co(ox)13 
"rrd 

stressed the unsuitability

of discussing the M(acac)3 specËra withouË due consideration of the

ligand n-covalency.

Thus, rnrhen it comes to applying the simplífied crystal-field

model of Piper and Karipides to the experimental optical-rotatory

data in even the mosÈ qualiËative way, there is no trigonal-dihedral

Co(III) or Cr(III) complex of which it can be said -r¡ithout reservation
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that int.erpretation of the observed rotaÈory strength is uncomplícated

by either Ëhe possibility of signifícant vibronic coupling, ligand

n-bonding effects, doubt.ful assignment of the trigonal components,

conformational uncerËainty or inadequaËe sËructural parameters. rn

discussing Ëhe índividual complexes it has been necessary Ëo indicaËe

the possible importance of these factors in each case, thus making

for a raËher proËracted analysís.

In many instances the broad spectral features suggesË a

primary dependence on Ëhe nature of the MLU-core and certainly the

correspondence of the experimental oRD and cD spectra discussed in

section 5.3 ís not inconsisÈenË with a model in r¡hich the character-

istíc peak and inflexion frequencies derive from the MLU-eore buË

the signed rotatory strengÈh reflects primarily the chiral dis-

placement of the non-donor atoms around the metal centre. From

whaË has been said abouÈ vicinal, conformational and environnental

effects on Èhe rotatory strengths of the optically acËive transitions

of chiral transition metal complexes it see¡rs that the opËical CD

is more sensitive to the I'electroníc structure" of the whole complex

rhan is the absorption spectrum. It is noÈ surprising, therefore,

that Èhe first-order crystal-field PK-model restricÈed to consideration

of the Ml.-corer should be found inadequate. A cursory exanination

of Richardsonts second-order model suggests that it will prove no

more successful than the PK-model.

Finally, there is a need noÈ just for the accumulation of a
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mass of exPerimental daÈa but rather for the Èhorough investigation

of compounds designed to fully test the proposed theoretical models.

There is, of courser no reason wtry a single, necessarily incomplete

model should be universally appl-icable to the properties of transition

metaL couplexes, buË the tendency to propose rrall-embracingtt theories

on the basis of a limíted data sample is hardl-y Ëo be comended.

Ttre following quotation from R.!ü. Parry (editorial, rnorg. chem.,

L í962)) affords an appropriate concl-usion;

ttTheories change but qualiËy experiments of science are eternaltr.
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APPENDIX I COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED,IN CRYSTAL S]3.UCT'I]RE

PROGRAM FT]NCTION AUTTIOR

1. PAPER M.R. Snow (1968)
Dept. of Physical

& Inorganic Chem.,
Uníversity of

Adelaide.

2. TDATA test punched card
data for mis-
punching etc.

M.R. Snor^r (1967)

3. FDPTP
t

ANALYSES.

4. AI]FAC

5. AULAC

6. ASSCOR

generaËe forms for
recording film
intensities.

process the paper
tape ouËput by the
diffractometer;
convert to punched
cards.

least-squares
inÈerfilm scaling;
weighting of raw
daËa.

least-squares
interlayer scaling;
index sorËing.

application of
absorption correct-
ions by the
analytieal nethod.

ADAP]3D LOCAILY BY

M.R. Taylor (1971)
School of Physical

Sciences,
Flinders University

of SouËh AusÉralia.

M.R. Snow

SUFFAC by G.L. Paul
(1e66)
School of ChemisÈry,
University of

Sydney.

N.tr'I. Alcock (1969) M.R. Taylor
Modified by

R. Furina (1969).

7. PREPFLS data packing
routine preliminary
to program FOURIER.

F.R. Ahned (1965)
Division of Pure

Physics,
National- Research

Council, Ottawa.

M.R. Snow.
J.B. Jones,
Dept. of Geology,
University of

Adelaíde.

(contd. )

8 FOURIER compute FOURIER
sr¡mmat,ions.



PROGRAM

9 FORDAPB

10. FUORTLS

11. ORFFE

12. ORTEP

13. BIANDA

14. PLANEH

APPENDIX I (conËd. )

FI]NCTION

compuËe Fourier
surmnations with
interpolation of
peak heights and
positions.

structure factor
calculation and
least-squares
refinement.

function and error
Program.

thermal ellipsoid
plot.

bond length and
angle calculations.

calculate planes
equaËions, inter-
planar dihedral
angles and posiËion
hydrogen aËoms.

líst calculated and
observed structure
factors.

34L.

AUTHOR

A. ZaLkín (1968)
Modified by
J.A. Ibers,
Department of

ChemisËry,
Northwestern

University.

J.F. Blount,
University of

Sydney.

D.L. Smith (L964)
Ph.D. Thesis,
University of

trüisconsin.
Modified by

J.F. Blount
(Ie66).

R.C. Elder.
Modified by

B. Fo:<man
(1e68) .

A modified version
of ORFLS.
tr{.R. Busing,
K.O. Martin,
H.A. Levy (1962)
oRNL-rM-3o5. *

M.R. Taylor

trù.R. Busing,
K.O. Martin,
H.A. Levy (L964)
oRNL-nf-3O6.*

M.R. Taylor

C.K. Johnson (1965) M.R. Taylor
oRNL-3 794. *

ADAPTÐ LOCALLY BY

M.R. Snow

M .R. Snor¡

M.R. Snor.¡

M.R. Snow15. PUTAB

t This program written for the IBM 1130 computer; all orhers in
FORTRAN for rhe CDC 6400.

* Oak Ridge NaÊional Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
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APPENDIX II REDUCTION OF flTE PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA.

rntensities of the inÈegrated photographic data were measured

using a Nonius rr microdensitomeÈer linked Èo a Kipp and Zonen light
spot galvanomeÈer AL-l, Ëhe linearity of response of this combinaËion

having previously been verified for an optical density range of

o + 1.9. A value for the plateau density and an average estimaËe

of the local background were recorded for each observed reflection

on all films of a reciprocal layer pack; reflections unobserved on

the top film of a layer, i.e. having a plareau reading not measurably

differenË fron the average background, were marked (u in strucÈure

factor tables) and included wíth a background value only.

Usíng program AIIFAC, Ëhe reflecËion intensities hTere scaled. Èo

the top film of each reciproeal layer by a non-iterative least-

squares proceduret nodified Ëo incorporaÈe estimation of the standard

deviation of each observation. Ihe weighted mean íntensity, corrected

for Lorentz and polarization effects but without application of

absorption correct,ions, was output. for each reflection together with

iËs sËandard deviation. rndividual observations showing large

t rhe inÈer-film and inter:layer scale factors were deter:míned by
a least-squares procedure described by Rae (4.D. Rae, Acta Cryst.,
19,683 (1965)), developed by Paul (c.L. Paul, SIIFFAC, a Forrran IV
program for Èhe least-sguares determination of filn factors)
and exËended locally by Snow (see Appendix I).
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deviaËions from Ëhe mean intensity of a given reflection were

listed and examined for mispunching and mismeasuremenÈ.

The weighted mean intensities (and their standard deviations)

from AIIFAC were input Ëo program AIIIAC and the inËer-layer scale

factors determined by a least-squares fittíng analogous to that

applied in AUFAC. The weighted mean intensities and sigmas r¡rere

outpuË in a format suitable for introducÈion Èo Ëhe strucÈure factor

calculaÊing progr¿un (FUORJ'LS) and the programs for compuËing

Patterson and Fourier maps (FOURIER and FORDAPB).

AUFAC - ínter-filrn scalíng.

For an observed reflection h on fíLm i Ëhe scaled intensity is

g].ven as

= lln
Backgz,ourú..

)l'k x 100I.
h Spot ty 4

,?.

and Ëhe sËandard deviation of the unscaled inÈensiÈy, i.e.

/L00, isT _T
u k.4

.th
4

ou
ou

o

= a I + b x k.u't
= d x k,

L

(when -I > c x k.- u- L

(when Z < e x k.-u'l'and

filur being

)

)

The weight", '%., assigned to the individual observations in fhe
u

leasË-squares deËermination of film facÈors are assulled proporÈional

ro 1/o: - the standard deviaÈion of the scaled reflection h on Ëhe
n.'

u

o *WxL00.
u q,

'7,
h
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Here k. is the scale factor for the ¿Lh tit^ and ElE is the leasr-'1, a

squares error of fit from the ínter-film scaling procedure. If

the slope, ø, is too smal1 or the cuÈ-off, c, too high relatíve Èo

Èhe distribution of unscaled intensities, the weights applied to

the data are largely independent of the reflection inËensity leading

to a relative rrover-weighting" of the more intense reflect.ions in

the leasË-squares sËrucËure refinemenË cycles. AIIFAC ouËputs a

new weighting scheme (i.e. d, b, c, d) after determining the scale

facÈors and this can be resubmitted with the corrected data thus

providing a means of improving the least-squares fit of the raw data.

For unobserved ref lecÈions

I " = llnunoþs

Backgvound.
lxSx100

and o . =f " xT/sxffiunoþa unoþs a

where BGF ís an average value for the background intensity

flucËuaËíon on the top fílm and S and T are constanËs having the

values O.5OO and O.346 respectively for non-centric filrn data.43

The weighted mean intensiËy of a reflection on reciprocal

layer ¿ is calculated as

ztu, .lkoz )

4

\(üh ./kl rh 
.'L '.Ì, ',t,

44

The sËandard deviaËion, tn", is estimated from the agreement beËween
"j

multiple observaËions of a reflection on the individual films of a

reciprocal layer pack. Unobserved and unreliable reflecËions r¡ere
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noÈ included in the least-squares determinaËion of inter-fílm

and int.er-layer scale factors.

AULAC - inter-layer scaling.

The least-squares inter-layer scale factors, k, are applied
.J

to the mean intensitíes from AIIFAC such that

l, = l, x K.
'j'r'J

for all refleclions. For an unobserved refl-ection on Layet j

Õ, = o . x k.
l'l ¿ UTIOþS J

¿

of the inËer-1ayer scaling process

-¡ri,t--oh, = oi:" " k. x IE?FU .

J

buË for observed reflections the sËandard deviation of Ëhe mean

intensity is modified to incorporaËe the least-squares error of fit

Ïhe scaled mean intensity, fh, and its standard deviaÈiont a,t âte

then computed for each unique reflection by a method analogous to

Ëhat applied in AUFAC. trIhere unobserved or unreliable reflecÈions

occur in combinaËion with an observed intensity only the observed

reflecËion conËributes Ëo the mean.

The observed structure facËor and its standard deviation input

to the least-squares sÈrucËure refinement (FUORI'LS) are

ir I =+rEtoth

oF
o"

n
Ex2o

o
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for all reflection Ë)n)es.

In Èhe case of the NADCOI{ALEN structure (see Chapter 1),

subsequent analysis of the leasË-squares sÈrucÊure refinement

outputs showed the weighting scheme derived in program AIIFAC to

be r:nsaËísfactory and a significant improvement in the esÈimaËed

standard deviations of the atomic positional and thermal parameËers

was achieved by the application of a Cruickshank-type weighting
- 44ascheme''- to the dat,a set.

prdrnory nefenences for thís þpendta

AIIFAC and AIIIAC manual-s (see Appendix I).

ret. 45, 46.
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APPENDIX III DIFFRACTOMETER DATA @LIECTION A]TD REDUCTION.

Ttre reflectÍon intensities for Ëhe CADCOTHIOX strucËure (Chapter

3) were collected using a Buerger-Supper equi-inclinaËion diffractoreter

on line to a PDP-8/L couputer; Phili-ps counting elecËronícs were used.

This diffTactometer eurpl-oys the $ (or t¡) scan technique (stationary

counter, rotatíng crystal), the operation being ídentical- with that

described by Freeman and co-workers .47 '48 Data were ueasured over

an upsilon (T) range of 1O-140o, the output beíng in the form of a

tele-type line print-out and a¡r eight channel binary code punch tape.

The output for a measured reflection consists of the indíces hkL, the

scan speed, Ëhe peak cor:nt and the backgrouJtd count eiËher side of

the peak ín 0. Reflectíons having count raËes outside the linear

range of the couriter r.rere auËomati-cally remeasured with an alurninium

foil atËenuaËor inserted bet¡'reen the tube windq¿ and the crysta1-.

T\¡o metal sl-ides wiÈh circular holes subËending angles ranging

2.5o-4.0o at Ëhe crystal, placed between the crystal and the counter

wÍndotr, served to collimate the diffracted beam. The correct choÍce

of aperËure Ís important ín keeping the background intensity contri-

buËion Ëo the peak count ¡rinimal but no reflection should be limited

by the aperËure size. The aperture size should be increased with

íncreasing equÍ-inclination angle, ¡t to allow for greaËer beam

divergence but an aperture greater than optimum nrerely increases

the standard dewiation withouË íncreasing Ëhe integrated reflection

inËensíty. the aperture size for each reciprocal layer was checked
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against the íntensity profiles of several 1ow order peaks.

The scan range for a reflecËion hkL ís calculated as

Aô -- ôr * öo* þa* þu

where 0^ is due to wavelength dispersion, þ, to divergence of

the X-ray beam, ó* to crysÈal mosaicíty and Q, allows for possible

errors ín the crystal seËtíngs. These factors are rigorously

defíned in references 47 and 48. The mosaicity factor üras experimentally

deÈerrnined as 1.150 ly measurÍ-ng peak profiles of several zeto Layer

reflections; other constants were assígned the values quoted in refs.

47, 48. Þ, is assumed constarit for all values of sinO (2e = T) but

ÔÀ' 0D and 0U are functions of T and p.

In the variable scan-speed data collectÍon procedure a reflection

is íniËia1ly ueasured at the maximum scan speed (1-/3 deg. """-1¡. For

a reflectíon havíng crysÈa1 and cor:nter settíng angl-es Q and T

respectiveLy, the counter remaíns fíxed at angle T throughout the

measurement cycle. The background counË, Bj., aË position (ô - 4tþ)

is accumulaÊed f.or t/2 seconds where ú =

peak cor:nt, P, is measured with the crys

in ú seconds and then, with the crysËal

Aô the integratedseøt, speed'

tal moving through A$ degrees

again stationary, background

B, is detemrined at f 0 + +Lþ) .

Following the prelíminary fasË scan the control program perforns

the follornring Ëests -

i) tests Ëhat the reflection count rate is r,rrithin the linear

ïange of the counÈer; in Ëhe present 
"^r"ffi *uscqn rqnge
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required t,o be less than 4000. lf this condition r¡/as nor

satisfied an A1 attenuator rdas inserted in the primary

beam and the reflection reueasured.

tests for background imbalance;

lBt - trl . 6(o| + o.o7 (r)

where o" = ßfi .

rf Èhis inequality hras failed (perhaps due to the presence

of an intense Laue sËreak from a lower order reflection or

non-centering of the peak in the scan range due to a slight

mis-setting of the crystal) the scan range riras incremented

by 0.50 and, the reflection remeasured.

Ëests that orÆ lies within the specified limits of precísion;

if not a neìr scan spee d (0.O5 < 6 < j./S dee. "."-1¡ ,""

calculaËed so thaË remeasuremenË of the reflection aÈ this

speed gave Ëhe desired preeisíon.

Ps
2 - (Bl + Br) 2

deg. sec-1
P+ +

1

process
oE

Rr(= T

^Lo =B

where R, ís the expectat,ion value of Ëhe residual -R, assuming

the experímental errors to be random. For this daËa ccllection

ow
was fixed at 4%.

The Ëhree counÈs Br P and, B, from the slow scan are output.
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Program FDPTP was used Èo calculate Èhe intensíty, corrected

for Lorentz artd porarízaBion effects, and iÈs standard deviation,

based on counting statistics, for each reflection. Punch cards of

formaË suitable for input to the absorption correction program,

ABSCOR, and the inter-layer scaling progran, AIJLAC, were outpuË.

InËensiry f = lP - (tl + Br)l x ôt

t scan speed ôf.,rhefe C' = : -;---'- -r- ; =:--== = 2C6.
m1.nu|rwn sc^n speed. u.ub

The sËandard deviation of Ëhe peak intensity due to statisËical

fluctuations in the counting is given as

or = lN + 81

Reflections having f < 2a, were excluded from the punch card deck and

in a subsequent data rework those having 2oI a I < 3o, were

designaËed trunobservedtt and excluded from further least-squares

refinement cycles without modification of their intensities or

sigmas. Reflections having le, - Arl, 3oB were checked on the films

for baekground imbalance due Ëo white radiation sËreaks. Several

systemaËically absent reflections (form {h00}, h = 2n + 1) had

significant peak intensities due Ëo the extension of strong Laue

sÈreaks from the h = 2rt reflections along the axial rohrs: all systematic

absences were excluded from the data set.

The diffracËometer control progr¿rm had a faciLity for repeaËed

measuremenË of a rrst.andard reflectiontt on each reciprocal layer;

average values for the background and peak counËs for the standard

reflecËion T^rere supplied and automatically re-determined every fifty

L
+ BrJ2 x 6l
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reflections testing the inequality

lrs - trl < s(o, + o, )
's tR

where -I, ís the average intensity supplied initially

and f, the current measurement.

If Ëhe inequality is failed the standard is remeasured and if it fails

again the data collection halts. No such halts hrere encountered

although examination of the raw data revealed that the test was failed

on the first pass several Ëimes. Only one set of values was included

for each standard reflection of a layer in AIILAC. Despite the apparent

constancy of the standard reflection intensities there r¡rere some

obvious examples of electronic malfunction and these data r¿ere excluded.

The integrated intensities hrere corrected for absorption using

Program ABSCOR. Both crystals were described as rectangular parallel-

epipeds although a more rigorous descriptíon of Èhe crysËal shape is

possible; indeed the differences in intensíty of some of Ëhe zero layer

++o and -+o c axís reflections (Table 3.1) indicaËe that a more accurate

description may be needed44b "írr"" such differences can not be due to

anomalous dispersion effects. aBscoR calculaËes Ëhe absorption

correcËions for polyhedral erystals by the analytical method developed

by de Meulenaer and Tompa49 
^nd 

extended in ForËran form by Alcock.50'51

The corrected intensities were scaled using program AIILAC which

generaËes the observed sËructure factor modulus, lEol, and íts

sËandard deviation, 6F Collection of diffractometer data about trtro
o
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or more axes usÍng differenË crystals permits some assessment to be

made in the leasÈ-squares sealing sequence of the random errors in

the daËa set (see Appendix II) .45'52

pndmaty refenenees for this Appendiæ

FDPTP and ABSCOR manuals (Appendix I).

refs. 47, 48, 50, 53.
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APPENDIX IV MISCELI.AÀTEOUS NOTES ON TIIE CRYSTAI STRUCTURES.

1 Scattering factor curves:

Hydrogen ref. 73.

Lf', Lf" for all aÈoms ref. 74.

NADCOMALEN - co*l ref. 74;a Na+l, C, N, O ref. 75.

CRMALTCOPN - Co*2 , Cr*Z, C, N, O ref. 75.

CADCoUiIoX - Co*l ref .

KNrPIIEcoox - co*2, Ni*l

74;

,N

K*l,

K*1, c, N, o ref . 74.a

, S, O, C ref. 75.a

a. Vol-. III, Ëable 3.3.14.

Scattering curves correspondíng to less tha¡r the formal valence of

the complexed meÈal were used.;76 in víew of the almosË complete

delocalizaËion of charge over Èhe whole complex ion suggested

elsewhereTT i, may have been more suitabl-e to use the zero-vaLent

scaËtering factor curves. For the non-couplexed c^*2 , rtl arrd

N"*1 ioo" use of the ionic curves is probably a reasonable

approximation.

Data presentaÈíon:

The errors ín the laËtice consËariËs rnrere not íncluded in

computaËion of the índívidual bond length and bond angl-e sËandard

devíations, which were also not correcËed for thermal vibraËion.

Ihe mean square aurplitudes of thermal víbraÈíon \^rere computed only

for K+, Ca# and Co ín the CADCOTHIOX strucËure.

Average planes through four or more atoms are unweighËed

least-squares planes only; our version of ORFtrE has not been

crt2
.o
l_,

2.
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3

modified to compute interplanar dihedral angles for which one

plane contains four or more at.oms and Ëhe values (withouË esdrs)

for these angl-es r^rere computed using pLANEH. The esdts of

the deviaËions from the planes of besË fit were not. eomputed.

standard deviations in the forsion angles were calculated

as the error in the dihedral angle beËween the relevanË three

atom planes; a more satisfactory method of calculating Ëhese

errors has recent.Iy been propor.d.78

Mean paraneters:

The mean, ã, is the unweighted sum average; íts esËimated

standard deviation, 8, is comput"d45,79 
^"

3= e(æo-Ðz/r(n-1))b
'2,

where æ-. ís an individual observation and n the number of,t

L
independent observaËions. rf â i" 1"r, tjnan o./rf, then the laËter

value is given as the standard deviaËion of the mean.

Footnot.es and corments of obviously general application to Ëhe

data tables of all Ëhree structures are not subsequenËly resËaËed

but are ínplied in the data presentaËion.

4
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APPENDIX V PROGRAM OCTANT.

Program OCTANT was originally written Êo calculate Èhe octant

surn for the MLU-core of a chiral D, complex according to Ëhe oetant

sign rule proposed by Hawkins and L^r""n324 but using Ëhe orientation

proposed by Mr"orr.306 However, the preliminary resulËs were rand.om

(the octant rule having been devised for an assumed orthogonal ML,

coordínation sphere r¿hich makes no conËribuËion to the sum, see section

7.1) and Ëhe program r¡ras not extended to include the whole complex in

the surmration. The program can be easily *o¿ifie¿ to include all

aËoms of the complex or to calculaËe the relevant sums for Ëhe

hexadecal, F(D4h), and octahedral confomational, F(Oh), rules both

of which are defined in Ëerms of CarËesian axes.

The relevance of Èhis program to the presenÈ work is that it rnras

readily adaptable Ëo Ëhe calcuLation of a set of orthogonalized

coord,inates (in 8) for the MLU-core of a tris(bidentate) eomplex for

which sufficient bond lengths and angles, but not coordinaÈes, r^rere

available. The six bond lengths, M-L, and twelve interatom vectors,

all involving one of the first three donor atoms in Ëhe atoms list,

are used as input in the present modification of OCTANT. As this

requires knowledge of some approximately 18Oo vectoïs, r¿hích are seldom

quoted in preliminary structure cormnunications, an alternative approach

using only adjacent atom vectors, i.e. interbond angle 9Oo in On

s)¡nrìnetry, in conjuncËion with the six M-L bond lengths would be

preferable.
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Evaluation of the octant sum, ZZ(f - yZ), requires that the

complex be oriented such thaË one ligand (of a Ëris-bidentate complex)

lies in xl'e Z = O plane wíth one donor aËom, L, on Èhe +X axis and

the other on +-Y. In reality the ligand angle, cl, is seldom 9Oo

and this idealízed arrangement is unattainable; in program OCTANT

the Ml6-core is reoriented to approximate Èhe required geomeÊry as

nearly as possible, maintaining a fixed right-handed set of reference

axes (see the corutrent cards at Ëhe head of the program). The

mathematics is simple vector geometry and needs no elaboration.

Truncation effects, both in the comput,aËion eycle and in the starÈing

vecËors absËracÈed from the literature, can result in slightly

differenË values for the ouËpuË coordinates depending on the order

in r¿hich the input vecËors are supplied, buË these uncertainties

usually have only a minor effect on the AZIMUIH averages.
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PROGRAI,t 0CTANT ( I t'¡PUT 
' OUI PUÏ I

c
õ pnoON¡u TO CALCULATE INOIVIDUAL ATOM TERHS FOR THE OCTANT RULE OF hATKINS

C USES CRYSTAL COORDINATESçORIhOGOTTALIZLS AND REORIENTS AIOH 5ET TO GIVE

C HETAL(0r0r0, AND LIGATTNG AIOH(l) AT (Xr0r0).ITS CHELAIE I'IATE IS Af(X¡Yr0) '
c LIGAfING ATCr,t 2 HAS Y TVETLIGATIN6 aTOr/l 3 HAS Z DEFTNED rVE.
C SFOULD SUPPLY FIRST FOUR AIOHS IN ORDER NEEOED TO GIVÊ RIGIIT
C HÄNDED SET FAIIMA2THA3.fHEN LTGANO AT-42 SPANS ET.Y hITh Â3 AT OZ.

C PROGRAI.I PRESENTLY REsIRICTEO TO SEVEN ATOH INPUT.I MEIAL + COORD OCTAHEDRON.

C CAN ALSO READ APPROPRIATE INÍERATOi,I DISTANCES IN ANGSII<OHS AND

C CALCULATE ORTHOGONALIZED COORDI¡¡AIES FOtl MEIAL ATOM AND IhE Slx AlOl'lS
C OF THE COORDINAIIO\ SPhERE. BUTLER JAN.FEE/1972
c

OIMENSION ATOI.I(7) rXI(7) rYI (71 çZT 17) çTITLE(8) T

lA (7 ) rB ( 7 ) r C (7 ) rD ( 7) rX l7 ) rY 17l çZ(71
2 FORHAT(lHlrXrBAl0)
3 FORllAI (6F10.7r I2)
6 FORHAT ( I H0 r 8x r I HA r 8X r I l{8 r 8X t lhC' 7x r 4HC0SAr 7X I 4itC0SB r 7X I 4HCOSCr

l2X r4HttAIM ç / çX ¡31 9.41 3F I l.5r Ió)
l2 FOR¡|Al (XrÐ BOND LENGIh tiETAL f O *rA6rÕ lS rrFl5.l2rr ANGSTRoTItI
l5 FOR|'|AT (xrð INTERATOM DISTANCE +rA6rå TO ðrAór+ IS rçFl5.I2r

I' ANGSTROHÕ)
20 FOR}'|AI (lH0r7XrÞ0RlHOGO¡IÂL XrYrZ Itr ANGSIROMS{I)
?l F0Rl{Al (8XrAór3F15.7)
6t FORHAT (lH0r8XrÌ 0CTANT SUI'I = årF35.30)
6e FORl4AT (lH0rXrr C0NTRIBUTI0N 0F AT0M irA6r\çF25.201

100 F0Rl{AT ( I2 )

104 F0Rt,l^I (?Aó)
200 F0RilAl (4F20. I 5 t
201 FoRHAT (2F20. l5)
20? FoRrlAT (F 20. t s )
203 F0RHAT(3F20.15)
300 FORI,IAT ll ç / çX;4F20. l5)
301 FORHAI (Xr2F20.15)
302 F0RHAT(xrF20.l5)
303 FORI{ÂI ( X r 3F20. l5 )

?I¡ FORHAT (8AIO)
9002 FORXAT (Aór3Fl0.ó)
9005 F0RltAT(lH0r?X:cAT0l.l+rlóXrÕXrrl5XrlYèrl5XriZrrl4XrrXfrrl4XrlYTrr

I l4X rrZT. )

9006 F0R¡{Al (2X r AóróF15. l2)
READ l00 rNUl{
O0 ó00 ISKY=l rNUll
REA0 100 r IN
READ 2l I TTITLE
PRlt{Ì ?rfITLE
IF(IN.E0.0)l0lrl02

l0l READ 3rCArCBrCCrCOSArCOSBrCOSCrNATu
PR I1'¡T 4 rCA r CBr CC rCOSA rC0SB r COSC r NATM

CALC OF 0RTIOGONALIZED COoRDS (AS IN AZIMUÌH,
SGTSQRT ( l.-COSCçCOSC I
cRr 1ç65¡-aos8rC0SC ) /SG
CPr5qP¡ I I . -COS8äC0S8-CRÐCR t
PRINT 9O05
D0 I I=l rNAll,l
READ 9002rAT0H(I) rX(I) rY(Il rZ(I)
Xf (I l-CÂ.X I I ).CBlCOSCty ( I ).CCrC0SËÌZ ( I t
Yl lI t =cBrsG*Y ( I ) .ccÈcRÒ2 ( I t
Zl(l):CCTCPTZ(I)
PRINT 900órAT0t4 ( I I rX ( I ) rY ( I I rZ ( I ) rXt ( I t rYT ( I ) rZf ( t l

I CONTINUE

c
c

c
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C t{ETAI- LIGÂNO BOND DIStANCESTA(l'¡}
to 

1?-l:rä;1i1^r, I ) -xï lN) )'ð2' (Yr t l'-Yï (ñ) ) r'2' (zr ( t'-zT (Nl ¡'Õ2)

PRINT I2rATOT.t (N) IA(N)
TI CONIINU€

c _ ,-
è r¡,ren¡rox DISTANcESTA(l) ro Al2-6)

l3 D0 l4 N'3r7
E (N) =S0Rl ( IXT (2) -Xl (N) ) Õt2' I YT (?)-YT (N! ) rr2+ IZT l?'-ZT (N), tcA)

PR¡hI l5 rÀTOH l2t rAI0¡'l (|tl rB (N)

14 CONÍINUE
c
õ rNrenaro,.t DISTANCESTa(2)fo A (3-ó'

l? D0 ló N-ôr7
c(N).soRI((Xf(3|-xTlNt''ö2.(YT(3).YTlN})'.2+(zT(3).zT(N¡}äoel
PRINf l5tATOM (3) rAI0M (N) rC lN)

Ió CONTINUE
c
ð lrren¡ros DISTÂNcEs.a(31 ro a(4-ó,

tt 
3?*l:tä;? lÏrr,u, -xT (N) ) rÕ2' r yî (4) -YT (N ) ) rrr¡ Qr t4t-zr (N) t *2'
PRINT t5rAT0Hl4) rAT0M(N) rD(Nl

I9 CONTINUE
G0 T0 103

IOZ REAO l04r (AÌOH(llrlrlrTl
READ 200' (A(I) rI=2r5)
PRINT 300r (,1 (I) rI=2r5)
READ 20lr(AlI)rI=6¡7)
PRINT 30tr (A(llrI=ór7)
RËAD 200rlB(IlrI=3ról
PRINT 300r (B (l) rI=3ról
READ 202r8 l7l
PRINT 302r8(71
REA0 200:(C(l)rI=4r71
PRTNT 300r (C(!l ¡l=4¡71

. REAO 203r(0(I)rI-5r71
PRINT 303r (D(It rIg5r7)

c
C OERTVATION OF NEId COOROS

IO3 PRINT 20
c
C CENTRAL I.IETAL

H¡I
X(H)r03Y(M)=0SZlll)¡0
PRTXT 2l rAI0H(ü) ;X (i4l rY {t't} rZ (H)

c
C L¡GAND ATOH AII}

ll-Z
X(!{l¡A(1() g Y(tl,'0 ¡ Z(ilr:0
PR I Nf 2 t r AT 0t{ { M I r X ( }i I I Y ( H ) ¡ Z ( l{ I

c
C LIGANO ATOI,I A(2)

Ma3
X (trt r (A (2) ð+2.4(3, r*2-B l3)ëù2, / l?. 

^l2r 
t

Y ¡¡¡rÂ8S (A (31.r?-X (H)ttz)
Y (t{) ¡S0RT (Y lH} ,
zlt{).0
PRIilf Zl cAlOli (l.ll rX (ll) rY (l{) ¡Z llt)

c
c LIGANO Afor{s At3)-Ató)
C Z C0CR0 0F Â(3) evE SUCh IHAI HA(l)rHA(2)r¡14(3, C0NSTITIJTE
C A RIGItf HANOEO SEÌ.

D0 UZ Ns4e7
X I N ) I (A ( 2 ) {.ä¿oA I l'l } ¡.2-B {N} Õee } / l?4 A l?r t
y (Nl s (-A ( ? ) oð?-C ¡ ç ¡ rrlrB ( tt ) e{,2 +ZsA lZ ) *X ( À¡) .T { 3 ) Ð{ra

I ox l3) a|?-?Éx (N)Ðx (3¡ l/ (2'Y (3t l
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Z lN) ¡ABS I A (N) tÕz-X (N ) rãz-Y (N) r{2 )
Z(N)=SORI(Z(N) t
lF (N.EO.4r 23¡?4

c
C OETERHINE IiHETHER Z(N) .VE OR -VE

24 TESI= (X (N) -X l4l | *tlt ( Y (Nr -Y (4) )rr2+ (Z (N) -z l4l, çe?
ZNEG:-Z (N)
TOAD= (X (N) -X (4) ) Ilr2r (Y (N) -Y (4) ){¡12Ò (ZNEG-Z (4) ) rl12
VAL=D (N ) ntr2
O I FF I =ABS ( VAL-IEST ¡

OIFF2=ABS(VA'--TOA0l
IF (DtFFl 'LE.DIFFZ) ?3t25

25 Z (N) =-Z (N)
23 PRINT 2l rATOM (N) rX (N) rY (N) rZ (Nl
22 CONTINUE

c
c FoRMATION OF ÌHE OCÍANT SUM lz'4?l (xÌoz-Y{r'nz)

llAldK=0
D0 6C N=4r7
ZS=Z ( N) t{ra
XS=X(N)rna
l$=l 1¡¡ **2
Hf=ZSI (xS-YS )

HAhK=HAlrK+ HT
PRINT 6?TATOM(N) rHl

60 CONTIÑUE
PRINT 6l ¡HAlrK

ó00 coNrINuE
END
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APPENDIX VI PROGRAM NHANGLE.

Using previously orthogonaLízeð, coordinates (in 8) program

NIIANGLE calculates the inclination of Ëhe N-H bonds of tris (diamine)

complexes relative to the c, axis of the complex ion. unlike program

AZTMUTII, the three-fold axis is defined as rhe line passing through

the metal atom and the cenËroid of the donor at.om triangle. For the

energy minimized models for which this progr¿rm r^ras designed there is

liÈËle difference beËween rhis definiËion of the C, axis and the

definition chosen for Ëhe purpose of program AZIMUTII (see section

7.3) since all the complex ions are closely C, syrrnetric and their

CoN.-cores almost ideally D, syrmnetric. The program has not been

applíed Ëo any sËructural data since nothing new would be added to

Ëhe argument concerning the relative stabílities of the various

orienËed ion-pairs in aqueous solution.

The angle beËween the C, axis and the inter-hydrogen aËom vecËor

for the Ëwo amino hydrogens bonded to the same nit.rogen donor atom

is also outpuË. The mathematics merely involves calculation of Ëhe

cosíne of the desired angle as a funcÈion of the direction cosines

of the relevanË vector and Èhe C, axis, i.e.

cos(ang.) = LLL, + mrm, * nLr2.



c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
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c
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PROGRAH NHANGLE ( INPUT IOUTPUT }

ORTI.IOGONALIZED COOROS ONLY'

OR I6IN W ITH RESPECT TO OTHER AIOI'tg

EONDS AND C3 AXIS OF COI"IPLEX ION
LTTPLE THEREOF SIÑCE I{AKES

CT LENGThS
E DONE

CARD 3-ll INPUT CO0RDS'3N AT0MSr3Hlç3H2 Af0l{S

CAROS 2.II ì4UST AC iUPPUIED FOR EACH SET OF COORDS TO BE PROCEgSEO

EUÍLER Nov l7-18l1970

C0f,tt'lON TITLE(8) ;X (9) çY (9) rZ (91 rAT0M(91

9000
900 I
9002
90 03
900ó
9007
90 08
9009

FORMAI (8AIO)
iõâr.rar (2xrs BoND LENGIH +rA6rxrAórr ls rrFl0'ó)
FOR¡{Al (Âór3Fl0.6l
FOR|'lAl (lHl r8Al0)
FORHAI I / t8x)46r3 (3XrFl0.ó) )

FoRtlAT ( lH0rx¡ICENTR0ID X= rrFì0.6r3X¡+t= I¡f l0.6r3X¡rZ¡ rrFl0'61
FORHAT (2Xr+C€NTROID .ORIGIN DISTANCE =T'FIO.6)
iõn¡¡r ( ãx r"D IREcr IoN cos INES c3 0L=Õ rFl0 '6ç2/ t Õp¡lrr r F l0 '6r2xr

lë0N3+rF10.6,
FORHAT I / / ç2X¡ *Ql FF X=+ r F I 0. ó r 2X r {rD IFf Y¡n t F I 0. ó r 2X r rD I FF Zrë r F I 0' 6 )

FORHAI ( 2X r tDA= t, F i0. 6 çZXr oDBtr¡ r F I 0 . 6 r 2 X r Õ0C=+ r F I 0. 6 )

F0RtlAl-(2Xr+ANGLE BETtiEEÌ\ C3 AXIS AND+¡4XrA6rA6rå BOfiO ISrrFl0.6)
FORI'IAT l//ç?XrÐEND DATA SET çr I4)
FORI.IAT ( I4)
FORHAI (2XIEAi¿GLE BETI.JEE¡i C3 AXlS AND TTXIAóTA6Të VECTORT}TFIO.6}
FORt{Af (2XrrINTÊRAT0M DISTANCE rrAórXrA6rr IS} rFl0"6l
REÁ0 9018r IDAI
00 t000 NCYC=lrIDAT
READ 9000rTIÍLE
PRINT 9003rTITLE
00 I I=lr9
READ 9002rATOi'{(I) rx( I) rY (I) rZ ( I)
PRI¡¡I 9006rATOM(I) rX(Il rY(I) rZ(I)
CONT INUE

c
C CALCULATE CENIROID OF LIGAND ÂTOM TRIANGLE
C C3 FROM ORIGlf.t TO CENTROiD

SUIIX=X (l ).X (2) +x (3) S SUMYTY (l I +Y (2) +Y (3) $ SUMZ=Z (ll rZ (2).2(31
CXgSUI'lX/3. $ CY=SUHY/3. S CZ'SUl4Z/3.
PRINI 9007rCXçCY¡CZ

c
C ORIGIN CENTRO[D DISTANCE

D I Sf=CX* CX +CYn CY +CZ nCZ

DOCgSORI (DIST)
PRINT 9008r00C

c
C DIRECI¡ON COSINES OF C3 AXIS

DL=CXIDoC $ DM=CY,zDoC $ DN=CZIDoC
PRINT 9009r0Lr0Mr0N

c
C NITROGEN HYOROGEN EONO LENGTIIS ANO DIRECTIOIT COSINES

00 ? II=l13
H-ll+3

I? DIFFX=X(H)-X(II) $DIFFY!Y(M}.Y(II) 5 DIFFZ:Z(I.II-Z(II)
PRINf 90I0TDIFFXTDIFFYcDIFFZ
EN-D IFFX¡0 IFFX +D IFFYnD IF FY r0 I FF Z+D lF F Z
ELENH=SORT (EN)
PRINT 9001rAT0t'l ( I I ) rAf 0l't (M) TBLENH
DA-DIFFX/BLENH S D8=DIFFY/BLETIFI $ DC¡OIFFZ/BLENH

9010
90tI
90 l2
9013
9018
e020
9021
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PRINI 901 I rDArDBr0C
c
C AN6LE BETHEEN N.H BOND ANO C3 AXIS

COSTH=0A¡DL+DB+DM +0CttDN

IHEIA=AC0S (C0STH)
ANGtTHEI A*57 .2958
PRINT 90l2rATOM ( II ) rAIOM (M) rANG

M=M.3
IF (t'l-lI.EQ.6) l2r l0

c
õ ¡¡¡AUC EETTEEN C3 AND H-H NOITBONDED VECTOR

lO NAGII'3
¡-¡A o 3
AX=X(NA)-X(il) 5 AY=Y(NA)-Y(Ml $ AZ-Z(NA)-Z(r't)
HHD I S=AX *AX+AY+AY + AZnAZ
HH=SQRI (HHDIS)
PRINT 9021 rATOM(NA) rATOH (M) rHH

DCA=ÀX,/HH 5 þÇ$=AYlHH S DCC=AZ./HH

COSAL=DC Arþ! +Qf,$ +!fl+ DCCr Df\l

ALPI'lA=AC0S ( COSAL ,

ALPHA=4LPhAI157.2958
PRINT 9020 rAI0M (NA) rATOla (M) r ALPHA

2 CONTTNUE
PRINT 90l3rNCYC

IOOO CONTINUE
END
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